


pat'a\?onia® 
Capilene·· 

Underwear 
The first truly wickable underwear that 
is easy to care for and comfortable 
to wear even after consistent use 
and repeated washings. 

What is Capilene'"? 
Capilene'" is a durable, 
wickable polyester fabric 
available exclusively from 
Patagonia. The wicking 
properties of Capilene last 
the life of the garment and you 
can wash it and dry it without 
damaging the soft text ure of 
the fabric. Unlike some other 
synthetic underwear fabrics, 
Capilene does not re tain odors 
and resists oils and stains. 

What is "Wicking " 
anyway? 
The term "wicking" actua lly 
describes three different 
moisture transmitting 
properties found in some 
fabrics. The first is capillary 
action, or the movement of 
moisture between closely 
oriented fibers. The second is 
vapor transmission, which is 
the direct passage of moisture 
from the skin through the open 
weave of a non-absorbent 
fabric. Finally, spreading, or 
the degree to which moisture 
spreads out over the surface 
of a fabric for rapid drying and 
evaporation, is a component 
of wicking. Some fabrics wick 
better than others; on ly 
Capilene wicks in all three 
ways. 

Why is wicking so 
important? 
Imagine that you've just 
careened down three thousand 
feet of expert ski slopes. You've 
worked up an impressive sweat 
dodging trees and hopping 
moguls and now you have 30 
minutes of lift lines to endure. 
If the layer of fabric against 
your skin doesn't wick, you'l l 
feel wet and clammy as you 
cool down and you'll be 
thoroughly chilled before 
you begin your next run. It's 
a sensation that's neither 
pleasant nor safe. 

Any time you are active in cold 
or wet conditions your best 
shot at staying warm is to wear 
a layer of wickable, non
absorbent fabric against your 
skin. It will keep you dry, and 
you must stay dry to stay 
warm. 

Why does Capilene 
wick so well? 
Normally polyester is a water
hating, or hydrophobic, fiber. 
The surface of each Capilene 
fiber has been permanently 
altered to become water- loving, 
or hydrophilic. Thus, each 
Capilene fiber has a thin skin 
that absorbs moisture while 

the inner core repels it. This 
combination of forces and a 
special weave create a fabric 
that wicks with great efficiency. 
Water molecules are attracted 
to the surface of the garment 
where it is evaporated or 
absorbed into other parts 
of your layering system whi le 
you stay dry and warm. 

When should you 
wear Capilene? 
We make three weights of 
Capilene underwear for 

different uses. Wear our 
lightweight Capilene underwear 
for early morning runs in late 
fall or under a shell for spring 
skiing. Midweight is perfect for 
aerobic activities in harsher 
conditions like backcountry 
telemarking in January. Ou r 
exclusive Expedition Weight 
Capilene Underwear can be 
used as a base layer for 
extreme conditions like high 
latitude sailing, or can be worn 
alone with a shell in more 
moderate conditions. 

Hollow-Core Wool Polypropylene Capilene•· Cotton Silk Untreated 
Polyester Polyester 

The wickability of Capilene ... 
is shown here. Strips of a variety of underwear fabrics are 
suspended over beakers containing equal amounts of colored 
water. The dye line on the strips indicates how well the various 
fabrics wick. The higher the dye line, the greater the wickability 
of the fabric. 
For more information on our quality outdoor products and the name 
of your nearest dealer, call our toll-free Consumer Information Line: 
1-800-523-9597 Nationwide 1-800-432-0241 California 

Send for your free BO-page color catalog of functional clothes. 

patagonia® P.O. Box 150, Dept. 763 Ventura , Ca 93002 
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CHALLENGE THE ELEMENTS WITH THE NORTH FACE. 
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MOUNTAIN TRAVEL's Climbing Expeditions for 1986 
South America (Peru / Huascaran, Cordillera Real of Bolivia, Sierra 
Del Cocuy in Colombia, Aconcagua in Argentina, high altitude 
volcanoes of Chile and Ecuador), Alaska (McKinley), Nepal (Island 
Peak, Pacharmo, Pokhalde), China / Tibet {Mt. Shishapangma), 
Switzerland (Matterhorn, Mont Blanc), non-technical climbs in 
Germany, Austria, Italy, plus USSR Climbing Camps in the 
Caucasus, Pamirs, Siberian Altai, Western Tian Shan. Learn-to
climb seminars in Peru and Alaska (McKinley). 
Send for free 1986 Schedule: Mountain Travel, 1398 Solano 
Avenue, Albany CA 94706. (415) 527-8100. 

K2 av1at1on 
~ ' ,_. 

For access to McKinley and the Alaska Range. 
P.O . Box 290 - TALKEETNA, ALASKA 99676 (907) 733-2291 

CONTACT NEEDED 
We would like to contact the following people to 
return material to them (last address known in 
brackets): -

James Garrett (Frutigen, Switzerland) 
Tim Jefferson (Cambridge, England) 
A. I. Gibson (Co. Durham, England) 
Leonard Coyne (Boulder, CO, USA) 

I. P. Smith Nigel Towers 
Trevor Jones (Calgary, Alberta, Canada) 

Steve Gardiner (Emerson, WY, USA) 
Chris Cantwell (Modesto, CA, USA) 
Richard Croft (Kettering, England) 

David Green (Dublin, Ireland) 
Frederic Faure (Saint Etienne, France) 
Dave Grenda (Tustin, California, USA) 

ATTENTION CLIMBERS: Doug Geeting is now booking for small and large expeditons for 
the 1985 climbing season. For the best in Air Transportation and access to the Alaska 
Range. CALL collect for information & special rates. Area code (907) 733-2366 or write 
Doug Geeting, P.O. Box 42 Talkeetna, Alaska 99676. 
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Europe 
ALP 
Corso Vittorio Emanuele 11, 167-10139 Torino, Italy 
Published 12 times a year 

THE ALPINE JOURNAL 
74 South Audley Street, London, W1Y 5FF, Great Britain . 
Published once a year. 

ALPINISME & RANDONNEE 
7 Rue de Lille, 75007, Paris. 
Published 12 times a year 

ALPIN 
Ortlerstrasse 8, 8000 Munchen 70, Germany 
Published 12 times a year 

DER BERGSTEIGER 
Postfach 27, D-8000 Munchen 20, Germany 
Published 12 times a year 

DESNIVEL 
Apartado de Correos 19 083, Madrid, Spain 
Published 4 times a year 

EXTREM 
Rambles, 61, Barcelona-2, Spain 
Published 6 times a year 

LA MONTAGNE 
9 rue la Boetie, 75008 Paris, France. 
Publistied 4 times a year 

MONTAGNES 
1 rue de la Prevachere, 38400St Martin D'Heres, France. 
Published 11 times a year 

NORKLATT 
Postboks 5935, Hegdehaugen, 0308 Oslo 3, Norway. 
Published 4 times a year. 

RIVISTA DELLA MONTAGNA 
Via della Rocca, 29-10123 Torino, Italy 
Published 4 times a year. 

ROTPUNKT 
Stuttgarter Strasse 45, 7064 Remshalden-Grunbach, 
Germany Published 3 times a year 

TATERNIK 
ul. Stan6w Zjednoczonych 53 p 227, 04-028 Warsaw, 
Poland. Published twice a year 

VERTICAL 
Residence Mummery, 28 Impasse des Primeveres, 
74400 Chamonix, France. Published 5 times a year. 

U.S.A. 
AMERICAN ALPINE JOURNAL 
113 East 90th St, New York, NY 10128, U.SA 
Published once a year 

CLIMBING 
Box E, Aspen, Col. 81611, LI.SA. 
Published 6 times a year 

ROCK & ICE 
PO. Box 3595, Boulder, co 80307, U.SA 
Published 6 times a year 

Asia 
THE IWA TO YUKI 
Yamakei (Publishers) Co. Ltd , 1-1-33 Shiba Daimon, 
Minato Ku, Tokyo (Contains English language summaryl. 
Published 6 times a year 

INDIAN MOUNTAINEER 
Officialjournal of the Indian Mountaineering Foundation 
Benito Juarez Road, New Delhi-110021 Undial. 
Published 2 times a year 

HIMALAYAN JOURNAL 
Published by THE HIMALAYAN CLUB, Contact Oxford 
University Press, PO. Box 31, Oxford House, 
Appollo Bunder, Bombay 400001. 
Published once a year 

HIMAVANTA 
63E Mohanirban Road, Calcutta 700 029, India. 
Published 12 times a year 

WILD 
PO. Box 415, Prahran, Victoria 3181, Australia. 
Published 4 times a year. 

ROCK 
PO. Box 415, Prahran, Victoria 3181, Australia. 
Published once a year. 

Details from, 
I.S.M., Club Vagabond, 1854 Leysin 
Switzerland. Tel. (Swiss code) 2 5 34 13 21 

MIKE CHENEY IN KATHMANDU 
announces the establishment of his new 

trekking & expedition agency 
TREKS & EXPEDITION SERVICES PVT LTD 

Post Box 3057, Kamal Pokhari 
Kathmandu, Nepal 

Cable Address: CHENEY, Box 3057 Phone: 4-12231 
in partnership with Mrs. Renchin Yonjan <formerly 
of International Trekkers> and Mr. Madan Gurung 

<formerly of Sherpa cooperative> together with the 
former field staff of Sherpa cooperative Trekking. 
"FREEDOM OF THE HILLS IS THE NAME OF THE GAME" 

'As the dew is dried up by the 
morning sun 

so are the sins of mankind 
by the sight of the Himalaya· 

TALKEETNA AIR TAXI, INC. 
Lowell Thomas, Jr. and Don Lee 

Owners/Operators 
Specializing In mountain-glacier ttylng. Serving 
climbers, skiers, aerlal sightseers, wilderness 
campers, scientists, miners and prospectors, 
fishermen and the general publlc. 

contact TALKEETNA AIR TAXI, INC. 
B011 73, Talkeetna, AK 99676 

. Tel: (9<>n 733-2218 or: 
Lowell Thomas, 7022 Tanalna Or, Anchorage, AK 99502 

HAVE YOU GOT ONE? 
From Britain's No.1 Mail Order Company comes the best 
equipment catalogue you can buy. 112 colourful pages packed 
with top quality products, interesting information and sound 
advice. Get the best and forget the rest by sending £1 .50 to: 
FIELD & TREK DEPT. MC, 3 WATES WAY, BRENTWOOD, ESSEX. 
Tel (0277)221259/'l33122fl194181'l10913 (24 HRS) 

SAVE MONEY - MAKE YOUR OWN OUTDOOR CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT 
Largest U.K. stockists of specialist top quality materials and accessories. 
Expert advice. Prompt efficient service. Trade and retail. S.A.E. catalogue. 

PENNINE OUTDOOR c HOLMBRIDGE : HUDDERSFIELD , W. YORKS 0484 . 684302/683206 

ATTENTION CLIMBERS: Support your local bush pilot Doug Geeting is 
now booking for the 1985 and 86 Mt McKinley climbs. 
For reservations and information write to·-
P.0. Box 42, Talkeetna, 99676, or call 907. 733.2366. 
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Here are 10 good reasons 
Clog Karabiners are designed by 
climbers for climbers. 

Built in reliability: in almost 17 years 
manufacturing karabiners, not one has 
broken due to faulty materials or 
workmanship. 

A wide range of gate openings, all of 
which accept a figure 8, two ropes, etc. 

The finest gate action available - soft 
and smooth . 

All gates can be opened under body 
weight - an important feature 

Immaculate finish, unsurpassed _5_U_P_E_R_L_/\ __ J-IV-E for mountain rescue and 
by any other manufacturer. M aid climbing. 

Each Karabiner is individually KARABINERS Special Swiss rotary riveting 
inspected before leaving our FOR EVERY technique ensures positive 
factory. SITU /\"JION heads with no stress to the 

M aluminium. Locking Karabiners do not 
depend on the locking CLOG Karabiners exceed all 
mechanism for strength. (u. international safety requirements 

Write now for free catalogues and dealer list to: 

Clogwyn Climbing and Safety Equipment, Deiniolen, Gwynedd, U.K. 
Telephone: <0286> 870551. Telex: 617135. 



Chouinard® 

Bachar 
Ladder 

kit 
Whether your standard is 
5.2 or 5.10, our adjustable 
wooden-rung Bachar Ladder 
will help you develop the 
strength you need for today's 
steep routes. Designed for 
assembly with your retired 
lead rope, the ten-rung kit is 
available at your Chouinard 
dealer, or from us at 
POBox90 
Ventura, CA 93001. 

M 
0 
U Now Available 

This is a full 
index for N Mountain Nos. 
89-100 inclusive 

Price: £0.75 ($1.25) 

T Send cheques to: 
Mountain Magazine 
Limited, 
PO Box 184, 
Sheffield S11 9DL. A 

INDEX 
N 19B31B4 
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GREATER HIMALAYA 

Voytek and Schauer Add Major New Climb, Alpine 
Style, to the West Face of Gasherbrum IV 
Japanese Succeed in Seige on North West Face of 
Masherbrum 

KARAKORAM 
Gasherbrum 4 (7925ml 
Voytek Kurtyka (38) and Robert 
Schauer (31) climbed the Baltoro 
Face of the mountain in an alpine 
style push to the north end of the 
summit ridge . This face has been 
attempted several times without 
success by British, Japanese and 
American groups. The climbing 
was difficult technically with 
compact steep rock and poor 
protection. Too fatigued to 
traverse to the main summit, they 
made a difficult descent of the 
face. In all , their ascent took 
almost two weeks and ranks as 
one of the most difficult alpine 
style face climbs yet achieved at 
high altitude. It was marred only 
by failure to make the true summit 
by repeating the last section of 
the 1958 Italian first ascent route . 

Masherbrum (7821 m) 
A substantially new route was 
made on Masherbrum by the 
Japanese Kansai Karakorum 
Expedition 1985, led by Shin 
Kashu . The team climbed from 
the Baltoro on the northwest side 
of the mountain , fixing ropes and 
four camps. From Camp 4 the 
party started on July 22, 
bivouaced, and next day the main 
summit was reached (7821 m) by 
S. Kashu , S. Wada, M . Yamamoto, 
Y. Yabukawa, T. Shigehiro, H. Ito, 
T. Terauchi, T. Toyama, M. 
Tatsuta and R. Nishizutsumi. Near 
the summit ridge the team found 
the body of one of the two Polish 
mountaineers - M . Malatynski or 
P. Nowacki, who tragically died 
after the first ascent of 
Masherbrum SW (7806m) on 
September 17, 1981. 

An Austrian expedition, led by 
Robert Renzi er, were on the same 
side of the mountain, and Mike 
Searle's British party tried the 
long east ridge without success. 
Masherbrum main summit (NE, 
7821 m) had two ascents before 
1985: in 1960 by 4 members of an 
American expedition and in 1983 
by 2 Japanese. Masherbrum SW 
was climbed by 3 Poles and 
remains unrepeated. 

Gasherbrum 1 (8068m), 
Gasherbrum 2 (8035ml 
In Italy a five-year plan began, 
starting a series of expeditions to 
climb all 14 eight thousanders. 
Led by Agostino da Polenza, it 
includes 6 regular members and 
2-4 accidental members. 

On June 5 and 6, 1985, Gianni 
Calcagno, Tullio Vidoni and 
Giambattista Scanabessi made 
the ascent of Gasherbrum II 
(8035m) in fine alpine style by the 
Southeast Route. On the 7th Base 
Camp was reached . The second 
team was composed of Agostino 
Da Polenza, Pierangelo Zanga, 
Sergio Dalla Longa and 
Pierantonio Camozzi. From June 
4 to 9 they climbed Gasherbrum I 
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(8068m) by a new route via the 
difficult Northwest Face. Da 
Polenza and Camozzi reached the 
summit, the other two retreated. 
After 3 more bivouacs they were 
back in the Base Camp. On June 
19two members of the first team, 
Calcagno and Vidoni , reached the 
summit of Gasherbrum I by 
another new route. The climb and 
descent took 3 days. The weather 
was bad - during 35 days spent in 
Base Camp there were only 3-4 
sunny days. The first team on 
Gasherbrum I had to fight against 
storms and temperatures down 
to - 35°C. For 1986 K2 and Broad 
Peak are planned. 

The total costs for the "8000 
meter challenge" are given at 10 
million Italian lire . Patrons are the 
Club Alpino Italiano Sezione di 
Bergamo, the Touring Club 
Italiano, the CONI and the Italian 
Military Geographical Institute. 

The "Challenge 8000m " 
expedition was followed to 
Gasherbrum Base Camp by no 
less than ten others, making this 
the most crowded in the 
Himalayan chain, with the 
addition of a Pakistani Army camp 
only two miles away. It was 
notable in that despite its large 
scale organisation, it used 
lightweight technique on the 
peaks, with no oxygen, no fixed 
ropes and no high altitude 
porters . 

Subsequent expeditions were 
not always so scrupulous in their 
tactics. The Italian party noted 
"most of the so-called light 
expeditions followed the best 
equipped teams and took 
advantage of their routes, camps, 
food and equipment. " This was 
especially the case with the Voie 
Ordinaire on Gasherbru m 2, 
which has become a kind of 
BossesAreteof 8000m. It is in this 
context that the considerable 
feats of parachute, ski and hang 
glider descents should be 
understood. No 8000 metre peak 
is easy, but ascents of 
Gasherbrum 2 have ceased to be 
news unless accompanied by 
some particular angle of speed, 
traversing several summits, or 
technical innovation. Apart from 
those reported in Mountain 105 
the 1985 crop included Renato 
Casarotto's ascent with his wife, 
the first Italian woman to climb to 
8000m. 

OnJuly31, 10climbers reached 
the top of Gasherbrum 2 by the 
normal route. They included the 5 
man group led by Louis Le Pivain , 
including Michel Metzger (36), 
leader of the French winter 
attempt on the West Ridge of 
Everest in 1982, Remy Pilliere, 
Nicolas Campredon and Guy 
Fletcher. 3 S.wedes made the first 
Swedish ascent of an 8000m peak. 
Tommy Sandberg at 49 has taken 
part in all 4 previous Swedish 
Himalayan Expeditions, his 
companions being P. 0 . 
Bergstrom, Peter Weng (leader) 

and Franc;:ois Germain (Swiss). 
Thierry Renard (39) and Pierre 
Mure Ravaud (French) intended 
that the former should make a ski 
descent alone. Metzger helped 
Pierre Mure Ravaud on the 
descent from the summit when 
he showed signs of fatigue and 
frozen toes and went with him to 
a col at 7700m. There everyone 
regrouped and descended to 
Camp 4, Renard using his own 
skis and Metzger using some from 
the Boivin expedition fortuitously 
found at 7000 metres. Next 
morning the Swedes and Pierre 
Mure Ravaud went down together 
and Metzger and Renard made a 
ski descent down the South Face 
between the Original and French 
Routes. It appears that the two 
skied the face together, passing 
some sections of serac and steep 
wall, but generally finding quite 
favourable conditions on the 
1 000m slope of 45-50 degrees. 
Metzger claimed that it was not 
exceptionally difficult, and that 
Thierry Renard, who had built his 
expedition around this objective, 
made exaggerated claims in 
subsequent press releases of a 
"solo descent in ski extreme". Nor 
did Metzger consider Renard's 
aid to his companion adequate as 
chief of their expedition. 

Earlier, Tomoji Kato (Japan) 
reached the top with Franc;:ois 
Germain (Swiss), and at the end 
of July another group of Japanese 
reached the summit. Sadly 
Japanese climber-film 
cameraman Tami Nakoro (38), 
who was a member of the party 
which did the Japanese Route on 
the Grandes Jorasses, died in an 
avalanche during the Boivin 
ascent of Gasherbrum 2 in July. 

Good ascents of Gasherbrums 
1 and 2 were made by Eric 
Escoffier and Benoit Chamoux. 
Escoffier climbed Gasherbrum 1 
in a day on June 21 from an 
advanced camp on the plateau, 
joining Chamoux at 7500m en 
route to the top and going on to 
K2 later in July. 

Gasherbrum 3 (7953m) 
The Scottish Karakoram 
Expedition led by Geoff Cohen 
(37) attempted a new route from 
the head ofthe South Gasherbrum 
Glacier. Arriving at Base Camp on 
July 11, they followed the trade 
route to Camp 1 (6000m) below 
Gasherbrum 2 and ascended into 
the upper glacier valley (6950m) 
repeating the route up the 
dangerous ice fall found by 
Cassi n's Gasherbrum 4 party in 
1958, and establishing an ice cave 
under the SW Ridge. They were 
then forced down by a 5 day storm 
on August 2/3 which caught many 
climbers on Gasherbrum 2, and 
Clive Rowland (40) returned 
home. Cohen, Des Ruebens and 
Paul Nunn returned to C1 in 
difficult conditions and Nunn also 
came down. From August 12 to 
August 19 the former pair 
recovered and extended the route 

up a technical mixed ridge to 
7700m, when high wind and snow 
forced them down also. The 
mountain, the sixteenth highest 
summit perhaps, has been 
climbed once by the Poles in 1975, 
via the South Face. An ambitious 
plan to traverse the whole ridge 
from Gasherbrum IV to 
Gasherbrum I solo, was 
abandoned by Casarotto because 
of stomach troubles. 

Gasherbrum 6 (7007ml 
Miri Ercolani, an Italian woman 
climber, is believed to have made 
the first ascent of this peak from 
the Duke of Abbruzzi Glacier in 
June 1985. The likely route of 
ascent involves considerable 
objective dangers and steep ice, 
and seems to have been achieved 
with no support whatsoever. 
Because of her age and sex, her 
activities were treated with 
incredulity by climbers in the 
vicinity and even more so by the 
Pakistanis. 

Broad Peak (8047ml 
A 6-man party organised by the 
Army School of Mountain 
Warfare and Physical Training led 
by Major Rayyaz Hussain 
successfully attacked Broad Peak. 
Three camps were placed on the 
route. On July 30, 1985 the 
summit team started from Camp 
3 (7250m) at 2.30. They moved up 
to 7700m and bivouacked under 
the col. Next day they set off at 
7.30 and reached the top of the 
mountain at 15.30. Major Rayyaz 
Hussaid, Major Zahid Mahmood 
and Captain Jawad Pirzada were 
the sum miters. The trio was back 
in the bivouac at 21 .00 and spent 
the second night here. On August 
1 they reached the base camp. 
Bad weather made the descent 
difficult and dangerous. On this 
ascent they received some co
operation from Escoffier and 
Schaffter, who tried to make an 
ascent without permission after 
their success on K2 . After their 
success on Nanga Parbat Wanda 
Rutkiewicz went on to Broad Peak, 
but was unsuccessful and one 
member of the party was reported 
killed . (Details as yet unknown). 

K2 (8612ml 
A Franco-Swiss combined party 
reached the summit. Erhard 
Loretan , Nicole Niquille, Jean 
Troillet, Yves Morand (Swiss), 
Eric Escoffier, Daniel Lacroix, 
Stephane Schaffter and Jean 
Franc;:ois Magnificat all set out to 
make a rapid ascent on July 4 via 
the Abruzzi Ridge. Climbing solo 
but together they reached 6800m 
(Camp 2) by early afternoon. 
Leaving at4 next morning Loretan 
and Escoffier reached 7400m by 
11 .30, and the others joined them 
by three o'clock. Magnificat 
decided to go down, and Schaffter 
and Daniel Lacroix decided notto 
set off up that evening, remaining 
at 7400m. Escoffier, fresh from 



his Gasherbrum successes, left 
with the four Swiss at 21.00 hours, 
on rock without fixed rope but 
more solid than the 
Gasherbrums. Soon Nicole 
Niquille turned back with a 
problem with her leg and 
descended quickly, though she 
had spent two days above 8000 
metres without problems the 
previous week. They searched at 
8000m for a tent left by the Swiss 
but the wind and snow had swept 
it away. They continued by 
moonlight using Adelat, a vaso
dilator, and were forced to 
traverse under a 150 metre serac 
on a 50 degree slope for 3 or 4 
hours. From the Shoulder they 
climbed the last 400 metre 
pyramid, reaching the top at 
13.30, fifteen hours after their 
departure. They then made the 
descent, meeting Stephane 
Schaffter and Daniel Lacroix at 
8000m. At 19.00, they reached 
7400m and next day base camp. 
Meanwhile Schaffter and Lacroix 
also succeeded, but became 
separated around 8200m. Lacroix 
failed to return, and despite a 
search by Magnificat using the 
Japanese radio at 7400m, all hope 
had to be abandoned when worse 
conditions ensued. Nevertheless 
Magnificat, a doctor, went up to 
8000m again but found no clues. 
Subsequently 4 Japanese 
reached the summit (details as 
yet unavailable). 

The Escoffier ascents raise in 
practice an issue long on the 
agenda. On K2 and Broad Peak he 

was not on the permitted list of 
expedition members and he and 
Schaffter had to make 
undertakings to Liaison Officers 
in the field so that they would 
tolerate their ascents. Whether 
these were kept and quite what 
they were is not known. 
Undoubtedly they were 
interviewed at length by the 
Officers of the Ministry of Tourism 
in Islamabad, and both departed 
quickly, Escoffier to France and 
Schaffter back to Broad Peak. The 
problem is that the present 
inflexibilities of the rules do not fit 
modern climbing practices, and 
the understanding of their 
application by Liaison Officers 
remains quite variable. Pursuit of 
8000 metre peaks is making them 
excessively crowded, while the 
technique of fast ascent is likely to 
encourage very good climbers to 
wish to circulate, climbing at least 
two and possibly more mountains 
in a single season. All this is 
highly disturbing to the traditional 
concept of what an expedition is, 
and denies the need to move into 
and out of the mountains in old 
ways except in getting in the first 
essential supplies to base camps. 
Nor are many of these climbers 
likely to transgress in any political 
way, by crossing borders or 
intelligence offences. Most of 
what passes as intelligence here 
is commonplace to westerners 
anyway. Whatever the outcome 
there is need of really constructive 
thought, a reduction of the burden 
of fixed costs introduced by the 

largely redundant liaison officer 
system, and maybe the 
introduction of an individual 
permit system, with a schedule of 
fees fixed according to the 
number and perhaps height of 
peaks involved. Thereby tourist 
income might yet be reconciled 
with climbers' objectives. 
Unfortunately the military 
pressures in the disputed area 
seem most likely to prevent any 
such change. 

On a lighter note a 67 mile race 
from Dusso up the Braldu River 
Gorge to Askole and back over 
the Skora La to Shigar attracted a 
large entry in July. Runners of 
many nationalities competed in 
this three day gruelling Marathon. 

Lukpe La Brakk 
Snow Lake Peak (6593ml 
A six man South Wales 
Mountaineering Club party visited 
the Snow Lake area in July, 
intending to complete the Biafo
Hispar trek and to reconnoitre for 
a future expedition and stay for 
two weeks at Snow Lake en route 
with the intention of visiting peaks 
in that area. Base Camp was set 
up in late July. Then Dave Parsons 
became sick with altitude 
problems and he and his wife 
went back via the Hispar. Bob 
Williams was injured in a crevasse 
fall, and was evacuated with Don 
Hillman via the Hispar Glacier. 
Mike Harber (37), a medical 
researcher, and Mike Morris (43) 
a mathematics lecturer, remained 
with the intention of climbing 

Left: The West Face of 
Gasherbrum 4 showing the line of 
the Voytek/Schauer route. 
Photo: Voytek Kurtyka. 

Lukpe La Brakk and were expected 
to follow a few days behind the 
others. They did not do so and via 
the British Mountaineering 
Council relatives deposited funds 
with the Government of Pakistan 
to cover helicopter search and 
rescue and Don Hillman flew back 
to join the search. At the Snow 
Lake Base Camp Morris' tent was 
found, but there was no trace of 
the Advanced Base. Between 
August 2-7 there had been at least 
one period of heavy snow, laying 
down more than 1 metre at 
altitudes beyond 5000. Apart from 
a mysterious report of a body 
being found on the Hispar, which 
emanated from the Foreign Office 
(UK), nothing further could be 
discovered. The two were 
experienced mountaineers of 
sound judgement and it seems 
unwise to speculate about their 
fate, for they may have met 
accident on the peak or upon the 
extensive glaciers of Snow Lake, 
particularly in the extremely 
harsh storm conditions of early 
August. By the time of the search 
late in August it was unlikely that 
they might be found alive. The 
loss illustrates not only the 
seriousness of mountaineering in 
high altitude areas, even on 
smaller peaks, but also the 
seriousness of some treks. Whilst 
the Biafo-Hispar crossing is not 
difficult in favourable conditions 
in summer, it can become almost 
impossible in heavy new snow or 
very soft conditions in the Snow 
Lake and Hispar Pass area. 

INDIA 
Siachen Nomenclature 
In the aftermath of the successful 
Anglo-Indian expedition a series 
of new names have been 
proposed for those peaks 
previously known only by 
numbers and heights. It was felt 
that the large number of un
named peaks in the Terong Valley 
posed an inconvenience 
justifying such action in the light 
of the dictum of Colonel Sir 
Sidney Burrard in 1906, then 
Superintendent of the Great 
Trigonometrical Survey of India. 
"The nomenclature of a mountain 
region should not be forced: it 
should grow spontaneously and 
we should never invent a name 
until its absence has become 
inconvenient." 

The names attached to a 
number of Terong peaks have 
already been utilized in the report 
of the Expedition in Mountain 105. 
Of course naming can have many 
implications, especially in an area 
of dispute where military action 
continues. 

Kamet (7800ml 
A combined French and Indian 
military expedition has gone to 
this area forbidden to civilian 
climbers envisaging an attempt 
on the West Face. 
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NEPAL 
The French Ecole National of Ski 
and Alpinism is helping the Nepal 
mountaineering School at 
Menang to develop the training of 
mountain guides in the country. 
Patrick Cordier and Georges 
Payot have been there in 1985 for 
this purpose. Of expeditions there 
post monsoon, the Japanese and 
French lead with nine each, whilst 
there is one Greek expedition, to 
Annapurna South. 

Corrections 
Mountain 102 p.12: Marty Hoey 
was not killed on the Kangshung 
Face, but on the North Face of 
Everest by a fall down the Great 
Couloir. Phil Ershler is not 23, but 
in his thirties; he has climbed 
Mount Rainier nearly 300 times as 
a summit guide. Also in the same 
piece the impression was 
(unintentionally) given that Jim 
Whittaker, the first American up 
Everest, did it via the West Ridge, 
when of course he climbed via the 
South Col, and Hornbein and 
Unsoeld's ascent by the West 
Ridge was three weeks later. 

CHINA 
Everest (8848ml 
A Catalan Expedition was 
successful on a route on the north 
side of Everest which joined the 
North Ridge. Two climbers 
reached the top on July 28 without 
using oxygen for climbing. It was 
used for sleeping (further details 
will follow). 

United Kingdom Expeditions 
Mount Everest Foundation 
The Secretary of the Screening 
Committee of the M.E.F. has 
changed. The Foundation, formed 
after the first successful ascent of 
Everest in 1953, was initially 
financed from surplus funds and 
subsequent royalties from that 
expedition and has since then 
dispensed more than £300,000 in 
grants, mainly to small expeditions 
organised by adventurous young 
climbers but also to those of the 
highest ambition and standard 
including several which made 
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major first ascents of peaks or 
faces. It is controlled by a 
Management Committee jointly 
appointed by the Alpine Club and 
the Royal Geographical Society 
and administration is performed 
entirely by voluntary officers 
keeping expenses to a minimum. 
The Screening Committee which 
considers completed applications 
meets twice yearly, usually in 
February and October. Closing 
dates for completed application 
forms are 31 December and 31 
August respectively. The 
Foundation can only give grants 
to British or New Zealand 
Expeditions planning to make first 
ascents or new routes on high 
remote mountains, or doing 
genuine research there. 

Enquiries and requests for 
forms should be addressed to: 
The Hon. Secretary, W. H. 
Ruthven, Gowrie, Cardwell Close, 
Warton, Preston PR4 1 SH. 

Climbing expeditions 
supported by the M.E.F. are 
automatically considered for 
grant aid by the British 
Mountaineering Council if they so 
wish. Would-be expedition 
groups should also consult The 
Expedition Advisory Centre, 
Royal Geographical Society, 1 
Kensington Gore, London SW7 
2AR, Tel: 01 581 2057. 

Everest 1986 
In the Autumn of 1986 Brummie 
Stokes and Paul Moores are 
leading another British 
Expedition to attempt the North
East Ridge of Everest from China. 
A fairly large party is envisaged, 
with a mixture of the most 
experienced climbers like Joe 
Brown and Mo Anthoine and 
younger alpinists. A film and book 
are envisaged and the expedition 
is al ready part sponsored by 
Anglian Windows Double 
Glazing, but the expedition still 
seeks further major sponsorship 
support. It appears that the 
expedition will coincide with the 
planned visit by the Queen to 
China. This will be the third British 
attempt upon the unclimbed 
ridge. The first led by Chris 

Bonington with a small party 
failed when Peter Boardman and 
Joe Tasker disappeared high on 
the mountain in May 1982. The 
second, a largely Scots expedition 
in the spring of 1985 led by Mal 
Duff, reached about 8000 metres 
below the point where Tasker and 
Boardman were last seen before 
being defeated by bad weather. It 
is hoped that a very experienced 
and relatively large and well
equipped party will be third time 
lucky. 

10 Years After Everest 
Honorary guest of the Soviet 
Pamir Camp 1985 was the first 
lady of Everest (1975), Junko 
Tabei from Japan, who climbed, 
in 2½ weeks, three seven
thousanders: Pik Korzhenevskoy 
(7105m), Pik Kommunizma 
(7483m) and Pik Lenin (7134m). 

Born in 1939, of short stature 
(only 152 cm) she has two 
children (13 and 7) and earns a 
living by teaching the piano and 
"koto", and is president of the 
Japanese Ladies Alpine Club. 
Visiting Moscow, Junko Tabei 
was reviewed by the newspaper 
Sovetski Sport ( 13.9.85). "The 
Pamir is the best place to train for 
high altitude mountaineering" 
she said. "For Japanese alpinists, 
and Western too, the Pamirs are 
less dangerous and less 
expensive than the Himalaya or 
the mountains of China. It is 
possible here to complete some 
7000 metre ascents during a 
single holiday while the Himalaya 
or Karakoram takes two months!" 
How does she cover the cost of 
their undertakings? "In general 
by own means. She is opposed to 
sponsorship, which brings 
mountaineering a commercial 
spirit. Members of the Japanese 
Ladies Alpine Club save money 
for the expeditions, for example 
from their scholarships". "How 
do you train for your mountain 
adventures?" was another 
question. Junko has good 
physical "parameters": blood 
pressure 110/70, pulse 50 
(resting). She trains usually by 
running; two or three times a year 

Left: First successes on 
Gasherbrum 1 and 2 for the Italian 
8000 Metre Challenge team. 
Photo: Fabrizio Guerini. 
Opposite: Gasherbrum 3 from the 
top of the G3/G4 icefa/1. The 
gendarmed West Ridge leads 
away from the camera and is the 
line of the recent British attempt. 
Photo: Des Rubens. 

she participates in a 30 km race 
and that is all. What does she think 
about mountaineering? "There is 
no better thing to school oneself 
to strong-will as the mountains. 
Alpinism gives people the 
possibility to keep physical and 
mental activity at a high level. The 
mountains are not important as 
such, but one's feeling of 
domination over them." 

Meanwhile, 10 years after, a re
union of the successful British 
1975 SW Face of Everest team 
took place in September 1985 in 
Patterdale and was well attended. 
Enjoying a convivial weekend of 
very bad weather and good spirits 
were Chris Bonington, fresh from 
his recent ascent of Everest, Doug 
Scott, just back from the 
Karakoram, Jim Duff, who 
recently took pa rt in the 
successful Australian ascent of 
Everest, Dr. Charlie Clarke, Dave 
Clarke, Paul (Tut) Braithwaite, 
Ronnie Richardson, Alan Fyffe, 
recently returned from the 
Scottish attempt on the NE Ridge 
of Everest, George Greenfield, 
Alan Tritton and Bob Studeley 
who were among those so critical 
to its financing and organization, 
a very large body of friends and 
families, and a few more recent 
'Everesters' including John 
Porter, Paul Nunn and Brian Hall 
of the 1980 Winter attempt on the 
West Ridge. Loud bonhomie was 
spread by the irrepressible Ian 
MacNaught Davies. 

Adventure in Tibet? 
Operation Raleigh Application 
Forms are available NOW from all 
branches of the Trustee Savings 
Bank in the U.K. (Elsewhere 
arrangements are being made by 
national committees.) 

Potential Venturers aged 
between 17-23 can apply for 1987 
expeditions by applying before 
31 December this year. 

Climbers will be interested to 
know that one of the expeditions 
will be attempting a new route on 
Shishapangma in Tibet and they 
will have the opportunity to join 
such experienced Himalayan 
climbers as Henry Day, Dick 
Isherwood, Dave Nicholls and 
Stephen Venables. 

Applicants have first to convince 
their county coordinators that 
they will fit into an expedition 
before they go forward to a 
selection weekend - and only then 
are they invited to choose which 
phase they want to join. 

For further information, please 
contact: 
Lt. Col. Henry Day 
c/o Susie Long-Innes 
Operation Raleigh 
Alpha Place 
Flood Street 
Chelsea 
London SW3 5S7 
Tel: 01-351-7541 

Correspondents: H. Kapadia, D. 
Molenaar, J. Nyka, M. Parrish. 



STOP PRESS Indian Everest Tragedy 
The Indian Army Expedition led 
by Brig. Jagit Singh reached the 
South Col by early October. On 
October 7, two groups set off for 
the summit, The first led by N. D. 
Sherpa, comprising four Indians 
and one Sherpa, left at about 
05.45 from the South Col and 
reached the South Summit 
(8763m) at 13.45 before 
retreating in worsening 
weather. Behind came Major 
Ki ran lnder Kumar (40) and Lt. R. 
K. Bakshi (25), leaving at 6.25. 
Kumar made radio contact at 
15.00. His oxygen mask was 
punctured, snow goggles had 
fallen off, and the weather was 
cloudy with strong wind and 
poor visibility. He thought 
another90 minutes would make 
the South Summit. The leader 
instructed him to return because 
of worsening weather and 
lateness. Around 15.15 Lt. 
Bakshi radioed that Kumar had 
fallen and a kitchen boy at Camp 
2 saw a red figure fall down the 
Lhotse slope. A party led by Lt
Colonel Pushkar Chand 
confirmed the death at 16.45. 
Kumar was Deputy Leader of 
the Expedition and a member of 
the successful Indian Everest 
Expedition of 1984. His body 
was taken to Chandigarh 
(Punjab) for cremation on 
October 13. Mourners included 
two brothers, Col. Narinder 
Kumar, a well-known 
mountaineer, and Brigadier K. I. 
Kumar. 

The original aim of repeating 
the 1975 South-West Face route 
had been abandoned in the bad 
conditions. The leading group 

THE ALPS 

Mont Blanc (4807m) 

On June 2 Patrick Gabarrou, 
Wilfried Colonna and Carlo 
Stratta made the first ascent of 
the Gaston Rebuffat Route up the 
centre of the triangular rocky face 
right of the Tournette Spur 
coming out by the rocks of the 
Tournette on the Bosses Arete at 
4670m. The climb gives a 
particular appreciation of the 
immense Miage face of Mont 
Blanc. 

L'lnominettetakes a gully of 
750m on the side of the ridge 
lnominette. Starting at 3900m, it 
follows steep gullies and ice falls 
to the summit ridge. Climbed by 
Patrick Gabarrou and Alexis Long 
on the 9th of July. 

Francois Marsigny also soloed 
the red pillar of Brouillard by the 
Bonatti!Oggioni Route, went off 
by the Amedee point, then 
climbed down the lnnominata, 
and up again by the Central Pillar 
of Fresneyto the summit of Mont 
Blanc, passing three Polish 
climbers en route. 

Grandes Jorasses (4208m) 

On July 22 and 23 1985, the 
Yugoslavs Janes Jeglic, Slavko 
Sveticic and Silva Karo completed 
the third ascent of the Rolling 
Stones route on the north side of 
the Walker Spur (4208m). The 
route is said to be the most 
serious climb on the Grandes 
Jorasses. It is some 1 000m in 
height, graded V1-A3 with ice 

which had tried to reach the 
summit on October 7 made 
another attempt, but were 
unsuccessful. Four climbers 
then met disaster. On October 
11 after three nights above 8228 
metres they died near the South 
Col, trying to descend in bad 
weather and poor visibility after 
rations and oxygen had been 
exhausted. Three other climbers 
survived and came down later 
with a relief party. The dead 
climbers were Lt. Ranjeet Singh 
Bakshi (25), Captain Vljaya Pal 
Singh Negi (28), Lieutenant M. 
U. B. Rao (24) and Major Jai 
Bahuguna (35). The latter's elder 
brother, Major Harsh Bahuguna, 
froze to death on the 
International Everest Expedition 
to Everest South-West Face in 
1973 when he became 
entangled in a fixed rope. Major 
Jai Bahuguna was a member of 
the Kashmir Himalayan 
Expedition of 1973, the Jog in 
Expedition of 1976, the Army 
Kangchenjunga Expedition of 
1977 and the Everest Expedition 
of 1984. This is a tragic loss and 
a severe setback to a run of 
Indian successes, including the 
ascent of Everest in 1984. The 
weather appears to have been 
exceptionally bad: Graeme 
Dingle and Rob Blackbourne 
(NZ) were forced to abandon 
their attempt on the West Ridge 
of Everest from China by snow 
storms and avalanches and a 
joint services expedition (UK) to 
Ki rat Chu Ii and other British 
expeditions to Annapurna 4 and 
Fang were stopped by bad 
weather. 

sections of 50 - 80° with friable and 
rotten rock. During the first day 
the trio climbed 24 pitches and 
bivouacked below the crux 
section of 3 pitches. The 35 pitch 
route took 22 hours of effective 
climbing. The route was 
established on July 24- 29 1979 
l;>y Czechs J. K4.til, T. Prochazka, L. 
Slechta and J. Svejda. The second 
ascent was made by French team 
E. Grammont and B. Grison which 
also comprised the first winter 
ascent (February 13 - 17, 1984). 

Torno Cesen, a Yugoslav 
climber, soloed the Walker Spur, 
went down by the Hirondelles 
Ridge, and up (second solo) by 
the MacIntyre/Todd Route, all on 
the 23 and 24 of August. 

North West Pillar of the Petites 
Jorasses (3650ml 

On the left of the Contamine 
Route, P. Gabarrou and Herve 
Bouvard did a new route on 
August 21 dedicated to Roger 
Baxter Jones. (900m TD) It gave 
climbing on good rock, sustained 
with some 66 pitches. It is not fully 
equipped. Descent was made by 
a series of 50m abseils. 
L'Aiguille du Plan (3673m) 

Sylchris, an ice fall of700m on the 
west face (ED. 55° ,90° ,55°) was 
done by Christophe Profit, 
Sylviane Tavernier and 
Dominique Radigue, on June 26, 
in 15 hours. Tavernier is an 
aspirant guide and will be only 
the second woman guide in 

France. She is also the first 
woman to work for the Chamonix 
guides company! Times are 
changing! 

Pie Adolphe Rey (3536ml 

Super Terreur is a variation at the 
beginning of the Terray Route, 
50m V+, by Michel Piola and M. 
Louis. (Michel Piola said it was 
only 50m because it was "not very 
interesting".) 

Le Corsaire (300m ED) on the 
South Face, was climbed by 
Berna rd Domenech and the Remy 
brothers on July 23. The climbing 
time was 8 hours. 

Le Coup de Foudre (160m ED, 
one pitch VIia) was climbed by 
Pascal Etienne, Frani;:ois Louvel 
and Jean Jacques Naels on July 
28. 

Pyramide de Tacul (3468m) 

Entree de Jeu (250m TD) was 
climbed by B. Domenech and the 
Remy brothers on July 24. 

Taxi Surprise (150m ED) was 
climbed on the East Face by Piola 
and Louis, Gerard Hopfgartner 
and Romain Vogler. 

Red Pillar of the Clacher du Tacul 

L'lvresse des Latitudes (250m 
ABO-). Piola and Louis climbed 
this on the South Face, to the left 
of the Boivin Route. 

Mont Maudit (4465m) 

Rencontre Au Sammet is an ice 
fall of 600m TD-(first pitch: 75° 
,80°) on the south east face on the 
right of the Kagami Spur. It was 
climbed by F. Marsigny, Gian 
Carlo Grassi, Maero Rossi and 
Pierre Marceso on July 11. 

Many new routes were done in 
the summer of 1985 on the Mont 
Blanc Massif, helped by very good 
weather. Most of them are on 
rock, and are short and well 
protected with bolts and pitons. 
The new wave in the mountains 
constitutes crag climbing at 
altitude! 

Grands Charmoz (3444m) 

Variante du Pi lier Cordier (200m) 
is on the left side of the Cordier 
Pillar. Climbed on August 21 by 
Andrey and Blaz Jevet from 
Poland, it is graded V. 

Dog Breath in the Year of the 
Plague (800m ED, a few sections_ 
at Vlb) is on the left of the Ghll1n1-
Ratheau route and was done in 9 
hours by Simon Yates and Chris 
Dale on August 24. No equipment 
was used. (Good name lads.) 

Grepon (3482m) 

Vive La Un bathed Pinkos is on the 
West Face. It is 350m ED and near 
the original west face route, and 
was climbed by Martin Cook and 
Chris Dale on August 21. The start 
is in the middle of the face, and no 
equipment was used. 

Blaitiere (3522ml 

On the West Face, Destroy (300m 
ED) was put up by Eric Loubie and 
ClaudeVigier on August 11. 

Plus Lourd Que L'Air(180m ED 
Vic, Vila). This was climbed by 
Jean Marc Troussier, Martial 
Maio Ii, Gerard Decorps and Eric 
Escoffier. The route was equipped 
from above with bolts placed with 
a battery powered drill (what a 
job!!!) 

Cacou (350m TD). This route is 
on the right of the Galbraith
MacKeith route, and was climbed 

by V. Couttet and F. Laroche on 
July 28. 

Red Pillar of the West Face 

L 'Eau Rance D'Arabic (300m ED) . 
This is to the left of the Crook
Penning Route, and was climbed 
by Michel Piola and Alain Steiner 
on 2nd and 3rd August. 

Bobokassa (300m Ed) is on the 
left of Majorette Thatcher, and 
was climbed by Michel Piola and 
Muriel Louis on August 8 and 9. 

L'Aiguille du Peigne (3192m) 
Echecet Matis on the North Face, 
and 180m TD +. It takes a steep 
and strenuous clean crack line, 
and was done by M. Moran and 
Veseley on July 26. 

Faut-11 Bruler Les Prophetes? At 
225m ED + on the North West 
Face, this was climbed by Jean 
Frani;:ois Hagenmuller and Serge 
Koenig on July 27. They equipped 
it from above. 

Green Spit (500m ED, Vlb, VIia) 
is on the North ridge. It was 
climbed by people from the 
G.M.H.M. (Groupe Militaire de 
Haute Montagne)- Bellin, 
Grammond, Sachetat and 
Tedeschi and also by Denis Leroy 
between 18 - 24 August. 

Dimanche Noir(250m ABO inf.) 
(ABO means abominable, which 
is more difficult than 
Extremement Difficile - ED.) This 
is on the left of Ticket, le Carre, le 
Rond, et la Lune and was done by 
Muriel Louis, Hopfgartner and 
Piola. (On the rock again! 1) 

Aiguille Verte (4122ml 
The Croux Point- The Direct of the 
Nant Blanc Face Beamont/Cardis. 
This route received its first solo 
ascent by Jean Louis Delorme on 
July 12. 

Drus (3754ml 
7 Ans de Reflexions is on the 
South West Face, 350m TD. It was 
climbed by Denis Collangettes 
and Frani;:ois Poissonnier on July 
14. No equipment used. 

Petit Dru 
The first repeat of the French 
Direttissima on the West Face was 
done by 4 young Catalan 
climbers: J.C. Garcia, Toni 
Hasana, Felix de Pablos and J. 
Oliva on 22nd, 23rd and 24th July. 
(Start up the American Direct to 
the lower ledges and from there 
to the upper ledges by the 
Hemming/Robbins 1965 Route, 
next following the French 
Direttissima.) 

Point 2784 of the Auguille du 
Requin 
On the South East Face, ten 
minutes from the Requin hut, a 
new face was opened up to give 
Renedilemito (200m ED, Vlb), by 
Michel Piola and Pierre Alain 
Steiner on June 29. 

Clin D'Oeil(250m Ed, Vlb+) was 
climbed by Piola, Louis and 
Hopfgartner on 9th and 25th of 
June, and, Congo Star(300m TD) 
was put up by Piola and Steiner 
on June 30. 

Laissez Bronzer Les Cadavres 
Au Soleil (200m TD) was climbed 
by Dominique Radigue and 
Romain Vogler. 

Pas de Leurettes pour Jes 
Beaufs (250m ED) was by Bruno 
Cormier, Frederic Bou rbousson, 
Romain Vogler and D. Radigue. 

Touche Pas a Mon Pilier(250m 
ED) was by B. Cormier and D. 
Radigue. 
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Michel Pio/a and Thierry Cerdan on a new route on the Aiguille de Blaitiere. This route is typical of a whole spate of hard new rock climbs on 
Chamonix granite, Pio/a being the most prolific pioneer. Photo: J. Xavier Murillo. 

Point 2851 of the East Face of the 
Requin 
Folies Bergeres (350m ABO, VIia) 
was climbed by Piola, Steiner and 
Louis on June 1 and 2 and July 3 
and 8. 

Envers Des Aiguilles 
Essorage Express (150m TD)-this 
was climbed by Piola, Louis, 
Hopfgartner and Gerard 
Schaeffer on April 20. 

L'Annee Prochaine Si Tout Va 
Bien (300m ED) was by 
Goedeffroy Perroux, J.C. Brunat, 
J. L. Bayle and V. Roche. It is on 
the slabs under the Envers. 

Trois et Trois Font Ouatre 
(300m TD+) is on the left of 20,000 
Lieues sous la Neige, and was 
climbed by Barbara Koslowska, 
Louis, Hopfgartner and Piola on 
May 28. 

Point Nantillons 
Une Gueule du Diable is 120m 
ABO inf, and.was climbed by 
Piola, Steiner and Stephane Dan 
on July 17. 

Melissa, Metisse D'lbiza ( 120m 
ABO-) is a crack climb done by 
Piola and Steiner. 

Elle a Du /'Faire (120m ED), also 
a crack climb, by Piola and Louis 
on July 19. 

Un Bon Plan (120m ED+) is 
another crack climb, by Piola, 
Louis, Hopfgartner and F. Roduit 
on July 20. 
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Aiguille de Roe 
Mes Amities a Toutankamn, on 
the East Face, is 250m ED and was 
done by Steiner and Piola. (Who 
else?) 

Tout Va Mal on the South Face, 
is to the right of Subtitles and was 
climbed at 430m ED by Piola and 
Hopfgartner. 

Amethyste Point - Glacier 
D' Argentiere 
South Face of the Point 3130 
Enfer Boreal (190m TD) was 
climbed on August 29, and Nickel 
(1800m ED) on 12 and 13 August 
by R. Ghilini and 0. Ratheaux. 

Argentiere 
North Face of Droites 
Tarte au Citron, 450m ED, Xavier 
Murrillo and Nicolas Redier. 

Pointe 3057 de L'Arete du Jardin 
Defense D'Obeir(200m TD) was 
climbed by Piola and Hopfgartner 
on July 13. (They never, ever 
stop!!) 

CasierJudicieux(150m TD +) 
was climbed by Piola and Louis 
on April 4. 

Minaret (3450m) on the South 
Face, was climbed free at VNI by 
Claude and Yves Remy and B. 
Domenech . The route is to the left 
of the Eperon South-East, and is 
300m (TD). 

Aiguille du Refuge 
T'es Qui Toua? is 180m TD and 
was climbed on July 12 by Xavier 
Murillo and Nicolas Redier. 

Face Sud du Plateau 
D' Argentieres 
Faute de Frappe (250m TD+) was 
done by Piola and Hopfgartner on 
August 12. 

De/ire des Diab/es (330m ABO 
inf.) is a strenuous climb, done by 
Marc Ravanel (who is 17 years 
old) and Etienne Deschamps (who 
is 19). They have already done 
other new routes near here. 

Nadege Chable 

Patrick Gabarrou's Year 
As has been noted, Gabarrou had 
a highly successful summer. It 
followed a high level of winter and 
spring activity. 

On February 28 he made the 
third ascent and first winter of the 
Super Couloiron the Grandes 
Jorasses, along with Franc;:ois 
Marsigny and descended by the 
normal route next day. Some 
sections proved very delicate and 
conditions were made difficult by 
falling snow. On March 10, with 
Lionel Andre and Thierry Pastore, 
Gabarrou made the second 
ascent and first winter of Envers 
Barbare on the Auguille du Plan, a 
good ice gully left of the Ryan 
Arete, and on March 14 the first 

ascent of the Goulotte 
Solidarinosk on the Periades - a 
mixed and ice climb of 450m in 
the line descending from the Point 
Simond (3493m). He was 
accompanied by Voitek Gala and 
Thierry Pastore and the party 
descended by rappel. On March 
24 with Carlo Stratti he made the 
first ascent of the Couloir de la 
Consolation on Mont Maudit, the 
big couloir to the left of L'Eperon 
de L'Ardrosace. With Marsigny 
he then went on to ascend 
Fantomastic between the South 
and Derobe Pillars of Fresney on 
April 4 and 5, a new 700m route of 
sustained ice and mixed climbing. 
The climbers were caught in a 
violent storm under the last 
snowfield below the Brouillard 
Arete and forced to retreat to the 
Ghiglione Hut, which was 
eventually reached after48 hours 
of continuous climbing. 

Gabarrou notes that the use of 
special short (1.30 metre) skis 
(Kastle Firn Extreme) fitted 
usually with Emery expedition or 
medium bindings was de rigeur 
for a number of French climbers 
in the winter of 1985, for routes 
like the North Face of the Grand 
Pilier d'Angle and descent from 
Mont Blanc and the North Face of 
the Droites descending by the 
Talefre Face. They are short and 
light enough to be carried on 
many snow and ice routes and 
can be fitted to suitable 
mountaineering boots, opening 
up vast possibilities. Gabarrou 
went on to climb a new direct 



route on the west side of Piz 
Roseg in the Bernina with Herve 
Bouvard on June 14, a route on 
the NW face of Piz Cambrena solo 
on June 19 and a new route on the 
North Face of the east summit of 
Piz Palu solo the same day, taking 
several short vertical serac walls 
direct. On July 3 he made a new 
route solo on Mont Velan , to the 
right of the main North Face 
leading direct to the summit in 
750 metres of climbing. 

Vercors Nord 
Grande Cournouze (250m) North 
Face - 3 routes, West Face - 3 
routes, Claude and Yves Remy. 

Alpes Vaudoises (Switzerland) 
Tour de Mayen, South Face - 2 
routes, fantastic, free and extreme 
- these are between the Sand 
Enrages (70 bolts for both.) 

Paroi des Montons, South Face, 
Tsingy (ED 300m). 60 bolts, free, 
and according to Claude Remy, 
who did these routes with his 
brother Yves, "the most beautiful 
and extreme route in Suisse
Romande" (the part of 
Switzerland where French is 
spoken). 

In the Alpes Fribourgeoises, on 
the South Face of Roche Percee, 
the Remy brothers climbed a 
route described by Claude as 
"interesting". 

In the Urn er Al pen, on the main 
summit (2981m) South Face, C & 
Y Remy climbed three routes on 
the right of the Pillar Est (Gruter
Villiger): Clog and Stock (400m 
TD inf.), described as very nice, all 
free and on clog; Heure de la 
Verite (400m TD sup), also 
described as very nice, and 
another route of 400 m (TD inf) 
considered "not so interesting". 

On the South Face of Tallistock 
(2579m) the brothers did a route 
of 400m (TD sup) just to the right 
of the South-West Pillar. The 
route follows an obvious crack. 

On the South Face of the Graue 
Wand(3172m) Claude and Yves 
climbed a superb new route of 
300 m (ED inf), all free. This route 
is just to the left of Eibrecher, and 
was the fifth route that the Remy 
brothers have climbed on this 
face. 

RBJ Memorial Lectures 
As a tribute to Roger Baxter 
Jones, two illustrated lectures 
have been organized covering the 
scope of his climbing career. 
Sheffield: 
Tickets £1.50 from Don 
Morrisons. 
Speakers: Al Rouse, Brian Hall, 
Tut Braithwaite. Sheffield Poly, 
7.30pm, 10th December. 
Leeds: 
Tickets £1.50 from Centresport. 
Speakers : Doug Scott, Tut 
Braithwaite. 
Subjects: Alpine Climbing, 
Makalu, Shishapangma, K2 . 

GREAT BRITAIN 

Goat Plum Picked 

LAKE DISTRICT 

Despite both days of good 
weather this year, there has been 
continuous development on the 
low crags around the valleys. 
The finest discovery this year is 
Crinkle Gill in Langdale, a crag 
which sported a couple of obscure 
aid routes from the '60s. Bill 
Birkett led the development, he 
followed John White up Private 
Investigations (E2 5c) up the steep 
groove on the left hand (lower) 
side of the crag, and then led the 
slim groove in the arete just right, 
A Naked Edge (E4 6a) with Paul 
Cornforth. The groove and steep 
crack on the right was Private 
Dancer (E4 6a) by Birkett and 
White. They then followed Corney 
up a series of serious grooves 
running from left to right called 
The Genital Touch (E4 6a) - Paul 
claimed there was no "friggin.g" 
on this one! The slabs on the right 
gave John Crimes of Quality at E1 
5b, and 30 feet higher up the gill 
Bill and John climbed the 
demanding Bodily Abuse (E4 6a) 
and finally on this wall Bill soloed 
the break on the right - Private 
Affair (Severe). On the steep 
buttress higher up on the opposite 
bank of the Gill, Bill climbed Bitter 
Days at E5 6b up the niches and 
groove on the right, and Cold 
Nights (E2 5c) up the diagonal 
crack on the left. 
Elsewhere in Langdale Martin 
Dale and Roger Brookes climbed 
the slab and steep wall left of 
Brackenclock on Pavey Ark at E3 
6a, 5c, 5b. No name has been 
offered yet. Dale soloed the arete 
left of Simon Says on Bien Crag at 
E1 5b and he called it No Flange 
for the Poor(the poor lad has been 
perverted by the Ambleside 
scene!) 
The only other new crag to 
emerge from the hillside this year 
is Hangingstone Crag, above 
Seathwaite in Borrowdale. 
Typically, Colin Downer did all the 
spadework, with either Andy Hall 
or Graham White partnering him 
on the routes. The corner on the 
right of the crag is Stan the Man 
(VS) and to the left of this is the 
arete of Skimmerhorn (E2 5b), 
then come two grooves, the right 
one being Joker Man (E1 5b) and 
Loose Connections (HVS 5a) is 
the left one. Shakedown and 
Puritan (both HVS 5a) start up the 
break 20ft left of Loose 
Connections and the large flake 
on the left of the crag is Cohort(E1 
5b). All these routes are said to be 
good and well worth the walk to 
the crag. 
Borrowdale has seen much pre
guidebook activity, Ray McHaffie 
and Pete Hirst attacked the steep 
corner crossing Pendulum from 
the left on Raven Crag with an on
sight ice-axe wielding ascent to 
produce Classic Rock (E2 4c, 5c) . 
Downer and Hirst climbed the 
direct continuation up the main 
corner at E3 5c and called it 

Savage Amusement. P. and E. 
Hirst climbed a direct variation on 
Slab Route on the same crag at 
MVS. McHaffie has cleared up the 
steep crag some distance right of 
Raven, but nothing has been 
written up as yet. 
Bleak How crag saw two 
independent solo ascents up the 
slab between Brush Off and 
Footloose. Downer climbed 
Seconds Out (VS) and Chris Dale 
produced Pop Goes The Asteroid 
at XS 5c. Steve Reid and Luke 
Steer climbed The Baj Eliminate 
up the arete between the buttress 
and Reiverat E1 5b. 
On Eagle Crag, Downer climbed 
Anomotion (E2 5a, 5c) up the 
grooved arete between the cleft 
and Daedulus with Andy Hall and 
Doug Scott. 
Shepherds Crag has seen another 
handful of diminutive variations: 
John Dunne climbed Wild Side 
(E4 6a) between Black Sheep and 
Shepherds Chimney, and Ker 
Plunk(E4 6b) which takes the wall 
right of Inclination. Daren 
Williams then climbed a ten foot 
variation on the latter - the in situ 
peg came out as Al Murray tried 
to clip it - the piece of plastic 
holding it in place was loose! 
Guidebook Dave Armstrong feels 
that these pissy problems are a 
"sick joke" . Grange Crag has had 
another diminutive outcrop 
unearthed, presumptuously 
named El Cap Buttress - the 
routes, by Stuart Millar, Bob Allen 
and T. Stephenson, called The 
Nose (HVS), Dihedral Wall (HVS), 
North America Wall (E1) and The 
Shield (5. 1 0d) bear no 
resemblance whatsoever to their 
better known counterparts! 
Elsewhere in Borrowdale, Downer 
climbed an eliminate on the 
righthand side of the arete of 
Loitering with Intent on Quay Foot 
buttress to give The In-Between 
(E1 5c). Woden's face gave F. and 
R. Southall and T. Thomson Loki 
(VS) on the right of Woden's 
Cheek. Dave Armstrong has 
climbed two of the three lines on 
Lower Nitting Haws Crag, above 
Hollows Farm. The easy looking 
line went at =3, the line "which 
looks like an E3" went at E5 and 
the hard looking line hasn't been 
climbed yet! (Don't blame me if 
the only information available 
comes from the pub!) 
Over on National Trust crags, 
McHaffie and Hirst climbed two 
routes left of Catghyll grooves, 
the arete of Naked Edge (E2 5b) 
and One in Six (E1 5b) takes the 
big groove further left. Dave 
McDonald climbed two routes on 
Faccel Side crag in Watendlath, 
Hairy Mary- a variation on 
Everard at E2 5c and Street Walker 
(E2 5b) up the right hand arete. 
The big roof right of Joke on 
Lower Falcon Crag gave a nasty 
little route with some unsound 
blocks to Robin Curley and Chris 
Thwaites called Breakin' In Space, 
at E5/6 6b. 

Down on Mort Crag, near Coniston, 
Keith Phizacklea and John Daly 
climbed Clean Sweep (E1 5b) up 
the corner above the start of 
caravan slab . The Duddon Valley 
had two hard problems added. 
George Smith and Dave Hinton 
climbed The Burnt Ones (E4 6b) 
up the corner 15 yards right of 
S.P.C. on Burnt Crag. There is a 
little buttress 150 yards left of this 
crag, which was climbed at a 
similar grade up its steep central 
wall by Alan Towse and Pete 
Short, who won the hardest name 
prize of The Rhetoric of 
Meritocracy. Towse also climbed 
the wall to the left, Twilight Wall 
(VS 4b). Another 100 yards left is 
another little crag, with a stone 
wall running up to its base. 
Arpeggio (Sev) climbs above this 
wall, and Natural Progression (E2 
5c) climbs the excellent wall to its 
left to the crack at the top. Both 
routes are by Al and Kath Towse. 
Gate Crag, Eskdale, has seen 
much activity from the west coast 
team. J . D. and A. Wilson have 
climbed two routes on the buttress 
left of left hand groove, Waving at 
Trains (Vs 4c) takes a corner and 
groove, while Off the Rails (E1 5b) 
climbs the hanging flake on the 
left. On a shield-like wall on the 
left, Dave Hinton climbed Air 
Attack (E2 5c) on the right side 
with A. Wilson, and An Esperanto 
Degree (E1 5b) which climbs the 
left hand side, was climbed with 
A. Harrison. Pete Strong and 
Hinton climbed The Golden Bow 
(E2 5c) up the arete left of Left 
Hand Groove. The obvious 
triangular niche left of Trial Rib 
was climbed by Doug Hall and 
Strong at E3 6a, and Hall climbed 
Track of the Cat at E4 6a, which 
exits from the left side of the 
niche. 
In Buttermere, the wall between 
Thorgrim and Paper Tiger on the 
Braw Green Crag was climbed by 
Dave Hellier and Gavin Taylor to 
give Green Crag Buttress (E1 5b). 
The Ullswater valley has seen 
some sporadic development: on 
Farm Crag buttress in Martindale, 
John Earl and Bob Smith climbed 
a groove in the arete left of 
Friends Beyond at E4 6a, and they 
also added a direct start to 
Norman the Undead at E2 5b. 
Steve Howe and Jim Beveridge 
ascended Pou le de Luxe (E3 6a) to 
the right of Norman. Higher up 
the Valley on Upper Thrang Crag 
Smith and Earl climbed a serious 
arete between Bomber Wall and 
Responsibility at E5 6a, called 
Stern Test. The arete right of 
Responsibility went to them at E3 
5c. 
Yew Crag, near Ullswater, had 
three routes added by N. Robinson 
and P. Hirst: these are Automan 
(VS), Tom Thumb (Sev) and Brass 
Monkey(HVS). 
The middle buttress on Gow
barrow has a crack through its 
central overhang, climbed by Rick 
Lince, Dave Secouda and Mike 
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Evans and called Sorry, Cobber, 
This One's Kim's, at E3 5c. 
Smith and Earl added four routes 
on Raven Crag, Threshthwaite. 
Baby Driver (E3 5c) climbs the 
orange wall left of Grand Prix; 
Cabriolet (E4 6a) takes the thin 
crack parallel and left of Redex, 
finishing over the roof between 
Redex and G. T.X. Two short 
grooves on the right hand side of 
the crag went at E3 6a and E3 5c; 
no names have been forwarded 
yet. 
The F.R.C.C. have produced a 
supplement to the Pillar/Gable 
guides called The New West 
Supplement. This contains a 
complete graded list of all the 
routes above VS, a new definitive 
guide to Buckbarrow Crag and all 
the recent developments climbed 
since the guide books were 
produced. Don't know the price 
yet. 
Al Phizacklea 

STOP PRESS: 
A quick visit by Douggie 
Dinwoodie and C. McClean left 
some significant routes. On 
Raven Crag, Thirlmere, they 
added direct starts to both Close 
to the Edge and Gates of Delirium, 
both are around the E5 6b mark, 
and they climbed the steep wall 
left of the Cave. On Goat Crag, 
Borrowdale, they added Legless 
Lizard (E5 6b) which starts up 
Footless Crow and climbs the wall 
and overhang to its left, thus 
snatching Goat's last great 
problem. 

YORKSHIRE 
Despite the poor weather, 
attention has been focussed on 
Mal ham, Kilnsey and Blue Scar. 
The Kilnsey developments are so 
numerous that they are surveyed 
in a separate article. Many of the 
new climbs are good but short -
only going as far as an abseil 
point. 
The major new ascents at Malham 
have been bolt protected multi
day sieges of gre.at quality and 
difficulty. Ron Fawcett added two 
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lines, one either side of New 
Dawn. That on the right is Zoolook 
(E7 6c) which involved a 
Strawberries-style siege while 
Mescalito (E6 6b) takes the line to 
the left. Mark Leach climbed the 
obvious line to the right of 
Obsession - Herbie (E6 6c). 
A number of equally good but 
easier climbs were added by 
Martin Berzins, Graham Desroy 
and Chris Sowden. Soft Centre 
(E5 6b) takes a line up the middle 
of the Upper Central Wall which 
necessitated a leader swap and 
twilight ascent to thwart a lurking 
Fawcett. Space Race (E5 6b) just 
right of Yosemite Wal/was 
climbed with Dave Green after 
both parties had cleaned the 
route. 
Codecil (E5 6a) is the serious wall 
left of Caveat while Duck Dive (E5 
6b) is an already popular Desroy 
creation to the right of Gorgon 
Direct. 
The lower wall between the 
Directissima and the Super 
Directissima has also received a 
number of routes - probably the 
most impressive of these is Dave 
Kenyon's line left of The Super 
Directissima, Rated P.G. (E6 6a) 
for which an X Certificate would 
have been more appropriate. 
Mark Leach and Steve Rhodes 
climbed lines to the left and right 
of the bolts on Direct to the roof at 
E56b. 
It was inevitable that the large 
unclimbed areas of Blue Scar 
would receive frantic attention 
from Gomersall and the Berzins/ 
Sowden/Burnell team. Pete 
Gomersall renewed his interest in 
the great white wall by climbing 
two major lines - Barracuda (E6 
6b) just right of Central Wall and 
Stairway to Heaven (E6 6c) up the 
wall to the right of Death Wish. 
Not to be left out Martin Berzins 
climbed Priaprism (E5 6b) to the 
left of Central Wall. The obvious 
overlapping wall to the right of 
the Central Wall provided Berzins 
with Professor of Desire (E6 6b) 
up its centre, Overcling (E4 6b) 
just to the right and The Unc!erlap 
(E5 6b) which follows the obvious 

overlap to finish up Moody Blues 
(E4 6a) - Chris Sowden's route up 
the right edge of the wall. Sowden 
also led Bolt from the Blue(E4 6a) 
up the groove on the left edge of 
the main wall and a route (E5 6a) 
up the wall to the left ofthe Arthur 
Gibson Concept. 
Tony Burnell led two routes to the 
left of End Flake on the lower tier: 
Out of the Blue (E3 6a) and 
Limestone Cowboy (E3 5c) up the 
slab around the corner. The walls 
right of the main area also 
provided him with Slab Happy(E3 
6b) and the wall left of Verago, 
Blue Grip (E4 6a). The obvious 
traverse on the left hand wall of 
the lower tier is Blue Band (E2 5c). 
The recessed wall left of the End 
Wal/provided Bonny Masson and 
Pete Gomersall with Dirty Harry 
(E4 6a) up the obvious crack and 
Break Free (E3 6a) and The Sibyl 
Speaks (E3 6a) on the wall to the 
right. 

Yorkshire's other crags have not 
been neglected in this burst of 
activity. The steep left-hand wall 
at Crummackdale had its last two 
lines climbed by Martin Berzins 
and Chris Sowden on its left and 
right edges: The Bulky Way (E4 
6a) and Torque Show (E4 6a) . 
Meanwhile Tony Burnell paid Lip 
Service (E4 6a) to the overhang 
left of Sha Sha at Gleneagles. 
Giggleswick has also seen a 
surprising burst of activity. Ron 
Fawcett free climbed The 
Hollywood Bowl at E5 6b while 
Tony Burnell and Martin Berzins 
traversed the Jackdaw Hole area -
Threadbare (E5 6b). The left edge 
of the same wall forced Chris 
Sowden into Branching Out (E3 
6a) while its centre was nothing 
short of Mainlining (E5 6b) for 
Berzins and Burnell. 
Yew Cougar saw Sowden Cruisin 
for a Bruisin (E5 6b) up the leaning 
wall between Power Play and 
Staying Power. Bruce Jardine and 
Steve Rhodes climbed Power in 
Balance (E4 6b) and Powerless 
(E3 6a) on either side of Cavalier 
Crunch. 
At Trollers Gill Ian Cummings 

Left: Jean-Baptiste Tribout and 
Antoine Le Menestrel, the French 
boys who did so much damage in 
Derbyshire! Photo: Chris Gore. 

climbed the direct on Barguest, 
The White Zone (E4 6c) while 
Richard Davies soloed the wall 
opposite - A Taste of Armageddon 
(E3 5b). On that funny brown rock 
Rob Gawthorpe soloed Bernie the 
Bolt (E2 6c) (82?) up the back wall 
of the Calf at llkley. 

Martin Berzins 

Peak District 
Undoubtedly the most important 
event this summer is the visit by 
two young French climbers, Jean 
Baptiste Tribout and Antoine Le 
Menestrel. Unfortunately they 
were to experience a great deal of 
frustration caused by the great 
British summer, which was to 
eventually curtail their visit much 
sooner than was anticipated. 
Most of their time was spent at 
Raventor, as it was the driest cliff 
available for the duration of the 
visit, consequently they repeated 
the majority of routes on this cliff. 
Of particular note was Antoine 's 
much coveted second ascent of 
Moffatt's Revelations (E7 6c), 
Antoine also managed the second 
ascent of Verbal Abuse (E6 6c) this 
received a third ascent on the 
same day by Jean Baptiste. 
Antoine also gave Body Machine 
(E6 6b) its first "flashed" ascent. 
Very little else was done on the 
other cliffs although Jean Baptiste 
did manage the second ascent of 
Ben Masterson's route Boo (E6 
6b) on Chee Tor. All these fine 
achievements were somewhat 
overshadowed by Antoine's solo 
of Revelations a few days after he 
had led it, a route still reckoned to 
be Britain 's hardest! 
All the routes that were repeated 
by the French climbers also 
received ascents from British 
climbers, Ben Moon, Mark Leach 
and Chris Hamper made respective 
ascents of Revelations and Chris 
Gore repeated both Verbal Abuse 
and Boothinking them both a little 
overgraded from their original 
ascents, the grades given here are 
thought to be more correct. 
Chris Gore 

BMC - FFM Meet 31st August -
15th September 1985 

When the Koreans failed to reply 
to our invitation, the BMC decided 
to invite a group of eight climbers 
from France to climb in North 
Wales, the Peak District and 
Yorkshire. The ratio initially asked 
for was 5:3 males:females, but on 
arrival there were only three 
males and two females, the others 
having cried off at the very last 
minute. Perhaps they had heard 
of our Summer. 

The French team comprised :
Jean-Claude Droyer (39), Alain 
Ghersen (21 ), Pascal Faudou (18), 
Isabelle Patissier (18) and Muriel 
Cravatte (15). 

Nick Dixon, Mark Leach, Craig 
Smith, Andy Popp, Claudie Dunn, 
Al Rouse, Dennis Gray and myself 



were hosts for all or part of the 
time. 

The Welsh stage of the trip was 
based at Plas-y-Brenin, with trips 
to Tremadoc and Pen Trwyn, the 
only dry crags available. Many 
routes were climbed, though the 
French were noticeably only 
attempting those routes with in 
situ protection. "Why should we 
learn how to place runners - we 
don't need them back in France!" 
Patissier lead The Electric Cool 
Aid Acid Test (E5 6c) after two 
days' attempts, the current high 
point for women's climbing in the 
UK. 

On Thursday we moved to 
Fallcliffe Cottage in the Peak 
District and at Froggatt, many 
classics were done by the male 
members of the party, whereas 
the ladies spent the afternoon top
roping Downhill Racer. 

We spent Friday at the Roches 

UNITED STATES 

SIERRAS 
Kings Canyon National Park 
Over Labor Day weekend, 1985 
on The Grand Sentinel, Craig Peer 
and Mike Stewart completed a 
new route on the Northeast face. 
Near the Northeast Buttress is a 
ramp hidden from below. 
Invisible Nebulae follows this 
ramp up and right for 4 pitches 
(some 5.8). Hard free climbing 
leads up and right to an overhang 
and knifeblade seam leading right 
(5.1 0.A4) Another A4 pitch leads 
up and right to a pendulum into a 
corner. The corner (5.7) leads to 
the last pitch, a 5.1 Ob jam crack 
leading to easier climbing and the 
top. V, 5.10, A4. 

During October 5th - 6th Craig 
Peer, Mike Stewart and Bruce 
Bourassa completed Dolphin 
Dreams (V, 5.11 - , A3) on North 
Dome. Start climbing in a crack 
right of the left edge of the huge 
"roman arch" . 5.9 face leads left 
to a belay at the base of a ramp. A 
bolt left by an unknown party 
marks the belay. A pitch up the 
ramp (5.6) leads to the base of a 
steep corner (A2 or 5.10 plus) . 
Belay at 2 bolts (left by unknown 
climbers) . Pitch 4 climbs a wide 
crack on the main wall via 
fingertip liebacks, jamming, face 
and aid (5.10 Dor 5.11, A3). A 
mixed pitch (5.8,A3) leads to a 
good stance. Pitch 6 starts with 
improbably A3 leading to a long 
crack (5.8). Two more easier 
pitches lead up and right, then left 
to the forest and the top. 

COLORADO 
Eldorado Canyon 
Climbing activity was heavy in 
Eldorado this summer but few 
new routes were put up or should 
I say squeezed in . Most 
impressive was Patrick Edlinger's 
visit. In Eldorado he made ascents 
of many of the test pieces 
including on-sight flash ascents 
of Genesis (5.12+) and Cinch 
Crack (5.12 - ). In the South Platte 
area he also made an impressive 
six fall ascent of Sphinx Crack 
(5.13). On the Eldorado new route 
scene Paris Girls was 
manufactured by the always 
controversial Christian Griffith . 
The route is near Grand Course 

where protection again proved to 
be a problem, with only Jean
Claude Drayer really appreciating 
the crag. 

Saturday heralded the return of 
bad weather, a trip to Raven Tor 
and the beginning of the 
Revelations Saga. Alain and 
Pascal, climbing in the style of 
many French climbers, started by 
hang-dogging and attempting to 
top-rope Revelations (E7 6c). This 
series of attempts continued into 
Tuesday and even after the meet, 
as Alain, nearing success, stayed 
on in Sheffield. (See Derbyshire 
notes.) 

Dovedale on Monday, and 
unfortunately the ladies failed on 
Adjudicator Wal/even though this 
is well protected, mainly with in 
situ protection. They then decided 
to return to France, the poor 
British weather and lack of bolts 
almost certainly being the 

and follows a steep 100 ft. wall. 
After massive hangdog top 
roping to determine if the route 
would be physical and to wire the 
moves he rappelled the climb and 
put in seven bolts. Many more 
tries were then required to finish 
the "route". On the brighter side, 
Charlie Fowler led the climb in a 
morning finding it desperate but 
not much more so than Rainbow 
Wall. It remains to be seen why 
this face wasn't left as a top rope 
problem for future generations to 
attempt from the ground floor. 
Bob Horan has been active this 
summer. Recently he made the 
first lead, on sight, of the former 
top rope problem Urban Guerilla 
(5.12). Two pins were placed on 
this serious lead. Using the same 
two pitons, Horan then led Muscle 
Up (5.12) to the left of King's X. 
This was done after he had top 
roped the climb. Ed Webster put 
up a new variation traversing left 
from Genesis after the first pitch 
into the Book of Numbers and 
then up this climb. The grade is 
5.11 with pins and bolts placed for 
pro . The original aid finish to 
Mellow Yellowwas freed at 5.12-
after protection was placed on 
rappel by Dan Michaels and Mark 
Sonnenfeld . 

On the Flat Irons the often 
viewed direct finish to Death and 
Transfiguration was climbed by 
Neil Cannon, Sonnenfeld and Eric 
Winkleman . The finish, 
Transgression, is steep, classic 
and in the 5.12- range. Almost all 
of the local desperates have seen 
repeats including the first pitch of 
Red Dihedral and Tourist 
Extravaganza with Rainbow Wall 
becoming something of a trade 
route! 

South Platte 
In the South Platte area there has 
been extensive new route 
development on the endless 
supply of granite. Some of the 
spoils lately are: 
On Poe Buttress: Mississippi Half 
Step, 5.11 c, is a standard 3 pitch 
climb of excellent quality with 
overhanging thin hands, thin 
fingers and face climbing by 
Maurice Reed and Olis Mitchell. 
On Sunshine Wall; Flakes of 
Wrath is a 5.11 a or b"R" face 

problem . 
After a day at Millstone, we 

moved to Yorkshire, where Pete 
Livesey provided excellent 
accommodation. 

Mal ham's micro-climate was 
superb and along with Kilnsey, 
provided three fantastic days' 
climbing on bolt protected 
modern classics, which were 
enjoyed by all those able to climb 
them. 

The BMC is greatly indebted to 
the Sports Council who provided 
grant aid for the meet, as well as 
to the many individuals who 
helped make the trip successful -
including Dave Alcock and the 
staff at Plas-y-Brenin, Ivor 
Delafield, Al Rouse and Deborah, 
Neil Foster, Pete Livesey and 
Dennis Gray, as well as the host 
climbers. 

International meets are an 
important means of forming 

friendships with other climbers 
who climb in different styles and 
have different ethics to those 
found in our home country. In this 
respect the meet was especially 
successful, with many contacts 
being made. However the number 
of different areas visited on a 
meet does not really allow for 
climbers who would like to work 
on routes and make prestigious 
ascents. Are the BMC pursuing 
the best policy with international 
meets? Would a large 'open' meet 
based in one of our main climbing 
areas be of more interest to more 
climbers, possibly organised in a 
similar way to the successful 
National Youth Meet? Your views 
and ideas on this would be 
especially welcome. 

(Replies to the BMC please!) 

Ian Dunn 

1 

Mark Wilford on Powerful Puppets (5.11 +R). Photo: S. Mammen. 

climb by Noel Childs and Chip 
Wilson. Above Sunshine Wall 
between Sunshine Face and Poe 
Buttress is Tenacity of Purpose 
(5.1 0a) by Mike Smith and 
Malcomb McCormick. On the left 
face of Block Tower Big Spit 
follows a prominent 5.10b 
offwidth by Wilson and Childs. 
On the same formation Sex Dwarf 
is a 5.9 crack by Pete Hubbel and 
Andy Archer and Mr. Mantel is a 
5.11 + or 5.12- face climb by Reed 

and Mitchell. On Snake Buttress 
Rue Boy is a 5.1 0c R face climb by 
Reed and partner. Also on Snake 
Buttress are Mr. Pitiful/ (5.1 0a), 
Hairless (5.11 a) and Illusion Chain 
(5.10d) all by Hubbell, Bruce 
Burnell and Archer. On The Dome 
Dos Equis (5.1 0c A3) is a face 
climb left of Dire Straits by Smith 
and friends. Bolts to Nowhere has 
gone somewhere and is now 
called Bolts to Somewhere. At 
5.10a orb it's a good variation to 
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Topo Ocean by Smith. Stars of 
Mars (5.1 0a) (R or X) is by Joe 
Burls and Marlene Griffith. On the 
back of Sphinx Rock Chris Bell and 
Partner did Ptooeey Factor, a 
5.10a offwidth. At Squat Rock 
Hubbell and Sarah Brown did Sex 
Favor, a 5.9 face climb. Hubbell 
and Bret Bristol did Dead 
Gumbies Can 't Dance, 5.11 a or b 
face. Ghost Image is a 5.11 d or 
5.12a face by Hubbel and partner. 
Higher Education (5.1 Ob) is by 
Childs and Wilson . Hubbell and 
Phil Ayers did the crack and face 
of Flamingo Road at 5.1 0a and 
finally Hubbell , Bristol and Wilson 
did Urban Development, a 5.1 0c 
crack. Some new routes on Buck 
Snort Slab are Core Dump, a 5.11 c 
face to crack by Hubbell and 
Bristol, Buck Fever, a 5.9+ crack 
by Bristol and Hubbell , Gumby 
Groove and Trout/Baker are both 
5.1 0c face climbs by Ken Trout 
and Robby Baker and Nuclear 
Burn (5.11 d or 5.12a) is by Steve 
Jenkins and Dave Dangle. At Top 
of the World on Chair Rock Secret 
Journey is a thin crack (5.1 0c) by 
Chris Gulepard and partner and 
Trails of Tropical Lotion is a 5.9-
face by Dan McGee, Ron Olevsky 
and Jim Carn. On a newly 
discovered rock behind the 
Boulder Pile the Hubbels, Mitchell 
and Wilson did Twist the Night 
Away, a 5.10 crack, Chasing the 
Elements (5.10) and Fun Climb 
101, a three pitch 5.8. On Rainy 
Day Rock Burnell, Marty Alfred, 
McGee and Card did Never Had It, 
Never Will (5.9+ face). Shinda, a 
5.11 bface and Shits and Grins (5.9 
face). Finally, on Humphrey's 
Dome, Dick Van Landingham, 
Hubbel and Brown did 
Chasumoto, a 5.1 0d thin fingers 
to hands crack, Breaking Wind, a 
5.9+ offwidth roof on the right 
side and Elsewhere, a 5.9 hand 
crack. There is a copy of an 
updated guide book at the 
Bucksnort Saloon which climbers 
are encouraged to use and 
amend. (What - the saloon?) 

Boulder Canyon 
In Boulder Canyon, on Blob Rock 
just below Limits of Power, Mark 
Rolofson did Ginseng Rush, a 
5.12a orb climb which was top 
roped first with pro pre-placed. 
On the Little Crag, Rolofson, after 
top roping, led Coo/ Operator, a 
scary face at 5.11 + R or X. On Bitty 
Buttress left of Peapod Rolofson 
led a vertical to just less than face 
to produce Razorhein at 5.12c. 
This was also top roped first with 
three bolts placed on rappel. On 
the cliffs above Bitty Buttress Eric 
Goukas and Alan Lester climbed 
Leeping Lizards, 5.11 + after 
placing pro on rappel. 

Rocky Mountain 
National Park 
Rocky Mountain National Park 
was fairly slow this season with 
only a token number of new 
routes. In the high mountains, the 
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Diamond on Long 's Peak received 
at least three new routes. To the 
right of La Dolce (last years 
Casarotto/Fowler route) Kyle 
Copeland did an A3+ route. For 
the free climbers the big news 
was the first route on the right 
side of the Diamond. This area is 
very intimidating with ultra steep 
and sometimes questionable 
rock. King of Swords goes up to 
the right of the Dunn/Westbay 
corners for 8 pitches, four of these 
new. Put up by Dan Stone and 
Roger Briggs the climb is 
probably the most difficult free 
route on the Diamond at 5.12. 
Another free route was put in 
recently by Ed Webster and Pete 
Athens. The climb, Hidden Gem, 
takes the first few pitches of D7 
and then moves out right and up 
to a large hollow flake. There is at 
least one pitch of 5.11 . Last 
summer the N.E. Face of 
Chiefshead had a second ascent 
when Mark Wilford and Jeff Lowe 
did Risky Business to the right of 
the original Kor route. The 
climbing is often run out and the 
crux is a 5.11 + overhanging crack 
system. Lower down the Lumpy 
Ridge there has been little new 
route activity. The most 
controversial route of late was 
Malcomb Daly's and Jim Brink's 
ascent of Pizza Face on the right 
side of The Book. New age ethics 
were employed as many of the 
protection bolts were placed on 
top rope. The face climbing is said 
to be excellent, sustained and 
difficult at the 5.12- range . It is to 
be seen how long this 
degeneration of ethics will 
continue. To the right of Go/urn 's 
Arch Mike Caldwell put in a good 
5.10 face climb, name unknown. 
On the Twin Owls, Daly and Larry 
Day added a difficult direct start 
to Eclipse at 5.11 + . To the left of 
Alligator Rock, Randy Joseph 
climbed a short and difficult finger 
crack at 5.11, name unknown. 
On Cathedral Wall, Dan Bradford 
and Angelo DelaCruz discovered 
a fine line just to the left of the 
No. 1 Buttress Route. Blackstar (II 
5.9- ) follows the intersection of 
the southeast and east faces on a 
well-defined upward traverse of 
the wall. Six pitches of slab, crack 
and chimney climbing on solid 
steep rock lead to the crux, a 40 
foot classic chimney with a 
chockstone, forming an offwidth . 
This route is better protected and 
employs a greater variety of 
techniques than most Cathedral 
Wall Routes and deserves to see 
more ascents. 

Black Canyon 
In the Black Canyon there was 
much effort putting together the 
first free ascent of The Stoned 
Oven. Mark Sonnenfeld and Eric 
Winkleman made a nearly 
continuous free ascent until 
traversing off very near the top . 
Jim Dunn and Peter Galliger 
tidied up the last bit offering a V 

Christian Griffith on Eldorado Canyon testpiece Paris Girls (5. 13). 
Photo: Charlie Fowler. 

5.11 + with six or seven pitches of 
5.11 . 

Other Crags 
Near the small town of Lyons, 
between Boulder and Estes Park, 
there has been some recent 
activity. On the various red 
sandstone cliffs Mark Wilford and 
Jeff Lowe have put up a variety of 
classics including 9-5, a technical 
5.11 thin crack; Mission 
Impossible, an overhanging 5.12 
dihedral; A Morning of Climbing 
Dangerously, a 5.11 + R roof and 
An Easy Day for a Lizard, a 
deceptive 5.11 + thin crack. 
Wilford and Mike Mccarron also 
did Jolly Rancher, a thin crack up 
an overhanging arete at 5.12-. 
On the granite outcrops near 
Button Reservoir Wilford and 
Steve Mammen added Local 

Motion, a 5.11 + overhanging thin 
fingers and hands crack. The pair 
also did Tick Alert, a two pitch 
exercise in underclinging at 
5.1 0+. On the cliff opposite Local 
Motion Wilford and Mammen did 
the very technical Pipeline, a thin 
seam with small pro at 5.12 R. Just 
below Button Reservoir's first 
spillway Wilford and Mammen 
did Live Wire, a 5.10R face climb 
and Neurosurgeon, a steep 5.12 -
finger crack and face climb. On 
the same rock Paul Piana climbed 
a radically overhanging finger 
and hand crack to produce Pocket 
Hercules at 5.11 + or 5.12 - . 
Further up the road on the North 
side is a good sized formation 
offering Pretty Blue Gun, an 
overhanging thin hands crack by 
Piana at 5.12- and Where Eagles 
Die, a steep fist and offwidth crack 
at 5.1 0+ or 5.11- by Wilford and 



Skip Guerin . 
In the Big Thompson Canyon 

Wilford and Mccarron freed an 
old A4 climb that's just off the 
road producing Safety in 
Numbers, a serious 5.11 + R or X 
route. On the granite Wilford and 
Mammen did Powerful Puppets, 
another strenuous and serious 
climb with 5.11 + moves out two 
roofs. 

Wyoming Limestone 
In the Big Horn Mountains of 
Wyoming I've put up a number of 
good limestone climbs. This is 
possibly the best limestone in the 
US and offers unlimited 
possibilities. The best of the 
recent routes are : 
In the Fallen City area Wall of 
VooDoo (5.11 X) is a steep 
pocketed wall with two protection 
bolts placed on lead by Wilford, 
Dennis Mccarron and Randy 
Joseph . Artificial lnsituation 
(5.11 R) is an unprotected face to a 
thin crack by Guerin, Wilford and 
Jo McGrain. On Steamboat Rock 
Wilford and Keith Sheffland did 
some good routes including 
Suicide Jockeys, a 5.12 - climb 
sporting a 15ft roof followed by 
an overhanging layback crack. 
Moon Landing is an unprotected 
5.9+ X face climb, while 
Hamburger Stand is a 5.10 wide 
crack. On The Twin Buttes Wilford 
and Mike Mccarron did an over 
hang dihedral on the left butte to 
give Bareback at 5.11 and on the 
right butte, Wilford and Guerin 
did the main dihedral system to 
produce Ring of Fire, a two pitch 
5.10+ climb. 
Mark Wilford 

UTAH 
Zion 
The Leaning Wall has seen the 
most activity recently . In October 
'84 Ron Olevsky made the first 
solo ascent of the wall (7th 
overall) via a new route, Moon 
Patrol (V 5.8 A3). The five day 
ascent was characterized by very 
unstable w eather, but little rain 
fell until th e final day when on 
descent Olevsky missed by 
minutes being isolated from half 
his gear when the traverse across 
the concave apron above the wall 
flash flooded ; food for thought 
for anyone contemplating an 
attempt on the wall. 

Moon Patrol lies between 
Space Shot and Equinox, both of 
which received repeat ascents by 
northern Utah climbers. Space 
Shot is becoming very popular. 
The fourth ascent was made by 
Gary Olsen and Chris Pendleton , 
and the fifth ascent was made by 
Mark Bennet and another. Bennet 
reports that the pitch leading to 
the bivy ledge went free at 5.10 
and was very enjoyable, but after 
an aided ascent of Monkeyfinger 
Wal/with Cary Fletcher some 
doubt was expressed by Bennet 
as to the validity of the Bedford-

Amory free ascent on account of 
subsequent statements by 
Bedford concerning style as well 
as the rating of the one pitch 
variant to the Monkey's 
Fingercrackwhich Bennet 
climbed free and considered 
much harder than reported. 

On Touchstone Wall Olevsky 
completed the installation of six 
strong protection bolts that allow 
one to actually rockclimb the 
infamous tree pitch . Mixed 
feelings accompanied this act, but 
the deciding factor was that the 
pitch can be completed free and 
much faster without the packload 
of long " prusik " slings previously 
needed. A summit register was 
also installed . 

On the East Temple Stacy 
Austin and Dave Jones completed 
another line on the southwest 
face to the false rim from which a 
traverse off to the Zion Arch trail 
was executed. The ten pitch route 
went free at 5.10. The East Templ e 
still awaits a second route to its 
summit since the first ascent 
which was led by Glen Dawson 48 
years ago ! 

Moab 
In the Northern Canyonlands 
areas several new climbing areas 
were found . In Mineral Canyon 
Dave Mondeau and Ron Olevsky 
climbed a steep north facing wall 
in June, '84 to produce The 
Shadow Nose (Ill 5.9 A 1 ). The 
route consists predominantly of 
pure friend cracks and, despite 
mishaps which resulted in injuries 
to both climbers on the descent, it 
carries the highest 
recommendation . In addition the 
road which runs to the base of the 
wall (the Horsethief Trail) is 
usually passable to two wheel 
drive vehicles. 

Less accessible is Hell Roaring 
Canyon ten kilometres to the 
north . Nonetheless on the same 
trip Mondeau and Olevsky were 
able to make a reconnaissance of 
a group of outstanding towers 
about a quarter of the way up the 
canyon on the south side . An old 
uranium miner's jeep trail led to 
these towers but was blocked by 
a rockslide 3 kilometres short of 
the towers. In October the pair 
returned with road building gear 
including a 50 lb . case of 
dynamite, but three other 
members of the team failed to 
show up in time. The pair went 
ahead and tried to clear the slide, 
but numerous huge blasts proved 
the attempt futile without the 
additional manpower to move the 
resulting debris. When the others 
finally did arrive they had not 
been willing or able to drive either 
of their four wheel drives as far as 
Mondeau had driven his two 
wheel drive ! 

Even so an attempt on the 
largest tower, dubbed the 
Warlock, was planned upon by 
walking past the "battle zone" , 

but that night a major snowstorm 
moved in precluding climbing or 
even driving out. Several days 
later after the others were able to 
depart the pair made an attempt 
on the Warlock which ended at 
half height when Mondeau pulled 
off a rock that hit his partner in the 
mouth loosening several teeth. 

Mondeau then had to depart, 
and over a week later Olevsky 
summited on a nearby tower, the 
Witch, solo via a very enjoyable 
four pitch aid route, Midnight 
Rider(lll 5.7 A3). The unique 
summit was dead flat, several 
metres square, and totally devoid 
of loose rocks, so several were 
carried up from below to build a 
cairn for the summit register! 
Several days later on the way back 
to Moab in first gear with a burned 
out clutch plate Olevsky, who had 
lost track of the days discovered 
that he had made the first ascent 
of the Witch on Halloween . 

Undaunted by the tooth 
loosening attempt Mondeau 
showed up again in April with a 
third climber, Dale Kruse, a 
dentist . Olevsky had used a light 
plane and then a motorcycle to 
discover and reconnoitre another 
approach where a two wheel 
drive trail led to the canyon rim 
less than a kilometre from the 
towers . The three rappelled into 
the canyon and succeeded on the 
Warlock via a six pitch 5.9 A3 
route that actually climbs through 
the entire tower. Although 
incredibly spectacular so much 
loose rock was encountered that 
the route is not recommended. 

On the first ascent of Horsethief 
Tower a year earlier Olevsky had 
spotted a group of Wingate rocks 
two kilometres to the east of 
Saddle Horse Bottom on the 
Green River. After the successful 
Warlock climb he attempted to 
reconnoitre these rocks with Joy 
Ungritch on borrowed horses, but 
Olevsky's skittish mount reared 
up and fell over backwards 
pinning his thigh between ground 
and saddle . Nonetheless two days 
later the pair succeeded on the 
largest of these rocks via a clean 
three pitch route which was 
almost entirely aided owing to the 
bruised condition of the leader's 
thigh . Because of this and the fa ct 
that the spire sported an obvious 
hole through its center it was 
dubbed Charliehorse Needle. The 
route is well worth repeating and 
will probably go free, but a 
variation is worth investigating. 
At the base of the final and crux 
another small passageway leads 
through the spire to the analogue 
of the crux crack. From the 
summit this alternative appears 
to be much easier! 

Finally, for those seeking the 
ultimate in short approaches, 
near the top of Seven mile 
Canyon, Richard Pietro and 
Olevsky established two short but 
highly enjoyable face climbs on 
the twenty-five metre slabs just 

north of Highway 313 and a 
hundred metres northeast of the 
18 mile marker. Petticoat 
Gumption (5.9) used one bolt 
placed from stances and several 
friends behind flakes for pro . It 
saw over a half dozen repeats 
almost immediately. Five weeks 
later the same pair added Pigskin 
Parade (5.1 o+ ) just to the left. On 
this route three bolts were placed, 
but the second was completed on 
aid after several falls while trying 
to place it purely . It protected a 5.9 
section found to be much easier 
by a very tall person (Steve 
Swanke) . Both routes were done 
with sticky shoes and should be 
especially welcome to those with 
hands cut from cracks. They make 
an excellent short interlude on the 
road to or from the climbing areas 
in and around the Island in the Sky 
district of Canyon lands, where 
the road out to Grandview Point is 
now being surfaced. This action 
has brought both jeers and cheers 
from climbers depending upon 
which type of vehicle owned, but 
few argue that it will serve to 
make a vast wild area just a bit 
smaller. 
Ron Olevsky 

Canyon lands 
In Indian Creek Canyon, Jeff 
Widen and Dawn Burke, put up 
Dawn of an Age (5.1 Ob fist), and 
The Mayes (5.1 Ob thin) hands to 
chimney, both on Wingate 
Sandstone and of high quality. 

NORTH AMERICA 
Mount Thor-Baffin 
The 1500m Direct West Face 
Route was finally climbed in a 33 
day effort by a very strong team 
led by Earl Redfern and composed 
of Eric Brand, Tom Bepler and 
John Baguley. Redfern states, " It 
was the technically most difficult 
climb any of us has seen!" 

Mount Hesperus (2995ml -Alaska 
Steve Spaulding and Karl 
Swanson of Alaska with Justin 
Lesueur of New Zealand made 
the first ascent of this highest 
peak of the very rugged 
Revelation Mountains of Alaska. 
After two attempts, one on 
perpendicular granite and the 
other on a ridge of crumbling rock 
towers, they set out on May first 
up a winding snow couloirtopped 
by a 75m high waterfall. Above 
this were steep icefields with rock 
bands. They reached the summit 
after 22 hours of difficult ice 
climbing . 

Mount Bona {5005ml - Alaska 
Earl Redman and two 
companions made a winter 
ascent of Mount Bona, setting out 
from the Russell glacier on 
February 23, 1985. They reached 
the summit via the west shoulder 
on March 3. 
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Above: Porters on the Baltoro Glacier. Photo: Scott Woolums/Northwest Images. 

BANDITS ON TRANGO 
by Andy Seiters 

Stupendous granite castles enclosed the 
valley, walls towering twice as high as El 
Cap . A small herd of ibex filed across the 
rubble-strewn glacier , and snow leopard 
tracks told of a curious and stealthy visitor 
to our camp. A turquoise lake and a clean 
tumbling stream added a pleasant touch to 
this amazing scene, providing cool refresh
ment when the usual warm sun got to be a 
drag. With our Liaison Officer and other 
two partners gone, Scott Woolums and I 
were alone on the Trango Glacier , a pair of 
Himalayan rookies in the most remote and 
incredible alpine wonderland we can 
imagine. And what were we going to do 
there? 

For five days our four-person expedition 
had camped below our year-long goal, Uli 
Biaho. During that time we saw and heard 
bits of Uli and its neighbours rocket down 
the only approach route , a 500m tall and 
very narrow gutter of ice tilted at 40 to 65 
degrees . With the August freezing level at 
5700m or so, even at night , there was a 
barrage about every half hour. Considering 
that if we were to haul loads up this gully 
we'd be targets for a couple of hours at a 
time, we made an easy but very frustrating 
decision not to set ourselves up as human 
pins for the 500 kg bowling balls that 
screamed down at 200 kph. 
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Well then, what would we do? To our 
surprise , our Liaison Officer said it would 
be okay for us to try something else nearby , 
even though the Ministry of Tourism had 
explicitly informed us that this would be a 
no-no . \Yell heck , how about Great Trango 
Tower? A hanging glacier on its North Face 
looked like it might provide relatively easy 
access to the really steep summit tower of 
orange Trango granite . The hitches to this 
plan were that the L.O. would only support 
us changing our objective if we agreed to 
pay another peak fee (nearly $600) , and 
despite this support the Ministry could still 
ban us from the country or something any
way. Our New Zealand partners Paul and 
Jan couldn 't afford another peak fee , and 
they would likely have lost their standing as 
UIAA certified guides if they had gotten 
spanked by the Ministry , so they packed up 
and headed out. 

Scott and I ferried our Base Camp across 
the unstable rubble that is the Trango 
Glacier, wondering what our proposed 
route on Trango would involve. We knew 
nothing more about it than the half we could 
see. Beyond the 1000m talus gully leading 
to the base of Nameless Trango Tower, 
access to the hanging glacier was hidden , 
and even through binoculars the summit 
tower looked smooth and featureless . From 

the porter's grapevine, we knew that two 
Norwegians made the second ascent of the 
peak the previous week via the tremendous 
East Buttress , but had tragically fallen to 
their deaths during the descent. 

Scott and I had met just over a year ago in 
Alaska , when after some beers and a couple 
days ' thought ( or was it after some thought 
and a couple days ' beers?) in Talkeetna , I 
had agreed to join him and Paul on Uli 
Biaho. During the ensuing year we found 
our climbing goals and abilities to be fairly 
similar , while our personalities meshed in a 
complementary if ungainly way . He tends 
to be emotional and hasty, while I tend to be 
deliberating and overly cerebral. 

"I think we should just take a free-climb
ing rack ," he blurted out. 

"But what if we have to aid a lot? And 
what about Fires , and jumars - for hauling , 
or maybe for the second?' I excogitated . 

"We can 't afford to carry Fires up there, 
we might want jumars for the crevasses 
anyway." In this clumsy way we decided to 
take five days ' food , a bit of aid gear , and a 
tent fly with poles. 

Opposite page: Scott Woolums at 5100m, 
on Great Trango Tower with the Payu, Uli 
Bia ho and Choricho massif behind. 
Photo: Andy Selters. 





Above: Jee climbing near the summit of Great Trango. Photo: Scott Woolums/Northwest Images. Opposite page: Woolums at 5400m with 
Nameless Tower behind. Photo: Selters. 

The weather had been mostly fine, with 
only occasional drizzles and rumbles of 
thunder, so we feared not when another 
drizzle dampened our upward trudge 
toward Nameless. But the drizzle built into 
a downpour, and we hurried for a bivvy site. 
Occasional stones clattered down as we 
neared Nameless, and then a bit of a 
mudslide. In minutes another mudslide 
became a cascade of gravel, stones and 
slurry, and as we watched, the entire 
canyon seemed to disintegrate, with house
size boulders joining the avalanche. 
Paralyzed with awe but on fairly safe 
ground, Scott and I laughed in nervous 
disbelief as countless tons of granite crashed 
down the ravine, flipping through the air 
like popcorn and exploding down our day's 
path in earth-rending explosions. The 
cataclysm had raged for nearly half an hour, 
when another issued from a feeder gully, 
and the spectacle was repeated . Thoroughly 
humbled by this experience, we rigged the 
fly sheet and scrounged for runoff water. 

I woke at dawn to peer out at a silvery 
moon setting behind Payu, and before long 
the first rays of a brilliant day lit up the tip of 
this castle-like peak. Now we could see the 
east ridge bf Great Trango's summit tower, 
which looked like only a few pitches of 60 
degree rock and mixed climbing. Out went 
our aid gear, our down jacket, and a day or 
two of food, and up went us, trudging still 
more talus. Soon we were forced tb climb a 
bit, weaving through and over a series of 
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debris-strewn benches, never having to 
belay, but occasionally hauling our packs. 

The unseen access onto the glacier that 
we had worried about so much proved to be 
a brief traverse and a scramble on very loose 
rock, so by 1.00 we were cramponing up 45 
degree slush. Soon after, we reached an 
enticing bivvy perch, and so spent the rest of 
the afternoon absorbing brews and the 
surreal view. 

Our next morning's work took us up the 
glacier, the most challenging part being a 
couple pitches of very rotten 55-degree 
snow. By noon we were at the foot of the 
glacier's steep headwall, just as the intense 
Karakoram sun turned the ice to mush. We 
dug in to escape the inferno and to give 
ourselves a full day to tackle the summit 
difficulties. With the weather nothing but 
perfect, we were primed but patient for an 
ice traverse to the summit tower, and then a 
few pitches along a knife-edge ridge of 
smooth granite and snow. 

The day dawned cloudless, so we pulled 
over the 'schrund and traversed the 
steepening ice toward the summit . After 
three hours of moving together, over a calf
wrenching 70 degree slope, I felt the rope 
come tight, and turned to see Scott looking 
up. 

"Hey Andy, I think the summit is over 
there," he called. We probingly stared at 
another comparably high point and decided 
that indeed what we'd been seeing as the 

top was not the top at all. Having retraced 
over half our traverse, Scott angled up to 
the summit ridge and struggled through the 
cornice. 

Easy but cautious travel along the narrow 
ridge took us to our new summit, but alas, 
our original point actually was a bit higher! 
Gloom and panic set in, but a cursory glance 
beyond revealed yet another snowy summit, 
this one undoubtedly higher than all. 

With the Karakoram spread out around . 
us, we stripped to undershirts and laughed 
at how we had come all the way to Pakistan 
with huge loads of big wall gear in search of 
a tremendous granite route, even carried a 
set of Friends to a summit, and never 
belayed a single pitch of rock. No, we didn't 
climb the type of route we'd planned to 
climb, but we'd had fun instead and were 
glad for it. We took some renegade pride in 
thinking we were probably the quickest, 
cheapest, smallest, and last expedition on 
the Baltoro that season. 

Feeling like bandits, we skipped down to 
camp, and eventually to Islamabad, where 
the Ministry gladly accepted our changed 
objective and, of course , our additional 
peak fee. 

Summary: Account of a very lightweight 
ascent of Great Trango Tower via a new 
route on the North Face. Third ascent of 
peak. Scott Woolums and Andy Seiters 
1984. 





"Look Ma -no hands!" Randy Leavitt, eponymously ascending(?) the outrageous Piasa no Overhang (5.12c) at Suicide Rock, California. 
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Photo: Karin Bozzo. 

THE OFF-WIDTH 
RENAISSANCE 

Offwidth cracks are generally regarded 
by rock-climbers as the antithesis of 

the perfect climb, generally requiring an 
exorbitant amount of thrashing about for 
the climber to succeed . This awkward and 
strenuous quality is due to the fact that they 
are indeed an "off" width to climb - too 
large for a first jam, yet too small to chim
ney , which contrasts greatly with the perfect 
climbing experience: a combination of 
grace, strength and mental control. 
· Offwidth climbing has been thought more 
akin to carrying a heavy pack - an act not 
usually done for pleasure, but a necessary 
evil. However, if you abandon the tradi
tional approach to offwidths and instead 
employ handstacking with intermediate leg 
locks, the climbing becomes a more reward
ing and desirable experience . Developed by 
Tony Yaniro and myself, and dubbed 
Leavittation, this method combines many 
different existing climbing techniques. 
There's nothing new in hand-jam stacks, 
you will say, but a builder who uses stan
dard materials can still come up with a 
unique design! 

Even an easy offwidth is hard! The tradi
tional offwidth climbing method involving 
arm-barring can turn a 5. 9 into a 5 .11 effort. 
Why is it then rated 5.9? Generally an 
offwidth of this grade is hard to make prog
ress on, but even harder to fall out of - you 
must stay in the crack and patiently work 
(thrash?) your way up. The shortcomings of 
traditional offwidth climbing soon become 
painfully obvious, and at this point most 
people stop climbing them. 

Leavittation; however, offers a viable 
alternative to the normal struggle! As free 
climbing standards rose, new techniques 
were needed to handle the potentially 
desperate wide crack climbs. Generally, 
Leavittation is only effective on climbs that 
are graded 5.11 or harder. Traditional 
offwidth technique is usually most efficient 
for climbs of 5.10 and below. 

Piasano Overhang (Suicide Rock, 
California) is a five inch offwidth crack that 
splits a roof whose profile resembles a 
breaking wave. The climb looms above 
Sunshine Face, where some of America's 
best climbers were pushing standards in the 
early seventies. Tobin Sorenson was among 
those that occasionally gave Piasa no a try. It 
was a perplexing problem because it 
seemed that no one was able to arm-bar 
such a difficult sized roof crack. Finally, 
John Long came up with a creative solution 
- he took the "off" out of the offwidth. To 
his already oversized hands, Largo (as he is 
known) added a pair of gloves, then a pair 
of welders gloves, and finally several layers 
of tape, to enable him to fist jam out and 
over the roof. Long preplaced a dubious 
bong at the lip of the roof, the best available 
protection in the early seventies. Rick 
Accamazzo described the ensuing success 
as one of the best and most impressive 
climbing efforts he had seen. Piasano Over
hang thus became Suicide's first 5.12. 

With my early climbing partners, I would 
struggle up those demanding face climbs on 
the Sunshine Face, the majority of which 
top out on a ledge at the base of Piasano. I 

by Randy Leavitt 
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would frequently traverse out to the roof to 
take a look , but it didn't seem rational that 
someone could hang on for even one move. 
It was a perplexing yet enticing situation; I 
knew John Long had climbed it , but I didn ' t 
see how . I assumed that he had arm-barred 
the crack , so with a reluctant belayer , I 
began a series of futile attempts on the lead. 
Like a caveman with his club, I struggled to 
place bongs and wooden blocks. The roof 
curls down like a hooked beak so it would 
be erroneous to talk about a high point. 
Using standard offwidth technique, prog
ress was best made by climbing feet first 
towards the lip. After about ten moves I had 
only climbed a few horizontal feet, but the 
fact that I was able to make any impression 
on the problem at all maintained my 
interest in the route. A few weeks later I 
was back with an arsenal of gloves and tape, 
but I soon discovered that I couldn't get 
sufficient purchase even wearing three pairs 
of gloves! At that point I would have been 
willing to pay hundreds of dollars for a solu
tion to the climb, but things weren't that 
easy . We even tried neck wedges and 
underclings, but nothing worked. 

Back to the drawing board, or should I 
say parking lot? I found a concrete car
parking building in Los Angeles that had 
over twenty 5 .11 cracks. Four of them are 
45 foot roof cracks, eight feet off the deck: 
perfect training for hand , off-hand and fist 
sized roof cracks. More importantly, Tony 
and I had the opportunity to work out the 
hardest of them - a fist-to-Piasano sized 
offwidth. We soon discovered that the 
easiest way to hang from the roof was to 
place one hand next to the other to fill the 
width of the crack . 

In this position we soon realised that it 
was impossible to move. If we could some
how hang by our feet , we might be able to 
move our handstacks across the roof. The 
situation was intimidating since a fall whilst 
hanging upside down would probably have 
resulted in a cracked skull. To make the 
situation worse, but the lesson more valu
able, the roof crack was too wide to accept 
a foot jam, yet too narrow for a knee jam. 
By flexing our calf muscles we thought that 
we could hang on . Tony was first to be brave 
enough to try this. His legs went in, his face 
contorted with strain , then his hands let go 
for an instant long enough to move them a 
few inches more . It took me a few tries to 
make this seemingly monumental step, but 
eventually I was doing the same ... hand
stack , calf lock , then a dynamic move to 
place the next handstack . This was as hard 
on our nerves as it was on our bodies. In a 
few more visits , we worked out the whole 25 
foot wide section of the roof with . . . 
Leavittation ! 

The next year , 1978, I was back in Yose
mite to do some big wall routes . In the 
parking lot, Augie Klein, Gary Zaccor , 
Dave Diegleman, and John Yablonsky 
were having an animated conversation 
about a new offwidth climb called Bad Ass 
Mama. Despite the ominous stories that 
were circulating about how Bachar and 
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Below: The parking Jot crack! (Children of Dune). Opposite page: Mike Geller 
demonstrating Leavittation on a 5.1 ld offwidth, jamming a foot high above his hand
stacks. Photos: Leavitt. 

Long ripped up their arms doing this climb , 
we decided to try it. On the way , Diegleman 
gave us a detailed account of how he 
thought he could offwidth it this time , but 
made it look more like a new swimming 
stroke! Once off the shuttle , Diegleman 
lead us down a path into the trees. This was 
one of my first trips to Yosemite and I was 
amazed how these people knew their way to 
even the most obscure climbs. Random 
piles of horse dung meant we were not far 
from the stables. We took a left off the trail 
at the biggest pile and I was wondering how 
I would ever find this climb again , when 
suddently we were there . The climb was 
overhanging and a bad size , but physically it 
wasn't as imposing as my mind had made it 
to be. I had my doubts though, it was rated 
5.12. 

After watching several admirable but 
painful attempts by the others , I told 
everyone about our handstacking technique . 
They were open to the general idea, but 
they argued that I would never be able to 
lead like that. I was not too confident, 
because I had very little to compare it with , 
but at least it did not look nearly as difficult 
as the parking lot roof crack . 

I rigged a top-rope , and taped my hands 
in anticipation of a brutal attempt. The first 
few moves were fist jams widening to 
offwidth, but the transition to handstacks 
was an untried technique, so I downclimbed 
and re-examined my strategy. You have to 
let go with both hands in order to place 
them in a handstack , but my feet were 
below me not above as with a roof climb. I 
reasoned that if I could get my leg locked at 
least as high as my waist, then I might be 
able to stay in the crack long enough to get 
a handstack. My lower foot at this point 
would stay low to give me added leverage . 
Next time up , I was mentally ready to try 
such a manoeuvre , so from the last fist jam, 
I leaned my upper body out as much as pos
sible in order to get my right leg jammed in 

the crack above waist level. I found it was 
necessary to aim my foot directly below my 
lowest jam (this kept the leg jam high 
enough to be useful for placing the first 
handstack) . At this point , the crack was 
only wide enough to accept a calf jam. As 
insecure as it felt, I was prepared to hang 
from it with confidence gained in the parking 
lot. With my right calf high and my left foot 
bracing low, I slapped my left palm into the 
left inside wall of the crack. Stacking my 
right hand next to it proved to be·the hardest 
move because after that I could handstack 
with good intermediate leg locks. The crack 
started to widen, accepting now a fist jam 
stacked on top of a hand jam. My knees 
started locking inside the crack so well that 
I could easily let go with both hands and 
chalk up. 

I discovered right off that a knee jam was 
twice as effective if I brought my toe back 
outside the crack to lever on the wall. As the 
crack continued to widen , I became con
fused as to what to do next. Hand/fist jams 
turned into fist/fist jams, while my knee 
jams got wider and less secure. Surprised at 
my progress , I let myself fall onto the top 
rope as I was figuring out how to best enter 
the next wide section that had become a 
squeeze chimney. On my next attempt, I 
tried switching from using my right leg in 
the crack as I was Leavittating to using my 
left leg in the crack for the transition into 
the squeeze chimney . This sequence proved 
to be the key to the final section. After that 
I enthusiastically grunted up the squeeze 
slot to the top of Bad Ass Mama. Once I was 
on top , I had doubts that the climb was a 
5.12, not because I had ever done a 5.12 that 
easily, but mainly because I had never done 
a 5.12 before! Yablonsky paid me a nice 
compliment later that night ; I overheard 
him saying "Leavitt made it look like 5.8." 
A few mo-nths later, I returned back down 
that same horse dung trail to Bad Ass Mama 
and led it. 





When I returned to Los Angeles that fall, 
I phoned Tony to give him the good news 
about Bad Ass Mama. We tried to think of 
more routes on which we might use the new 
method. Although Tony had thought that I 
was crazy for my Piasano Overhang 
attempts, he was now excited to go back. 
This time we were armed with some huge 
"No. 5" "Friends", based on Ray Jardines's 
design, that Tony had just made in his 
garage. 

Piasano Overhang still looked infinitely 
harder than Bad Ass Mama, but it was a 
good size - perfect for double hand jams. 
Placing his first "No. 5 Friend" as far out as 
he could reach, Tony then worked for a 
while until he successfully pulled up onto 
the roof, and started slowly Leavittating 
feet first across'the roof. His moves became 
more positive as he progressed towards the 
lip. I was amazed and excited watching him 
because this was something that I have pre
viously considered impossible. Halfway 
out, he completely let go with his hands and 
hung like a bat by his feet. He looked as if he 
was ready to drop like a bomb from under 
the roof, but Tony started fumbling nerv
ously for his second #5 "Friend" and it was 
only an hour later, when I climbed to that 
point, that I really appreciated how scary 
this position was. 

Once he got the "Friend" placed in the 
crack, he jerked out enough rope to clip in 
before ejecting out of the roof. It was a great 
effort and as always, I was impressed with 
Tony's perseverance. I only managed a few 
feeble attempts that day as I was just getting 
used to the vertigo but Tony managed to 
climb down and out to the lip of the roof 
several times. He realized that getting 
established on the crack above the roof 
would be the crux. Tony managed to lead 
Piasano the next day after a few tries which 
left me the rest of the day to try the roof. I 
made improvements rapidly, but never 
managed to turn the lip. 

A bad wrist injury took me out of climbing 
late that year, but upon my return to climb
ing, Piasano Overhang was the first order of 
business. I had thought about it so often 
that I couldn't wait to try it again. Getting 
reorientated in the world of upside down 
took me a day, but on my second day I was 
successful. In my mind, Piasa no is the most 
superb offwidth with its 400 feet of exposure 
and unique form,. 

Leavittation was catching on, and 
Piasano had ascents from Karl Mueller, 
Gary Zaccor, and Alan Nelson. I even 
heard that Frank Noble was able to under
cling it on a top rope! This seemed mind 
boggling to me even though Leavittation 
isn't exactly a normal activity either. With 
our new knowledge Tony and I started 
searching for new offwidth climbs. In the 
areas we went, a good offwidth was harder 
to find than a perfect finger crack. Con
sequently we had to settle for climbs that 
had short sections of handstack moves 
rather than long sections. In Joshua Tree I 
found a finger to offwidth crack in a twelve 
foot roof. We solved the problem by 
employing one very hard Leavittation move 
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Below: Giant "Friends" for protection, and this particular crack taking a hand/fist 
combination. Opposite: Mike Geller demonstrating the "hands-off'' rest on Mother 
Superior (5. lld) at Mount Woodson, Calif. Photos: Leavitt. 

to gain a horn on the lip. From an earlier 
attempt, I had named it Emotional Rescue 
(5.12b ). On anotheroffwidth roof at Joshua 
Tree (Comfortably Numb, 5. llb), a Leavit
tation move is used at the base of the roof to 
efficiently gain the wider section above. 
Yosemite Valley also has many climbs 
where the technique is either very useful or 
essential. 

In the Split Rocks area of Colorado, I 
used some Leavittation moves on a man 
eating crack that had remained an unsolved 
problem for years. After its savage nature, I 
named it Animal Magnetism (5.12d). This 

eighteen foot flared roof crack left its mark 
on my arms and shoulders in the form of 
burns and cuts. A year later, Skip Guerin 
suffered the same damage when he made 
the second ascent. 

Now that Leavittation offers a new and 
more enjoyable solution to offwidth climb
ing, routes such as Bad Ass Mama are done 
regularly and climbers actually enjoy them. 
In some cases, I have even used a knee/hand 
jam, and in one offwidth, Tony wedged his 
head against his hand! I wouldn't say that 
the possibilities are endless, but they are 
more than they were ten years ago. 





Photo: John Cleare 

WHILLANS! 
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An Appreciation by Jim Curran 



British climbing has always had and probably 
needs its cult heroes. Figureheads that for 
one reason or another seem to sum up an 
era. Whympher , Mallory , Kirkus, Edwards, 
Brown, Bonington , Livesey and Fawcett 
come instantly to mind. Don Whillans is 
there as well , but he was the archetypal anti
hero. "The Villain" , a nickname from the 
early days which stuck, was the epitome of 
the " 'ard little man in the flat 'a t" and his 
reputation stayed with him all his life. 

In the sixties when Bonington began to 
use the media, and Brown was used by it, 
Whillans without doing either became a cult 
figure that within the climbing world rivalled 
if not eclipsed his two contemporaries. For 
Don was , despite his undoubted prowess as 
a media personality , first and foremost a 
climber's climber. In a world where myths 
and legends of anarchy, epics and outrage 
prevail, Don was the supreme iconoclast, 
puncturing pretension with devastating 
accuracy and, more important, having the 
force of achievement and experience 
behind him to do so. 

But his image of the fifties and sixties 
which he retained was overlayed by the wit 
and wisdom of later years. Mike Thompson 
in his brilliant Mountain article of yester
year, Out With the Boys Again summed up 
the phenomenon of the "Whillans Joke":-

"One could always tell when one of these 
was coming as the teller would suddenly 
screw up his face, narrow his eyes, and 
begin to emit a high pitched whine ... 
Happy days were passed recounting 
those epics in which Whillans would 
gradually uphold an account of rectitude 
and forbearance in the face of seemingly 
intolerable chicanery and provocation. 
Like some Greek tragedy the sequence of 
events would move inexorably to the 

Above Left: Don at Stoney Middleton in 1952 around the time he lead Frisco Bay. The 
Rock and Jee didn't just confine themselves to grit, the odd peg here and there opened up 
the world of limestone for future !{enerations. 

Above Right: On Birdlime Traverse, Arthur Dolphin's classic at Almscliffe, a bold lead, in 
the days before wired nuts. 

Below: Whillans was almost as famous for his prowess as a motorcyclist. Seen here with Les 
Wright and a magnificent B.S.A. Don's solo ride home from the Himalaya in 1961 must 
rank as a major achievement in itself. Photos: Joe Brown collection. 
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inevitable fateful conclusion. All such 
tales led to the final and literal punch line: 
'So I ' it 'im '. " 

Don 's humour as well as his climbs are a 
legacy that we can still enjoy. He was in the 
fine old tradition of the dour Northern 
comedian: dry , wry, sharp one liners that 
invariably hit the nail on the head. A lot of 
it was unconscious, an instant response to a 
situation. At the beginning of his Life and 
Times lecture at Buxton a few years ago a 
streaker ran across the stage. Don was 
momentarily flabbergasted - "Well I'll be 
buggered", then after a second's pause, 
"and so will he if I catch him". On giving a 
rupee to a naked , ash covered pilgrim on 
the walk in to Shivling with Doug Scott, he 
commented, "I suppose you're on some 
kind of sponsored walk". His best moments 
though, were in pubs with his mates. 
Characteristically he would pick up a pint 
glass, prepare to drink , pause, deliver the 
line and sup up amidst the laughter. He had 
a penchant for awful puns . Recently on a 
visit to Britain, Nazir Sabir, the Pakistani 
mountaineer who climbed K2 was intro
duced in the "Royal " at Hayfield. "Don , 
this is Nazir". "Oh aye; I've just been talking 
to a mate of yours, Wazir , but he's gone 
now". (Nazir, to his credit, later came out 
with a brilliant, if slightly wistful, observation 
of the British pub scene, "I think there are 
some very naughty ladies here!") 
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In recent years Don revived his interest in 
rock climbing, albeit at a modest level , and 
to my surprise we climbed a lot together. It 
started in Cornwall when Don arrived unex
pectedly at the Count House. Framed in the 
doorway after closing time, he stood sur
veying the occupants. "I remember back in 
the fifties Joe came down 'ere a lot, " he 
announced to all and sundry, "I thought 
bugger that , I'd rather be in the Alps - I'll 
save Cornwall for when I'm an old man. 
Well 'ere I am." On the holiday someone 
mentioned that he had extraordinarily short 
legs. "They reach the ground, don 't they?" 
he replied , observing en passant that he 
couldn't find a Whillans harness big enough 
to fit him . We climbed at Chair Ladder. 
Don led a wide chimney pitch , runnerless 
and facing out: "It's the only way I can do 
these nowadays , but I like chimneys - I can 
sit down to climb them." On another occa
sion he approached me, "Have you ever 
done that Dream of White Horses, because 
every other bugger has?" I hadn ' t. "We' ll 
do a Last Ascent then." On arrival on the 
first stance Don sat smoking my cigarettes, 
contentedly chuckling at the efforts of a 
young lad trying the crux. "Up and down 
like a bride's nightie, " he muttered . The 
second was embarrassed at Don 's presence , 
and finally called to his leader: "Come on, 
let's pack it in , there's another party waiting." 
"Tell them to piss off," said the lad , in 
extremis. "You wouldn't say that if you 

Above Left: A youthful Whillans at the bar 
in Kleine Scheid egg during an early attempt 
on the Eiger Nordwand with Bonington 
(foreground). Photo: Whillans Collection. 
Below Left: The Aiguille Poincenot first 
ascent party. Whillans joined the Irish 
Expedition to Patagonia definitely as a 
"secret weapon". Left to right: Narramore , 
Whil/ans , Cochrane, Burland, Kavanagh , 
Be/oe. Photo: Frank Cochrane. Above: 
Whil/ans was synonymous with hard, bold 
crack-climbing on grit. Here he is making 
the first ascent of Forked Lightning Crack 
at Heptonstall. Photo: John Hartley. 

could see who it is. " Later , as I advanced to 
the same position, Don eyed me intently . 
"You know, I've been thinking - you're not 
really the right shape for climbing." I 
accepted the comment ruefully , only realis
ing later that Don was scarcely in a position 
to comment. "I'm on a diet - a bloody big 
one," he explained. But he climbed beauti
fully , neat and controlled and totally at one 
with the rock. At the end Don sat looking 
out to sea. "Aye, aye, they'll be open soon. 
Let's get off. I've got a morbid fear of 
dehydration." 

But as well as the humour , he was in 
recent years a mine of information and good 
sense. Recently at a conference on the 
dangers of high altitude climbing at Plas y 
Brenin , Don spoke for less than fifteen 
minutes. It was a masterly performance in 
which his vast common sense and practical 
experience were indelibly impressed on all 
who listened. "Remember Jim," he said 
once after I'd failed on a route, " it ' ll still be 
here next year: the trick is to make sure you 
are as well!" 

It still seems inconceivable that the Whil
lans presence is no more. In a pub, on a 
crag, or as I remember him best, sat in my 
front room, can in one hand , fag in the other 
and wearing a ridiculous plastic top hat (it 
was Christmas), Don had a timeless charisma 
that for me , and thousands like me , will 
never fade away. 



Top Left: "Me and egg 'ead 'aston ", at 
Leysin. Whillans and Haston formed a 
formidable partnership on the South Face 
of Annapurna in 1970, ensuring success for 
a very strong team on the first of the major 
Himalayan face climbs. 
Above: Whillans ' Jong standing relationship 
with the North Face of the Eiger took a 
dramatic turn with the rescue of Brian Nally 
in 1962. The rescue meant the end of his 
attempt with Bonington. 
Above Right: Whillans the athlete, seen 
here in the Kaisergebirge in 1961. 
Right: Perhaps the most famous 
partnership in British Climbing: Brown and 
Whillans. Don's slightly puffy appearance 
is due to "a bit of a tussle" in the pub the 
previous evening! Photo: Ken Wilson . 

Mountain is especially grateful to Nat Allen 
for his invaluable help with photo research. 
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BRITAIN'S HIGH MOUNTAIN 
EXPERIENCE 
by Dave Matthews 
The appearance of two profusely illustrated 
new books on Britain's 3000ft-plus moun
tains provides an opportunity to re-assess 
the potential for mountaineering expedi-
tions in our hills. . 

The SMC publication 'The Munros' cov
ers the Scottish mountains with a 
straightforward guidebook treatment. I 
have worked in close conjunction with 
Irvine Butterfield during the production of 
his comprehensive work which covers both 
the Scottish mountains and those of Eng
land, Ireland and Wales. Irvine has written 
his accounts for the mountain walker (as 
opposed to the mountaineer) but as his 
book is heavily illustrated with colour 
photos taken in both winter and summer 
conditions it will be of great value to those 
who wish to plan more challenging expedi
tions. Indeed the onset of hard winter 
conditions transforms many routes which in 
summer are technically simple, if arduous, 
to ones that can demand a whole range of 
Alpine/Mountaineering skills. 

Clearly this is not the place for climbers 
who seek really technical climbing, which 
can be found in abundance on Nevis, Loch
nagar and Meagaidh. The broader mountain 
itinerary offers climbing more akin to the 
classic alpine ridges of the Penni·ne Alps, 
and the personal demands of this type of 
climbing, for fitness, stamina, strength and 
a long neck certainly have similarities with 
the requisites for a rock athlete - only the 
mix has changed. 

This article relates to some of my own 
experiences on our hills in winter and, in the 
table at the end, suggests several other 
exciting and rewarding explorations. For 
this I have devised a prototype grading 
system which should provide grist for pub 
discussion, if nothing else. 

It is possible to identify at least twenty 
expeditions of this type offering technical 
climbing with allied seriousness and com
mitment. The keynote is speed of move
ment, involving the choice of a route that 
will allow rapid progress with a degree of 
technical interest, but not too much so as to 
convert the climb into a slow technical 
excursion involving persistent belaying and 
ropework. 

Take any winter day on the north face of 
Ben Nevis and if you can see at all, there will 
be hordes of other climbers in view and a 
main road within 3 or 4 miles. On the same 
day on the face of Bidean a' Choire Sheas
gaich I doubt if you will see anyone. On this 
steep, rocky 800ft face which .bars the 
approach to the summit ridge, there is no 
straightforward line. On a good day in good 
conditions the grade would be 1 or 2, but the 
usual misty, dank conditions make route
finding tricky. You are seven miles from the 
nearest road with a 2800 foot hill in the way, 

Opposite: Ascending the North slope of 
Stob Coire a' Chaim in the Mamores, with 
Ben Nevis (left) and Carn Mor Dearg in the 
background. Winter expeditions into 
mountains of this size at such latitudes take 
on an Alpine seriousness. 
Photo: Dave Mathews. 

surrounded by hills, lochs and a sense of 
total remoteness - all the elements of a great 
mountaineering day. 

Another superb excursion in very remote 
surroundings would be to walk up Carn 
Eighe near Glen Affric, and then traverse 
the rocky north-east ridge to Tom a' 

· Choinich, returning to Glen Affric after a 
sixteen-mile circuit. The north-east ridge of 
Carn Eighe gives an interesting two-mile 
traverse with many small towers, and a 
steep drop on either side. 

These exciting routes are not only con
fined to rugged hills in Scotland. One of the 
fiercest mountain walks I can remember 
was when a small party of us traversed Cross 
Fell in the Northern Pennines one wild 
February day. A combination of distance, 
twenty miles by the route we took, remote
ness, lack of features to aid navigation and 
continual grinding through the snow gave 
the expedition a sense of mountain serious
ness. What is just a moorland plod in sum
mer was transformed into a real expedition 
in the winter conditions. 

Winter weather will cover the range from 
glorious sunshine to full-scale arctic bliz
zards, sometimes in the same day. This adds 
more variety and uncertainty to these hill 
walks, and that has to be a part of the attrac
tion. The best personal approach to this 
kind of mountaineering is a healthy fatalism 
by which, if the elements and snow condi
tions let you move and see occasional views, 
then so much the better. Maintaining a low 
expectation of conditions lets you plan and 
be equipped for the worst, and rejoice at the 
best. 

Tackling routes in appalling conditions 
can give tremendous excitement and satis
faction. This really came home to me after a 
big day in the Cairngorms last September. I 
wanted to climb some scattered Munro tops 
in the area. My outline plan was to follow an 
intricate route from the Caire Cas car-park, 
over Ben Macdui, past Loch Etchachan to 
Beinn Mheadhoin, and then return via the 
Shelter Stone to Cairn Gorm and the car
park. 

Some events of this walk really stick in my 
mind. The weather was absolutely terrible 
with solid mist, driving rain and, high up, 
driving snow. Two days earlier a walker had 
died from exposure in the Lairig Ghru. This 
unfortunate event certa"inly increased my 
awareness of how fierce the Cairngorm 
conditions can be, even at low level. The 
descent from Ben Macdui to Loch Etchachan 
was really atmospheric as I was surrounded 
by crashing rivers, and crags of unknown 
height looming from the mist. Crossing the 
raging outfall of the loch to get on to Beinn 
Mheadhoin was only just possible, reinforc
ing the sense of commitment I already felt. 
The final 25ft to the summit of Beinn 
Mheadhoin is a gritstone-like tor whose 
ascent is classified as 'Difficult'. No problem 
normally, but on this occasion the rock was 
green, greasy and cold, and the wind 
howled round me, throwing me off balance. 
However, I had come too far not to climb 
the hill properly, and trying to forget that 
the nearest help was eight miles away, I 

slithered up and down the tor. 
It was now apparent that a direct return 

to Caire Cas was going to be difficult, as the 
rivers had swollen heavily and there would 
be no way past Loch Avon. I was therefore 
forced to undertake an arduous retreat 
route, first descending to the north side of 
Loch Etchachan, and then climbing Carn 
Etchachan through the cliffs (fortunately a 
gap appeared). I was then forced to work 
back at high level on Ben Macdui to enable 
me to negotiate the two raging torrents that 
drain this side of the mountain. I finally 
managed to wade them, waist deep, at an 
altitude of 3700ft. After another mile or so 
I joined the main Macdui ascent route from 
Lochan Buidhe. Although this got me to a 
well-used route, the return to the car was 
still difficult as, in the white-out and the 
gathering gloom, negotiating the rim of the 
Northern Carries to find the safe descent 
route down the Fiacaill a' Choire Chais still 
offered some problems. Once safely on the 
final descent ridge I gave a huge sigh of 
thankfulness and returned to the car. The 
problems I confronted on this epic day were 
comparable, in terms of commitment, fit
ness and technical obstacles, to a tough 
alpine day of a very sustained nature. I 
couldn't help but be rem.inded of Bill 
Murray's account of his struggle through a 
blizzard on Braeriach, just the other side of 
the Lhairig Ghru, as recounted in 'Moun
taineering in Scotland'. The only feasible 
route to link the tops was a slender thread 
through the complex and potentially 
dangerous terrain - the easiest route was 
quite difficult enough on the day. 

The journey mentioned above was really 
memorable but it is best to avoid too many 
days like that. The lure of blue skies is 
always more attractive and I can recall a 
number of excellent winter days in Scotland 
on the high mountain ridges in beautiful 
weather conditions. The main colour 
photograph in this article was taken on a 
day in mid-February when Brian Potts, Ton 
Moram and I made a horse shoe traverse of 
the Mamore ridges round Caire a' Mhiall, 
from An Gearanach to Sgurr a' Mhaim . 
This route starts near the Steall waterfall 
which was a spectacular sight - frozen ~olid 
by the sustained spell of cold, fine weather. 
As we ascended the ridge to An Gearanach 
the wind gradually picked up until on the 
summit we were continually shock-blasted 
by 60mph flurries of wind and powder snow. 
Once on the ridge we were able to 
appreciate the scenery, and the views all 
round were fantastic: Ben Nevis and the 
Aonachs to the north; the Glencoe peaks to 
the south. As the route progressed we got 
more and more committed to the superb 
ridge-climbing around the cirque, which 
eventually reached a marvellous climax 
along the spectacular arete of the Devil's 
Ridge of Sgurr a' Mhaim. As we trod care
fully along its crest the sky turned a deep 
green, adding yet more contrasts and colours 
to the surrounding hills. 

Another excellent route in this area is the 
traverse of the 4000ft Aonachs, which lie 
just to the east of Ben Nevis. The route I 
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would recommend is to cross from north to 
south, so as to include the fine north-east 
ridge of Aonach Mor. This has several 
Munro tops along its graceful length and 
culminates in a steep wall which has to be 
surmounted to get on to the main summit. 
To the south, linked by a broad ridge, lies 
Aonoch Beag. This peak has some spec
tacular cornices along the south summit 
ridge. The summit cairn is prone to disap
pear under snow and great caution is 
required hereabouts to keep clear of the 
dangerous cornice, particularly in a white 
out. This traverse gives a grand mountain 
day at high altitude (for the U.K.), with 
tremendous views and great mountain 
architecture. 

The Grey Corries run out to the east from 
Aonach Mor and another fine route, at the 
far eastern end, is a circuit centred on Stob 
Coire Claurigh, including Stob Ban. A 
much greater challenge, taking 2 or 3 days, 
would be to link Ben Nevis, Aonach Mor, 
The Grey Corries, Stob Ban and the return 
over the Mamores. This complete circuit of 
Glen Nevis would be a tremendous expedi
tion, and is made more feasible by the 
presence of two bothies at the east end of 
the Glen (Lairig Leachah and Meanach). 

Perhaps the ultimate expedition in terms 
of technical difficulty and sustained serious
ness is the Cuillin Ridge, although here the 
technicalities are compensated by the route's 
relative closeness to the road . It is possible 
to quit the ridge at various points and return 
to safety quite quickly if energy, determina
tion or skill are found wanting. More chal
lenging in terms of remoteness , though less 
technical, is the East Ridge of Mullach 
Coire Mhic Fhearchair, situated in the 
depths of the Fisherfield Forest. The key 
section of this climb is some nine miles from 
the nearest road. 

This article, together with the following 
table , shows aspects of the special type of 
mountain experience available to the com
petent Alpinist in Britain. Mostly in winter , 
the lesser known hills can give physically 
demanding days amongst marvellous scen
ery. The sense of commitment is frequently 
greater than on the classic routes of Ben 
Nevis of Lochnagar because of the added 
aspect of remoteness and isolation. With 
careful planning and preparation, and good 
navigational skills, expeditions on our high 
mountains can give all the excitement and 
seriousness of a classic Alpine day and pro
vide ample reward for those who take the 
trouble to seek them out. 

The photographs illustrating this article 
are taken from The High Mountains of Bri
tain and Ireland by Irvine Butterfield to be 
published in January by Diadem Books. 312 
pages, 350 colour photos, over 100 maps, 
£16·95. 

Left: Les Kaczynski astride a pinnacle on 
the popular Aonach Eagach Ridge. 
Photo: Peter Hodgkiss. 



Grading System For Mountaineering Expeditions in Hard Winter Conditions. 

Technical Difficulty (First letter) 
A Limit of technica lity in this context -Grade 2 B Some techn ica l difficulty - Grade 1 to 2 C Very little techn ica l diffi culty. 

Effort required : Combination of height/distance (Second letter) 
A A rea lly hard day for th e fit only. Would need some of approach and return in darkness. 8 A fit person/team could co mfo rtab ly accomplish this route using a fu ll w inter's day 
C A pleasant day out for a reasonably fit team. 

Commitment/Remoteness (Third letter) 
A Very remote, ca nn ot affo rd any slip, no road for m iles. Sel dom visited. B Remote feel, but never much more than 4 miles from a road or a very good track. Might expect to meet the 
occasiona l party. C The feel of the hills, but roads with in a mile or two and wi ll generally meet other parties on the hill. 

Examples 
AAA A techn ica l route in a very remote, seldom visited area with difficult access - Mullach Caire Mhich Fh ea rchain via S.E. ridge, from Loch a'Bhrain. 
BCC A route wi th some technica l di fficu lty but accessible and not too exhausting· Blencathra via Sharp Edge. 

SCOTLAND 
Mullach Coire Mhic Fhearchair: South Ridge (Northern Highlands) 20 miles A A A 
A sharp ridge giving a narrow rocky ascent to summit. Descend via water slides falling E. to N. of Sgurr Dubh ridge. 
A superb, long and remote day in fantastic scenery. 

An Teallach: Full Traverse (Northern Highlands) 12 miles AB + B+ 
A classic mountain traverse, with awkward rock steps and great exposure. Start/Finish Dundonnell Hotel. 

Be_inn Alligin: Full Traverse (Northern Highlands) 12 miles AB B 
A fine ridge traverse. Start/Finish near Torridon House. 'The Horns' could be technical but are possible to by-pass. 

Liathach: Full Traverse (Northern Highlands) 9 miles ABB 
An excellent ridge traverse. Start at Glen iorridon car-park - finish at Torridon House as in 'Big Walks'. Main interest at Am Fasarinen pinnacles. 

Bidean a' Coire Sheasgaich/Lurg Mor/Meall Mor (Western Highlands) 18 miles B+ A A 
18 miles round trip from Craig Forest. 9 miles return trip from Berna is Bothy. A very remote expedition offering interesting face work on 
B1dean a' Choi re Sheasgaich followed by fine ridge climbing to Lurg Mor and Meal I Mor. Return by route of ascent (see text of article). 

The Affric Ridge: Carn Eighe to Tom a' Choinich (Western Highlands) 16 miles BA A 
Fine rocky ridge between Carn Eighe and Tom a' Choinich. Start/finish at Loch Beinn a' Mheadhoin car-park. 
Ascend Carn Eighe via Gleann nam Fiadh. Remote (see text of article) . 

The Saddle: The Forcan Ridge (Western Highlands) 12 miles B+ B+ B 
The Forcan Ridge gives rocky start followed by an airy but less rocky circuit to Sgurr a' Gharg Gharaidh. Start/Finish at Sheil Bridge. 

Sgurr nan Coireachan • Sgurr na Ciche: Full Traverse (Western Highlands) 15 miles BA A 
This expedition is aided by good bothies in the area . A broad rocky ridge links Sgurr nan Coireachan to Garbh Chioch Mhor 
followed by rocky face climbing to the summit of Sgurr na Ciche. Start/Finish at Strathan at W. end of Loch Arkaig . 

Beinn a' Chaorruinn: East Ridge of Centre Top (Central Highlands) 7 miles BC C 
Start/Finish Roughburn . A fine day out when daylight hours are short. A good introduction to this type of mountaineering . 

Aonach Mor• Aonach Beag Traverse (Central Highlands) 10 miles BB+ B 
A high traverse (reaching 4000ft) on shapely ridges. Start Torlundy. Finish Glen Nevis (see text of article) . 

The Grey Corries (East): Stob Ban/Stob Choire Claurigh/Stob Coire na Ceannain (Central Highlands) 12 miles C B B+ 
A remote bothy assists access to this expedition which boasts a beautiful shapely ridge between Claurig and Ceannain . Start/Finish at Lai rig Leacach. 

The Mamores: Circuit of Coire a' Mhaill from Glen Nevis (Central Highlands) 8 miles CB B 
Fine, airy ridge traverse - narrow in places. See text and photographs for fuller description . 

Glen Nevis: Complete Circuit over Ben Nevis, the Aonachs, the Grey Corries and the Mamores 25 miles BA++ B+ 
A two or three day expedition starting and finishing at the Glen Nevis car-park. Useful bothies at Lai rig Leacach and Meanach. A real challenge. 

Ben Alder: the Long Leachas Ridge (Central Highlands) 7 miles from Cu Ira B B B+ 
A remote buttress/ridge climb. Descend by the Short Leachas or extend the expedition to include 
Be inn Bheoil (10 miles). The use of Cu Ira Bothy is virtually essential for this expedition. 

Sgor lutharn: The Lancet Edge (Central Highlands) 7 miles from Cu Ira B+ BB+ 
A very remote expedition. The Lancet Edge provides a fine rocky ascent with a return to Carn Dearg and descent to bothy. 

Aonach Eagach (Central Highlands) 6 miles (end to end) ABC 
Classic ridge traverse. This, the Curved Ridge and the Torridon routes represent the upper limit of technical difficulty for the mainland routes listed here. 

Buachaille Etive Mor: Curved Ridge (Central Highlands) 7 miles AB C+ 
A hard start that can, in tough conditions, be Grade 3, leads up through magnificent rock scenery to the summit. The other tops are gained by a superb traverse 
along a twisting ridge. The day can be extended by returning along Buachaille Etive Beag. A start up Caire na Tulaich reduces the technical difficulty. 

Sgor na h-Ulaidh • Beinn Fionnlaidh (Central Highlands) 12 miles BBB 
This expedition starts at near the Clachaig Inn and finishes at Ellerich, necessitating special transport arrangements. 
The North Face of Beinn Fionnlaidh, above the Creran Col, is steep, rocky, complex and remote. 

Ben More (Mull) 6 miles C+ CC 
Start/Finish at Loch na Keal. Ascend to col between Ben More and A'Chioch -then ascend the rocky E. ridge. Descend via An Gearna. 

The Cuillin Ridge: Full Traverse (Skye) 14 miles A + + A+ + B 
A two-day expedition provides one of the finest mountain outings in Britain. Technically harder than any other route 
mentioned in this table (Grade 3/4) and notable for the sustained concentration required on its sharp ice and snow ridges. 

Blaven: Full Traverse (Skye) 6 miles A++ B+ B 
Start near Loch Ainort and finish by Loch Slapin (transport problems need resolving), otherwise return via 
Strath More (4 miles) . Similar technical grade to the Cuillin Ridge (3/4). 

LAKE DISTRICT 
Blencathra: Sharp Edge 
Plenty of rock on Sharp Edge, followed by a mountain traverse to the west. 

Helvellyn: Catstycam/Swirral Edge/Striding Edge 
There is a long , shallow gully on the N. face of Catsty Cam. Ascend this and then follow Swirral Edge to Helvellyn. 
Return via Striding Edge. Start/Finish at Greenside Mine. 

Langdale Horseshoe 
Technical interest can be added by ascending Pavey Ark by Jack's Rake and Bowfell by one of its gullies. 

WALES 
Tryfan/Glyder Fach/Glyder Fawr 
Selection of routes to summit of Tryfan . Then v ia Bristly Ridge to the Glyders and descend to Ogwen. 

Snowdon Horseshoe 
Classic traverse from Pen-y-Pass. Route clockwise is my preferred direction which provides a fine climax on Crib Gach. 

Nantlle Ridge by V Garn, Eastern Arete 
If the Eastern Arete of Y Garn is avoided the route is a fine ridge walk, nowhere really difficult. 

Aran Fawddwy 
Approach from Bwlch y Groes via Llechwedd Du taking the obvious gully in the East Face of Aran Fawddwy which goes 
almost to the summit. Return via Dyrysgol and Llechwedd Du . 

IRELAND 
Macgillicuddy's Reeks: Main Ridge (Killarney) 
A fine rocky ridge walk, best taken east to west . Good snow conditions very rare. Friendly driver needed for return. 

5 miles BCC 

5 miles BC + C 

8/12 miles C/B BC 

7 miles BC+ C 

7 miles BBC 

7 miles A + CC 

10 miles BBB 

11 miles BBB 
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QUEEN OF SPADES 
by Charles Cole 

Half Dome, bathed in evening light after a storm. The author's route, Queen of Spades, takes a direct line up the left hand side of the 
prominent black streaks. All photos by the Author. 

The trademark of Yosemite - Half Dome, 
its Northwest Face. It is a half mile wide, 
ever so slightly concave sheet of granite. An 
inspiring, awesome, and terrifying place to 
climb. No cars, no people , slim chance of a 
timely rescue. At least once a day rockfall 
scours the base . Lengthy multiple echoes 
add to the freak factor. All the climbs begin 
with 2000 feet of exposure because of the 
sharp drop off from the base to the valley 
floor. 

Most Yosemite climbers, sometime in 
their careers, make the 8.2 mile uphill grind 
to the base to do the Regular Route but the 
amount of gear required for the big nail-ups 
stqps all but the most ambitious wall clim
bers. I know. Four trips in five days , nine 
months before , ferrying gear to the base of 
my route had left me with bloody, blistered 
feet and a fever to boot. I had eked out 15 
feet of progress grunting my way up an 
offwidth and rapped off. I l;mried my food 
and gear at the base and left to winter in 
Joshua Tree. 

The next summer I was in no hurry to hop 
up on a new route solo, so I was passing time 
working on a route on El Cap to the right of 
the Nose with the Arizona climber Steve 
Grossman . However, a renaissance in wall 
climbing that summer had made me paranoid 
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about others taking my line on Half Dome. 
This route was certainly the most obvious 
line left in the Valley, dead centre up Half 
Dome right through the black streaks. 
There was Don Peterson 's Tis-sa-sack way 
off on the right and Dick McCracken 's 
Direct Northwest Face on the left and a 
giant unclimbed wall in between. Whenever 
I saw big wailers racking up in the parking 
lot I would run over and ask what wall they 
were planning to do. A suspicious answer 
and I would ask their friends or get my 
friends to ask their friends. I was becoming 
a bit psychopathic . Steve sensed this and 
when we heard that 'The' Hugh Burton 
(Mescalito, Magic Mushroom , Horse 
Chute, etc.) had arrived in the valley to do 
the first ascent of some mysterious new 
grade six, Steve suggested to his maniacal 
partner that we leave our route fixed and I 
go up on the Dome right away. 

I was determined not to make the same 
mistake twice so I went to the stables to see 
how they could help in carrying gear up to 
Half Dome. Like most climbers , I had 
never been to the Yosemite stables before. 
I was surprised at what I saw. Usually 
climbers stand out in a Curry Company 
establishment because they are always the 
only completely filthy people there , dressed 

in tattered rags that barely pass for clothes. 
Here it was completely different! It was the 
squeaky clean , well dressed tourists who 
looked strangely out of place as the 
employees, horses and buildings were com
pletely coated with dust . There were none 
of the irridescent orange polyester Curry 
uniforms ; all the employees were horse 
people and dressed the part in blue jeans 
and canvas shirts. I instantly felt right at 
home, this was like Camp Four where the 
inhabitants are one with the dirt. 

I looked over their price list- a pack horse 
was $33 per day but needed a guide at $70 
per day. $103 was too much. Down at the 
bottom of the list it said "Pack Burro $12/ 
day , load limit 751bs." I figured two burros 
would be a good deal at $24. If necessary , I 
could beg Steve to walk the burros down 
although I actually planned on unloading 
them at the base of Half Dome and then 
letting them "escape". I was sure they could 
find their way home . 

At the cashier's window, I explained 
what I wanted. Several cowboys in the 
office guffawed and guaranteed that the 
only way I could get a burro up to Half 
Dome in a day would be to " knock it over 
and drag it up". After a few donkey jokes 
were told , someone in the office suggested 



that I wait a couple of days because three 
times a week , they take a mule train of 
tourists up the saddle of Half Dome , adding 
that they could take a pack mule up at the 
same time . How much? They had never 
done this before but we all decided $34 
would be fair , the same amount that a 
tourist pays to ride up and down . Fantastic! 
A major problem solved . 

The day before we were due to go up I 
had to bring in, for weighing and packing , 
all the gear to be loaded on the mule . I held 
my breath as the mule train leader weighed 
the gear ... "176 lbs . .. A little heavy but 
it'll be OK". 

"Phew! " 
"Just leave the gea r here - I'll pack it in 

the morning ." 
"Will it be safe?" 
"Sure, no one ever comes in here ," and 

he left. 
I was left standing there alone with my 

176 lbs of gear. Before coming, I had light
ened my load considerably by not taking my 
normal wall luxuries for fear of exceeding 
the weight limit. But now that no one was 
watching ... 

I had a pleasant stroll up to Half Dome 
the next day , beating the mule train to the 
saddle by about half an hour. I had hiked up 
the Mist Trail where steep drop-offs give 
the thrillseeking tourist an adrenaline rush. 
Climbers prefer this trail, however , because 
it's cooler (you get soaked in the mist) and 
shorter than the Muir trail. I arrived at the 
base of the route and while waiting and 
watching the tourists plod by , the pack train 
quietly approached with my haul bags in 
tow. 

I pulled my exceedingly heavy load off of 
that poor mule at the saddle thinking " this is 
the life". Three trips in three hours had all 
the gear ferri ed from the base of the cables 
to a gaping chimney 200 feet to the right of 
the Direct route. Surprisingly the approach 
was comparable to an El Cap approach, 
especially considering that there was good 
tasting running water just a few hundred 
feet away at the base of Dick Dorworth 's 
Arcturus and Mike Sherrick's popular Reg
ular Route. 

I was amazed at the hubris of the team 
that did the Regular Route back in the 
fifties . The first grade six . Certainly a bold 
step. I was even more impressed with George 
Anderson who climbed Half Dome first, 
more than a hundred years ago . He had 
soloed the first ascent after the 1865 Califor
nia Geological Survey had certified Half 
Dome unclimbable . In the following 109 
years after his climb , no other solo first 
ascents were made on the Dome. I hoped to 
make the second. 

After I got all my gear to the base , I 
allowed myself to look up and study the 
route. The yellow rap sling I had left there 
nine months before was still there but the 
gear I had buried at the base was not. I 
would have to go down for more food and 
gear. Before I did however, I spent the day 
fixing the first pitch . It was July 4th and I 
had my chance to watch natural fireworks 
from inside a waterproof cave halfway up 

The waterproof cave on the first pitch! 

the first pitch as a very active electrical 
storm system passed by in the afternoon. I 
then put on my running shoes and ran to 
H appy Isles in one hour and nine minutes , a 
personal record . I amused myself on the 
way down by envisioning creative tortures 
to inflict on the gear thieves if and when I 
found them . Whenever I felt like stopping, 
I would tell myself that the gear thieves 
might be just ahead of me. 

Everybody on the valley floor was incred
ibly helpful. Russ The Fish lent me his new 
experimental high-tech haul bag; Gram
micci let me try out his newest high tech 
ultra-comfortable porta-ledge, and others 
pitched in pins and biners. My stolen gear 
notice joined several others on the kiosk 
bulletin board . 

Even with all the support , the gear theft 
had made me want to quit. It was both 
embarrassing and depressing to have had 
that gear stolen. Adding insult to injury , 
those bastards had eaten all my food stash 
and left the cans strewn all over the place. I 
wanted to quit , but I couldn 't. I still had too 
much forward momentum going to do the 
route . For the past 9 months , every time I 
ran , every time I worked out , every time I 
went climbing , it was for this route . 

Within a couple days I was back at the 
base with the remainder of the gear. 
Although Half Dome is cooler than the 
valley floor , it was certainly not very cool. 
The temperatures were reaching 100 degrees 
every day with 100% humidity . I was drink
ing over a gallon of water per day and 
worrying about not taking enough water on 
the route so I scrounged through the garbage 
dump at the base of the Regular Route and 
found two more usable gallon size water 
bottles. That gave me 8½ gallons to start 

the route with . 
The second pitch was really bizarre . Easy 

chimneying past the belay was bringing me 
up to a huge, precariously balanced, tongue 
of rock protruding from the crack . A death 
block. 15 feet below the tongue however , 
the back of the chimney opened up and 
formed a cave. I thought "What the he ll " 
and reluctantly tunnelled 40 feet into the 
bowels of Half Dome. It was cool and black 
inside. While I waited several minutes in the 
darkness for my eyes to adjust , I knocked 
off several small rocks which fell for what 
seemed like a very long time into the black
ness below. 

As my eyes grew accustomed to the dark 
I could see a patch of light 40 or 50 feet 
above me . I was lucky the chimney was so 
easy because I couldn't see at all what my 
feet and hands were touching. I climbed 
totally by feel, brushing off the centuries
old layer of sand covering the unweathered 
walls of the cave. Rope stretching brought 
me back out into the sunlight and onto what 
I christened the Ventura Pier, a long, narrow, 
detached ledge. As I pounded the bolts, I 
could feel the pier reverberating . 

I had originally planned on fixing three 
pitches but the mosquitoes and resident 
rodents made bivvying on the ground more 
miserable than bivvying on the pier , so I 
hauled and established home 300 feet up -
my lowest bivvy ever. 

My solo system was a hybrid of several 
others that I had tried or heard about. In 
soloing , you don' t tie in to the end of the 
rope as in normal climbing, but close to the 
belay and keep moving the tie in point until 
the end of the rope is reached . Most of the 
modern climbers use a clove hitch on a lock
ing biner and move the knot as they need 
rope . That's good for pure aid climbing but 
since it takes two hands to feed rope easily, 
for free climbing protection it is a nightmare . 
I was using a sticht belay plate which would 
lock up on a fall by having a jumar clamped 
to the rope on the lock-up side. That 
allowed me to whip out three feet of slack at 
any time with only one hand. 

Getting back in the chimney on the third 
pitch I went through a roof 30 feet above the 
belay. Not OVER but through the roof - on 
the inside . After all , it worked on the second 
pitch and besides it was a hell of a lot cooler 
inside the Dome than out on the face. Well , 
like before, I tunnelled to the patch of light , 
but this time it was just a hole , big enough 
for an arm maybe. I'd have to back down 
and climb a hideous flare on the outside 
with a good possibility of bolt necessity -
WAIT! You bonehead - drop the haul line 
through the hole and jumar up the other 
side . That gave me something to feel clever 
about as I began the bolt ladder above . 

One of the reasons I had wanted to fix 
three pitches was that the third and fifth 
pitches would involve long bolt ladders and 
I would have been able to keep from using 
up one of my precious 8½ gallons of water. 
My walkman took my mind off the incredibly 
depressing drilling. Pre-route scoping from 
Mirror Lake had told me that with any luck 
these would be the only big bolt ladders on 
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the route. I was determined to keep the 
number of bolts under 100 - my friend 
Grossman had predicted "at LEAST 100". 

Two days later slow progress had me 
depressed again. I was still so low on the 
wall I could pick out individual ants crawling 
along the ground - well , maybe those were 
mice but nonetheless I wasn't as high as I 
wanted to be. 

I was definitely experiencing greater and 
greater swings in emotion. The fourth pitch 
took many blades and heads and I felt great. 
Even though I had anticipated it, the fifth 
took quite a few bolts so I again became 
depressed and bivvied early, guzzling more 
water than I should have while contemplat
ing the ease of rapping off. 

I think it's the lack of humour in soloing 
that makes it such a solemn affair. Since it's 
damn near impossible to tell a joke to your
self, it's easier to get into a lousy mood than 
to get out of one. 

The sixth pitch was originally planned as 
the Triple Arches Pitch but became the 
Double Arches Pitch when a pendulum off 
of a hook saved a bolt. This pitch pointed up 
one of the deficiencies , ,f soloing a route, 
the lack of photos. It was an incredibly 
photogenic pitch, but a shot of just a rope, 
pins and a haul bag with no climber didn 't 
excite me enough to actually go to the trouble 
of pulling the camera out of the haul bag. 
Still the pitch was a beauty and I'd swung 
into a good mood again. 

On this climb I had about a dozen oppor
tunities to make my dream placements -
opposing hooks. Many years ago at Suicide 
Rock we had stood three people on an 
opposing hook placement and fantasized 
about how wild that would be on a big wall. 
On the eighth pitch I was able to avoid plac
ing a couple of bolts by opposing a hook 
against a friend 15 feet away! 

I felt like I was moving at the speed of a 
tortoise on quaaludes by the time I pulled 
onto the Just-Under-Halfway ledge at the 
end of the eighth pitch. It had taken me six 
gallons and five days to get to this ledge, 
which was part of the big break slicing 
horizontally across the entire Northwest 
face. Only 2½ gallons of water left. Damn! 
No more of the hedonistic life . Despite the 
heat, water rationing will start at two quarts 
per day. I would also have to start getting up 
at dawn so as to maximize use of the daylight 
hours. 

As the wall steepens the continuous A4 
pitches change character from copperhead
ing to nailing expanding flakes. Too bad. 
Copperheads one can deal with semi-scien
tifically but nailing expando is bloody black 
magic . Scary too . Good pins become bad 
and bad pins drop out. I lead a few of these 
pitches where the pins are falling out below 
me and between that and the thirst and 
isolation and the afternoon thunder drizzles 
and the heat , my mind is beginning to go. 
I've become quite fatalistic, figuring that 
I'm probably going to die. Both 9mm haul 
lines have developed big chops in them and 
I have to rappel over the chop every pitch . 
Before I start to lead, I compare chops in 
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the two haul lines and use the one with less 
core showing. 

While I'm cleaning a pitch , a black tie-off 
I had put on my wrist for convenience slides 
up my arm and hangs up on my bicep. It 
looks just like a black arm band that one 
would wear for mourning a death . Some
where in the back of my mind I know that 
I'm losing it but if I really pulled myself 
together I would probably rationalize rap
ping off. However, since I do figure I'm 
going to die, water rationing seems pretty 
stupid so I start cheating and taking swallows 
out of the next day 's rations. 

On a normal big wall it is easy to get 
superstitious and on this one I am definitely 
in the Twilight Zone. Pitch Thirteen . I am 
keenly aware of the reputation of the 
number Thirteen as I lead the pitch. Bad 
luck on a big wall can be terminal. I can't 
wait for the pitch to be over. Off the belay a 
short arch sweeps up and right. It expands 
so much it feels like it's made of rubber. I'm 
stymied at the base of it for at least an hour 
pounding things into it and watching them 
drop out. I finally resort to my newest toys, 
my untested and not highly recommended 
slider nuts. After pulling several place
ments out of the rubber arch I finally learn 
enough about the things to make them stick. 
Four in a row take me to the top of the arch 
where I start pounding a bolt in the hollow 
vibrating wall above. As I hammer on the 
drill , the wall vibrates so much that the 
slider nut I'm standing on drops an inch and 
then, amazingly, catches again. Immediately 
I slam a bolt into the shallow unfinished 
hole above me and tie it off, the adrenaline 
now making me shake more than the wall 
ever did. 

Another expanding arch two pitches later 
gives me my first fall on the route. I know 
I'm getting near the top and hurrying too 
much. At least now I know my belay system 
works! 

That day, my ninth, I noticed that the 
daily thunderdrizzle clouds (which would 
always begin in Tuolumne and make their 
way to Half Dome by late afternoon) were 
at least five times their normal size. Somehow 
I was able to attach absolutely no significance 
to that fact and went on climbing as usual. 

It was a light rain or a heavy drizzle as it 
had been on the eight previous days so I 
ignored it , rapped down, released the haul 
bag and started cleaning the pitch. 

About halfway through cleaning the pitch, 
I was soaked to the skin. The heavy drizzle 
had become a heavy rain. Thunder boomed 
up and down the valley. An alarm went off 
somewhere in my brain - this was serious, it 
would be at least forty minutes before I 
could get to my haul bag. Although it was 
noon, it had become black except for when 
lightning would light up the rock with falter
ing but brilliant blue white flashes. I started 
cleaning in a frenzy, terrified by the thunder 
and rain, until a bolt of lightning striking 
fifty feet away from me knocked me off my 
jumars with the ground current and deafened 
me with a heartstopping crack boom! I 
clipped over the rest of the gear sprinting to 

The "hooks in opposition". 

the belay. The rain had become a waterfall . 
I was having trouble finding air pockets to 
breathe in as the gale gusts seemed to accu
rately direct spouts of water up into my 
mouth . As I hauled , blasts of wind and 
water knocked me about so much, I felt like 
a staggering drunk. 

Halfway through the haul I felt hailstones 
hitting my head . I squinted through the 
waterfall to my right. A convenient bolt of 
lightning lit up waves of orange water crash
ing down the face. I was in a mudfall. Those 
weren't hailstones, those were rocks! 

Ten years later the haul bag arrived at the 
belay. Ledge rain fly out, over my head , clip 
into fly. I sat there for a half an hour getting 
pounded through the rainfly by fairly good 
sized stones in the mudfall. Finally I pulled 
my sodden down bag out and wrapped it 
around my head as cushioning against the 
barrage of rocks coming down. 

I didn't know whether to laugh or cry, it 
all seemed so unreal, like a dream . I'd only 
seen storms like this in movies and in those 
movies some character would usually get 
murdered or swept overboard during the 
storm. I decided this must be a nightmare, 
but I would go through the charade of putting 
up my cliff-dwelling anyway. I ripped gaping 
holes in the fly as I tried to assemble the 
ledge from inside the rain fly but I KNEW it 
was only a dream so I didn't let it bother me 
much. 

All the food I had left I pulled out and ate 
- one block of cheese, two cans of spaghetti. 
That ought to keep me warm but it didn 't. I 
stripped off my soaked cotton t-shirt and 
sweatpants and tossed them off the wall. I 
pulled out my expedition weight polypro 
and put that on and then put my Baggie 
shorts on over that. I reflected on the irony 



that the Chouinard catalog says the Baggie 
shorts are good for swimming - perfect' 

I remembered Charlie Porter on New 
Dawn had strapped a foam pad to himself to 
bivvy in after dropping some of his bivvy 
gear. Not to be outdone, I pulled out TWO 
foam pads and strapped them to me like a 
sandwich. I sat there shivering that night 
waiting to go to sleep or to wake up. 
Throughout the night I could feel electric 
shocks even in the porta-ledge. 

The rain stopped some time before dawn . 
I awoke and began climbing while it was 

still dark. Everything was orange and 
coated with a layer of sand. I must get off 
today. I would not spend another night near 
the summit of Half Dome in a lightning 
storm. I hoped to make it off in two pitches 
but had dropped my topo in the storm and 
wasn ' t quite sure how far I was from the 
summit. The two easiest pitches on the 
route however, brought me only to the base 
of the summit overhangs. I didn't bother to 
haul my waterlogged bags to the stance, 
brooding storm clouds and the setting sun 
had determined I was running out of time. 

I expected to be able to sink Lost Arrows 
to the eye in the horizontal cracks all the 
way through the summit overhangs. Instead 
a frustrating pitch of tied-off stacks, all 
sloping downward at a 45 degree angle (the 
absolute worst angle for nailing) brought 

The author on the fifth day, with the strain of commitment beginning to show. 

me eye level with the summit. I couldn ' t or 
wouldn ' t mantle the summit and I had run 
out of the right size pins . I stacked about 
five knifeblades in a ½" deep hole. After 
hammering on them I was still able to pull 
them out with my hand. Goddamn it! I 
lowered down to the placement below me 
and cleaned it with a single swipe of the 
hammer. Back up to eye level with the 
summit - it 's getting late , the thunder is 
making it difficult to concentrate. Arrow 
against blade stack - test it - watch it flex -
don't trust it anyway so I strip off most of 
the rack and mantle the top after all. Summit 
at 7:46pm!! It feels good to be up but I' ll feel 
a hell of a lot better to be down. I tied my 
ropes off to an inconvenient but bomber #4 
friend and sprinted for the trail. Not much 
light left. 

I've managed to reach Nevada Falls by 
night-time. I'm tired and thirsty and make a 
stupid decision , I think I'll save time by 
takmg the Mist Trail - no moon , no flashlight, 
no starlight, no light. I'm lost at least half 
the time. I 'm on my hands and knees trying 
to feel the trail. I'm cold . I'm soaked. No 
jacket, no bivvy gear. I've hopped out of the 
frymg pan and into the fire. 

Having a great time now - crawling for 
hours through puddles , down steps and 
through mud and dirt to the Vernal Falls 
lookout. Twice coming down from Vernal I 

crawl to the edge feeling for the next step 
down - not feeling anything - crawling back 
upward to find the trail again. I 've finally 
crawled my way to Vernal Falls bridge. 
From here I know it's a straightforward one 
mile crawl to the road but at the same time 
I know of a big chance to wimp out. There is 
a ranger phone here - I can call and ask for 
a ranger to come get me with a flashlight. 
Here was that fine line that Herzog speaks 
of so eloquently in Annapurna. 

But I can 't find the phone in the black
ness. I hunt around cursing the phone, the 
rangers , and the phone company. I know 
it's on a tree near the well-lit bathroom but 
is on the wrong side of the tree to get light. 
Oh well, start crawling , sucker. Not more 
than a hundred feet past the bridge I hear 
voices and see a flashlight. Hikers who have 
come to look for their friends. on the Mist 
Trail. I convince them that their friends are 
not on that trail , if they were ! ·would have 
crawled right over them. With their flash
light we all walk back to Happy Isles but it's 
not until I get to my car and find my key and 
start the engine and drive to Camp Four and 
find my tent still intact and get change to 
buy my vending machine dinner and make a 
phone call and talk nonstop for half and 
hour and have a couple of Curry security 
guards look with disgust at my filthy being 
that I can finally smile. 
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PEOPLE 
Edited by Audrey Salkeld 

Mission Everest 
The hunt is on for Mallory and 
Irvine! It was fifteen years ago that 
Tom Holzel, a businessman from 
Concord Massachusetts, 
wandered into the New York 
Central Library and discovered its 
'Everest Section'. That was the 
first time he read in any detail the 
story of Mallory and Irvine's 
disappearance near the top of 
Everest in 1924, and his 
imagination immediately leapt 
into overdrive. The mystery has 
held him in thrall from that day to 
this: whatever did befall those 
two men after Odell had last seen 
them "going strong for the top"? 

Holzel is the President of a 
computer company; he applies 
computer logic to his own 
thinking. He runs the known 
ingredients and suppositions of 
the story into logical patterns to 
see if a "theory" emerges. If one 
does, he then tries it against other 
known factors. If it still holds up, 
well and good, it's one possibility; 
if it throws up inconsistencies, 
then it's discarded. There are 
countless permutations to be 
tried from the written 
documentation alone. "Well, it's 
far better, isn't it," he demands, 
"than just sitting back and being 
baffled?" 

It was in Mountain 7 7that he 
floated his first theory and was 
taken totally by surprise at the 
vehement response it engenered. 
He had suggested - and he still 
believes - that the summit could 
have been reached in 1924 - 19 
years before Hillary and Tenzing 
got there - not by both men, but 
by Mallory alone. But to accept 
this as a hypothesis, you have of 
necessity to accept also that there 
was a point when the two men 
split up after they were sighted by 
Odell. And it was this assumption 
that so ruffled Sir Percy Wyn 
Harris and other Everestmen. It 
was absolutely inconceivable in 
their opinion that Mallory could 
have commissioned the novice 
Irvine to find his own way back to 
the last camp. Holzel staunchly 
maintains that to do so was not 
abandoning Irvine to his fate; 
quite the reverse : by sending him 
back down, over known ground, 
Mallory would have assumed he 
was sending him back to safety. 
He would not be exposed to the 
unknown dangers ahead. And for 
Mallory himself, these would be 
lessened if he was able to move 
more surely and quickly on his 
own. 

In 1974the Chinese were said 
to have come across a frozen 
corpse lying on a terrace below 
the North East ridge, by all 
accounts horizontally below the 
ice-axe discovered by the 1933 
expedition. They described it as 
an 'English dead', wearing old
fashioned clothing that crumbled 
and 'danced on the wind' when it 
was touched . This, Holzel 
believes, must have been Irvine. 
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Caught in a snow squall on his 
way back, he says, he must have 
slipped on the icy rocks . His 
prediction is that Mallory will be 
found higher, in all probability 
around the top of the Second 
Step. Climbing back down this 
steep section after his summit bid 
- whether or not he reached the 
top - would have been suicidal in 
impending darkness - particularly 
as he probably had frostbitten 
fingers. "Yet he only had a one 
percent chance of surviving a 
bivouac up there. I'm betting 
that's where his body is." 

His researches from a home
base have now taken him as far as 
he can go. If more clues are to be 
discovered, it is on Everest they 
must be looked for . Holzel's 
ambition has long been to do just 
that, go to Everest and search for 
traces of Mallory and Irvine. 

As long ago as 1975, when Vice 
President (as he now is) George 
Bush was Chief US Liaison Officer 
in Peking, Holzel sought his 
assistance to gain permission to 
visit Everest. Bush was 
sympathetic, "It is a fascinating 
project," he said, but he had to 
write back and report that it was 
politically impossible at this time. 
"Don't give up!" he urged. That 
was something Holzel had no 
intention of doing. When 
outsiders were once more 
allowed into China to climb, 
Holzel twice sought and received 
the OK to attach himself to 
existing expeditions, only to have 
his hopes dashed when the 
permissions were later rescinded. 
But now it looks as if his waiting 
days are over. In August next 
year, he will be leading his own 
North Face Research Expedition 
to Everest. 

By his own admission, Holzel is 
"a light-duty climber" - he has no 
great hopes of reaching the 
Second Step himself, but his 
climbing leader is to be Andy 
Harvard, veteran of a dozen 
climbing expeditions in the past 
16 years, including three to the 
Kangshung Face of Everest; 
another member is film-maker 
Dave Breashears, who has been 
twice to the top of Everest by the 
South Col route. 

Using oxygen (Holzel has 
designed a new apparatus), they 
are both confident of being able 
to conduct a search at that 
altitude. They also plan to make a 
film of the expedition through 
their film company, Arcturus 
Motion Pictures. In 1983 
Breashears won two National 
Sports Emmy awards, one for 
cinematography on the 
Kangshung Face, and one for 
'innovative technical 
achievement' when he 
microwaved a live video 
transmission from the summit of 
Everest. Harvard -though his 'day 
job' is as a senior attorney to the 
New York Federal Reserve Bank -
is associate producer of a new 

Tom Holze/ - Everest in 1986 

Robert Redford movie about the 
life of Willi Unsoeld (see below) . 

What can the expedition hope 
to find? Holze I: "The two men had 
cameras. Irvine was a prolific 
photographer. He would have 
taken a number of pictures. And 
the last frame would undoubtedly 
be of Mallory setting off alone, 
from the top of the Second Step. 
Our ultimate aim is to locate one 
or both bodies and retrieve the 
film from the cameras both men 
were known to be carrying ." 
Specialists have advised that 
even after 60 years on the 
mountainside, with care, some 
images could still be developed 
from exposed film. 

Meanwhile, Just Around The 
Corner ... 
At the same time that Holzel and 
his team will be following the 
North Col /Northeast Ridge route 
of the pre-war expeditions, a 
British expedition, led by 
Brummie Stokes, will launch a 
further attempt on Everest's 
unclimbed North-East Ridge. 17 
names have so far been pencilled 
in for the expedition's 18 places 
and include Paul Moores as 
Deputy Leader, Joe Brown, 
Hamish Macinnes, Mo Anthoine, 
Paul Nunn, Mike Shrimpton 
(cameraman), and Ronnie Faux 
(journalist). Brummie's regular 
partner Bronco Lane is a doubtful, 

sadly, because of illness. It is a 
well-seasoned team - Joe and 
Hamish are both well-launched 
into their fifties, which is quite old 
for Everest - most, however, are 
mid-thirties to mid-forties; the 
youngest is 29. 

This expedition, too, is hoping 
to make a film - and solve a 
mystery. For if they succeed with 
their route, they may well 
discover what was the tragedy 
that overtook Boardman and 
Tasker among the Pinnacles of 
the NE Ridge in 1982. 

Redford is Unsoeld 
Robert Redford is known for the 
preparation he puts into all the 
roles he plays. The results are 
films like Downhill Racer and The 
Natural; surely the worlds of ski
racing and baseball have to be as 
portrayed in those films, for they 
breathe authenticity. 
Mountaineering has long been on 
his mind for similar treatment. 
From Downhill Racer days he has 
maintained touch with climbers 
and mountainfilm-makers . . . 
Hoover, Sylvester, Godfrey . .. he 
has narrated many American 
climbing films, trekked to Everest, 
and, since deciding to make his 
own mountaineering movie, has 
been looking at a variety of 
possible subjects. Solo Faces, 
James Salter's novel, was one 
that was considered; the story of 
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Andy Harvard (left) and David Breashears, a powerful duo to assist in Mallory and Irvine search. Photos: Breashears. 

Mallory another (projected 
screenplay went into several 
rewrites). He has come down in 
favour of a film about the 
dramatic life of Willi Unsoeld. His 
ambition is not to overwhelm the 
subject with Hollywood gloss, he 
wants to make a version that most 
climbers will recognise. The script 
- by Dennis Palumbo - is still 
undergoing revision, and the 
finished version is at least two 
years away. 

Outside Magazine, in its 
October issue, writes: "It is 
irresistible to speculate about the 
impact of a major motion picture 
on the sport of climbing. 
Documentaries on television send 
ripples through an audience, but 
a Hollywood feature can do far 
more." Andy Harvard, associate 
producer of the film, is aware of 
the implications: "One of the 
great things about this project is 
that the way in which climbing is 
portrayed will define the sport for 
a great many people for a long 
time." Outsidecallsita "collective 
coming of age for the new 
generation of adventure 
filmmakers" but gets its history 
wrong when remarking that the 
1963 Everest expedition (in which 
Unsoeld took part) brought back 
the "first moving pictures from 
Everest." What about Captain 
Noel in 1922 .. and 1924, and Wyn 
Harris in 1933? What about 

Stobart in 1953 and the Chinese in 
1960? Ah well, what does fine 
detail matter when you're making 
a point? Outside goes on to say: 
"The art and nerve of mountain 
filmmaking will come full circle 
when a cinematographer raised 
on the myths of Unsoeld's 
generation frames the square jaw 
of Robert Redford in his 
Panavision viewfinder." "The 
idea", the magazine says 
inscrutably, "gives one pause". If 
that means what I think it means, 
it certainly does! 

Bowing Out 
It was with affectionate sadness 
that climbers learned of the death 
of Major E. H. (Charles) Marriott in 
October. He was friend and 
climbing partner to Eric Shipton, 
Nea Morin and Menlove Edwards 
(to name but a few); he put up 
routes in Britain and the Alps, 
climbed in the Himalaya with 
Peter Oliver, and would often say 
with a wry chuckle that he was the 
only person to have put to sea 
twice with Tilman. (Not quite true 
- see next feature). (In 1955 he 
sailed with him in Mischief to 
Patagonia and made a crossing of 
the ice-cap; in 1961 to Greenland). 

For more years than anyone can 
remember Charles Marriott has 
represented the interests of the 
Lands End Climbing Club, by 
negotiating access and camping 

rights, and attending BMC 
Committee Meetings (either 
chugging up in an old car 
impossibly held together by 
string and sealing wax, or making 
mammoth cross-country journeys 
by implausible public transport 
lir>ks) ... and attending with a 
regularlity that put other 
members to shame. His grizzled 
figure was so much a feature of 
the Cornish climbing scene, one 
thought him as durable as the 
granite cliffs themselves, and 
feels cheated at his passing. 

Tilman Remembered 
It was some years ago that HTV
Wales producer John Mead 
began putting together a 
documentary on the life of H. W. 
Tilman, and from the start it has 
been very much a labour of love. 
It's not easy to convince hard
headed TV moguls that the life of 
an eccentric mountaineer/sailor 
of whom few pictures and even 
fewer film-clips survive, can 
possibly offer the basis for a 
"successful" TV-film. "Never 
heard of him!" is the reaction 
Mead has been getting all along 
the line and it says something for 
his constancy that the film got 
finished at all. Now the big 
question is whether we'll be 
allowed to see it. OK for all those 
of us in Wales and the Southwest, 
we'll get it on HTVwhatever, but it 

still has to run the gauntlet of the 
Network Committee to see if it can 
be shown nationwide. ITV 
apparently has only one 
documentary "slot" vacant for 
the whole of the winter, so it will 
be a question of crossing fingers 
and toes, and waiting. If it is 
"approved", then it should be 
sometime before the end of 
March next year that we actually 
see it. 

The converted ice-breaking tug 
on which Tilman went down 
along with six other men 
somewhere in the South Atlantic 
in 1977 belonged to the young 
leader of the expedition, Simon 
Richardson (24) of Stockbridge, 
Hampshire. Recently, Simon's 
mother, Dorothy Richardson, 
discovered among her son's 
papers a diary of an earlier trip he 
had made with Tilman, to West 
Greenland on the Baroque. This 
has now been edited and will be 
brought out by Gollancz next 
year. Meanwhile, at Diadem, Ken 
Wilson is planning (as a 
companion volume to the Tilman 
and Shipton mountain-travel 
books) an omnibus edition of 
Tilman's sailing writings. 
(Extracts have been made before, 
but this will be the definitive 
collected-works, books and 
articles). One way or another, next 
year could be a good one for 
Tilman fans. 
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GEAR 
Edited by Dave Durkan 

Gear Spotlight: Want to Buy A Climbing 
Wall? 
In September of this year Ron Fawcett cut the 
tape on Britain's most elaborate artificial 
climbing structure at the Ackers Centre in 
Birmingham. This man-made crag - no less -
is the latest in an impressive series of climb
ing walls designed and built by Don Robinson 
and Graham Desroy - the personae of D.R. 
Climbing Walls Ltd. Don Robinson (an 
energetic 58) has, over the last decade, 
become synonymous with climbing walls. It 
all dates back to 1967, when, as a newly 
appointed lecturer in Outdoor Education at 
Leeds University, he built from scratch a 
climbing wall in a corridor of the P.E. Depart
ment. The method was simple, he marked 
where the holds should be on the wall and a 
bricklayer chopped out slots in the brickwork 
for pieces of rock to be cemented in . The 
underlying concept, however, was much 
more complex and subtle. Robinson studied 
the detailed way in which climbers actually 
climb, and placed specific holds to suit, thus 
creating a teaching machine, on which only 
correct technique would allow success, and 
upward progress. The wall was popular from 
the start, although local climbers tended to 
adopt a traditional approach to the wall, using 
ropes and big boots, even practising aid 
moves! Then along came John Syrett, "who 
brought the wall to life" and the rest is his
tory. 

Architects came from far and wide to pick 
Don's brains, and usually misinterpret his 
ideas, until in March 1975 he became totally 
disillusioned and decided to start selling his 
expertise. Since then has come a string of 
high standard walls (42 at last count), each 
one, for him, a learning experience ; building 
a climbing wall can be a heart-braking maze 
of red tape and incompetence, created by 
architects and builders, who tend to be quite 
at home with squash courts, but baffled by 
climbing, and climbing walls. 

In 1977 Don teamed up with Graham Desroy, 
a very talented rock climber and Aspirant 
Guide, who eventually gave up a teaching 
career to help Don meet the increasing 
demand for climbing walls. They are two 
contrasting but complementary per
sonalities, and the partnership produces 
imaginative, well thought out walls, which 
cater for the entire spectrum of climbing 
needs and techniques. 

Most important from the point of view of 
the climbing world is their attitude. From the 
outset, Don will go to great lengths to explain 
the function of the structures to would-be 
owners/managers and that climbing is essen
tially a free sport with a minimum of rules. He 
often fights protracted rear-guard battles to 
ensure that climbers can enjoy their climbing 
without the burden of regulations that an 
ignorant public would place upon them. 

The effect that climbing walls (mostly 
Don's) have had on British climbing is legen
dary. They have been responsible for the final 
schism between mountaineering and rock 
climbing, the adoption of a training mentality, 
and the elevation of standards of performance 
to athletic status. 
Bernard Newman 

Right: The Ackers wall in action, providing an 
evening crag in the flatlands of the English 
Midlands. Photo: Graham Desroy. 
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A general view of the Ackers wall in the evening. The deep gravel surround makes for soft landings. Photo : Desroy. 

Graham Desroy (left) and Don Robinson. Photos: Bernard Newman. 

Munich is the venue for ISPO, the Interna
tional Sports Equipment Exhibition. Each 
September manufacturers display the latest 
and greatest in sport and fashion. Traditionally 
mountaineering has been the pale relative of 
this billion dollar industry, having little in 
common with the kaleidoscopic colours and 
pulsating flesh found in the tennis, jogging 
and ski world . This is no longer true, as ropes 
radiate colour, friction boots become sequin 
covered, and an ever increasing market is 
realised for climbing leisure wear. Some big 
names in climbing associated fashion are 
Fjallraven, Tenson and Monclear, who join 
the ranks of our own Think Pink, Rohan, 
Patagonia and Troll to meet the demand for 
"in" gear. It's time to burn your Levis. How
ever, it was the technical equipment we went 
to view, especially the stuff that should be 
appearing in your local climbing shop next 
year. 

The Joker 
Manufactured by Bergsport International, 

this is, in my opinion, the first serious 
competition for Friends. The Joker has three 
cams, two on one side and a central one on 
the other. The makers contention is that if one 
of the cams of a Friend does not sit well, the 
device can pivot resulting in a poor place
ment, and that provision of one central cam 
reduces this effect considerably. Another 
claim is that the Joker does not walk into 
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cracks like a Friend, nor out of them like Bud
dies or Bivos. Plus, they see the use of wire, 
like a wired nut, as an improvement over the 
aluminium bar used by the "others" . 

This was quite convincing at the exhibition, 
though the prototypes were a little rough , and 
the size range could do with a re-think, with 
colour code for sizes a must. 

Also from Bergsport come Bi-caps, which 
can only be described as double-jointed stop
pers . Outwardly they also look home made, 
but give the man (Otto) sometime and we will 
no doubt see a new range of Flexi-Stoppers 
emerging . Both Bi-caps and Jokers will be 
tested in the near future and a report pub
lished in Gear. 

Wild Country 
Wild Country have extended their rucksack 

range and have also added the long awaited 
half or mini-Friend. 

Edelrid 
Klaus proudly displayed what I naturally 

presumed to be a large lump of Yak shit (ideal 
for spreading around your living room floor 
to rekindle memories of the Himalaya). 
"Wrong, Dave, they are handholds, you sim
ply screw them on any available wall, and you 
have an instant climbing wall." 

They are offering 15 different types of 
glass-fibre hand holds, which can be bought 
separately or as a set, an ideal Christmas 
stocking filler. (Trouser filler?). 

I doubt that they will take over from screwing 
bits of wood on garage wal Is, for the masses, 
but they do raise the question of making 
glassfibre crack systems. A three foot section, 
of say two models, plus a curved crack sec
tion would give great variation as they could 
be angled differently, inverted, run in sequ
ence and even spaced from each other. Add 
the hand holds, which can be loosened to 
change their angle, so what was a jug 
becomes a side pull or under cut. This enables 
you to fine-tune your own climbing wall. 

Also from Edelrid is a belay and rappel 
plate, that works on the Italian Hitch belay 
principle. The blind acceptance of the Italian 
Hitch system due to "pushing" by various 
Alpine Clubs and Associations has always 
annoyed me. Now we have someone imply
ing that the Italian Hitch system creates too 
much friction and internal wear on the rope, 
by bringing out a plate that eliminates this. 
Unfortunately the plate is a bit complex on 
first use, and in the hands of the uninitiated 
could prove dangerous, so clear instructions 
please. 

Troll 
Apart from extending their range of sexy 

trousers, Troll have not forgotten that they 
are really in the climbing harness business, 
and have produced not only a super light
weight (330gms) Whillans harness for exped
itions, but also a new luxury upholstered belt 
that can be combined with all their various leg 
loop systems. 

Camp 
A new lightweight version of Footfangs, 

plus the multi Hyper Couloir ice axe system 
looked interesting . 

Friction Boots 
Since our Rock Boot Guide in Mountain 

102, a lot has gone on behind the scenes. The 
"Grail" sought has been top friction and edge 
capacity, reduced weight and heel retention . 

Fire with their Ballet tried to cage the heel 
by crushing the foot forward; unfortunately if 
you got them on you either had trouble using 
them or getting them off. This year they have 
reduced the angle of the heel cup, and used a 
slightly more giving (read forgiving) con
struction . (The Editor was given an early pair 
to test, and considered them to be the best 
thing since sliced bread. But not everyone has 
a narrow foot with a high arch. The heel cup 
permits a tight fit without having to buy a 
smaller than normal shoe size - B.C.N.) Other
wise they had nothing new to add . To keep 
the heel down San Marco have introduced a 
thick elastic band on the outside of the heel, 
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Edelrid's bolt on holds. It can only be a matter of time before they start appearing on real crags. 

on their new Grip model. Their Flashdance is 
a breakaway development from the Berhault 
Prestige, and at 350 gms for a size 7½ it looks 
good. 

Neil Kennedy, the Scarpa friction boot man 
in the UK, has been driving around the country 
with the one and only pair of the new Scarpa 
friction boot, trying them on various top 
climbers' feet, letting them do a route, then 
flashing off to try them on another pair of feet. 

So by the Harrogate show he should be 
ready to expose his new brainchild, and have 
a few more pairs available for the lads to try 
out. 

The other two serious guys are Asolo and 
La Sportiva. Asolo have a new range of light
weights that we have already tested and 
found to be comfortable and light: a real 
contender, that will also be exhibited at 
Harrogate. La Sportiva have tackled the heel 
retention problem, with a rubber retention 
band, but unlike San Marco, this does not lie 
on the outside of the boot, but is constructed 
into it. The model is called Mano/a, again a 
lightweight. The guys and girls at La Sportiva 
have also introduced a fold-away friction 
boot, called Ballerina. Basically a fold-away 
slipper with a friction rubber sole, and no mid 
sole. At 90 grms it's easy to slip in your poc
ket, lunch box or briefcase, and when passing 
an inviting building or railway bridge, simply 
slip them on, crack the problem, and continue 
your way to work, or the pub. Also ideal for 
mixed routes, where only a few pitches 
require a friction boot, or for people who only 
want to try their hand at climbing and not 
invest too much money in equipment. 

The next step is a roll-on skin-tight friction 
slipper - the gauntlet is cast! 

While everyone else is going lightweight, 
Clog with their new Ron Fawcett boot have 
stepped back in time. The new model, pro
duced in Wales, is heavy and clumsy, and 
more reminiscent of the Spider by Kragge 
than of the Ca/ma boot it is supposed to have 
replaced. All it has going for it is a name, 
robustness and top friction properties that 

cannot be truly appreciated when placed on a 
dreadnaught. 

Big Boots 
Little has happened since Koflach took the 

market with their plastics, except a little colour 
variation. Now Asolo have come with a new 
concept, where the sole and the rand is one. 
The rand goes quite high up the boot, espe
cially toe and heel area, giving support to the 
boot itself, protecting it, and giving a compact 
outer shape that has not been possible 
before. Early days yet, but we will be testing 
thi.;; type of boot. Don't rush out and buy yet, 
but keep an eye on this development. 

WARNING 
It is the practice of certain manufacturers of 

wired nuts to place a sealed or moulded cover 
around the loop. A recent test by the DAV 
showed that corrosion had taken place inside 
this sealed cover. Apparently during produc
tion condensation can be retained in the wire 
and then trapped by this sealed or moulded 
cover which can lead to wire corrosion . Tests 
of certain CAMP wired hexentrics showed a 
breakage of 300 Kg at the wire, and heavy 
corrosion. 

Until more is known of this, we can only 
recommend that Camp wired nuts with a sea
led cover around the wire be withdrawn from 
your rack. Camp were made aware of this 
problem earlier this year by DAV, but have 
made no attempt to inform either the trade or 
the climbing public. Our recommendation is 
that shops still stocking these nuts withdraw 
them, and contact their national agent or 
manufacturer. 

Nuts now produced by Camp will have an 
open wire tube around the loop area. 

Other manufacturers using similar con 
struction methods might like to re-evaluate, 
or check their sealing process to ensure that 
condensation cannot occur. 

Although climbing is the art of moving in 
potentially dangerous places, I personally 
feel your equipment should give you more 
than a sporting chance, hence the above 
warning . 



BOO Ks · ideas, hard poems that are the 
delight of poets and the students 
of poetry. But for the average 
lover of hills and everything about 
them there are many perfectly 
recognizable and honest 

Speak to the Hills 
An Anthology of 20th Century 
British and Irish Mountain Poetry 
Edited by Hamish Brown and 
Martyn Berry 
Aberdeen University Press, 
£13·50 

For most of the millennia that man 
has plodded around on the face of 
the earth, mountains have been 
viewed with a mixture of fear, 
mental and spiritual abhorrence 
and a physical distaste for the 
obstacles they presented. The 
dwellers of the early river-based 
cities were promised a day when 
"every mountain and hill shall be 
made low: and the crooked shall 
be made straight, and the rough 
places plain. " (Isaiah 40:4) God 
protect us, I hear the lovers of high 
places say. Faced with this 
attitude, no wonder the mystics, 
mountain dwellers and assorted 
hill loving drop outs in days gone 
by were the subjects of awe and 
horror stories in ancient myths. 

Not until the beginning of the 
19th century when men had 
already taken much of Isaiah's 
prophecy into their own hands 
did a new imagery and concept of 
mountains, and nature as a 
whole, arise in Europe. In their 
attempts to embrace and describe 
all experience, the romantics hit 
on the mountains as beautiful and 
ethereal images of things beyond 
the reach of man, those vast areas 
of immutability, purity, eternity 
and the ever unobtainable 
"why?" Fortunately, the words 
failed before the questions could 
be answered . The romantics did 
not achieve a meta-physical 
re-association of the sensibility, 
and in fact something quite the 
opposite happened, they released 
the individual to deal with his (and 
later her) world individually. 
Mountains became areas for 
exploration in every conceivable 
sense of the word . Prejudices 
were turned on their heads by the 
best poets and imagination began 
to climb the peaks . 

"I live not in myself, but I 
become 

Portion of that around me 
High mountains are a feeling, 

but the hum 
Of human cities torture." 

(Byron, Chi/de Harold's 
Pilgrimage, 1//.lxxii) 

It is this identification with 
those poetical portions of 
ourselves that live for high places 
and an appreciation for the 
feelings there evoked that are the 
subjecjts of 20th century 
mountain poetry. Hamish Brown 
and Martyn Berry bring together 
many of the best poems of the 
genre in their extensive 
anthology. Here are found the 
individual's encounters with the 
hills, and the many great things, 
cliched or otherwise, that happen 
when men and mountain meet. 
Some poems managed to 
uncover startling new images and 

mountain experiences to be 
found . These range from David 
Craig's visions of hard men in 
extremis to Norman Nicholson's 
(and others') delicate and 
powerful warnings of the dangers 
of tampering with the 
environment. There are the 
delightful metaphysics of Patric 
Dickenson and the poignant if 
rather familiar reminiscences of 
well known mountaineers like 
Wilfred Noyce and Winthrop
Young . There are too many good 
poems to attempt a list, and these 
greatly outnumber the duds 
which occasionally clatter down 
the page. Although the pros are 
well represented (apart from 
those already mentioned, Ted 
Hughes, Thomas Hardy, A. E. 
Housman, Louis MacNeice, etc.), 
there are a number of gems from 
unfamiliar but obviously 
competent poets and poetesses. 

As a whole, the anthology has 
been purposefully and 
thoughtfully put together. 
Sections of poems on specific 
areas in England, Wales, Ireland 
and Scotland are interspersed 
with sections dealing with 
broader topics, "The Restless 
Compulsion", "Habitation and 
Habitat" and "Waymarks of the 
Elemental" to name a few. The 
main criticism is the occasional 
literal or typographical error that 
has slipped through and a few 
poems that slip beneath the 
standard set by the book. The 
overall impression is of many 
hours spent getting the sequence 
right to create a poetic four 
seasons and a map of the British 
hills on which the contour lines 
and grid references have been 
replaced by images and rhymes. 

If this anthology represents, as 
it almost certainly does, the extent 
and competence of mountain 
poetry in English, there do seem 
to be limits to the individuality 
and the uniqueness of mountain 
encounters. The next poetic 
frontier may be as difficult to 
discover as new crags in our 
overused landscape. But as in 
most good poetry, the avoidance 
of artificiality brings results, and 
many of these poems managed 
to raise the hairs on the back of 
the neck. Each individual must 
make his own discoveries. As 
Norman Nicholson points out at 
the end of his foreword, in our 
times mountains should not serve 
as an escape from reality , "they 
are surely an escape back to 
reality." 

John Porter 

Rock Climbs 
Glen Nevis and the 
Lochaber Outcrops 
Edited by Ed Grindley 
Cicerone Press £5.95 

This is a significant guide. Since 
the publication of Klaus 
Schwartz's guidebook "Rock 
Climbs in Glen Nevis" six years 
ago a small number of keen 
climbers have hastily gardened to 
create a large number of excellent 
routes. Glen Nevis will no longer 
be considered as just a wet 
weather alternative to the high 
mountain crags. 

Polldubh will remain the most 
popular location but the newer, 
harder routes elsewhere should 
attract many visitors. Old excuses 
used by lazy hardmen blaming 
long wet approaches or slow 
drying cliffs just don't hold water 
any more! Routes of the calibre of 
Edgehog (the front cover photo), 
Quality Street and Crack Attack 
can now be climbed at most times 
of the year. Of course the routes 
are shorter but as the guide points 
out, linking pitches can provide 
routes over 1000 feet long . 
Anyway, short routes have 
advantages on short days. Jahu, 
one of the shortest routes at 35 
feet, still manages third top place 
in the graded list. 

So much for the climbs. How 
about the guidebook? I like the 
brief historical section before 
each crag but it does seem a pity 
that the majority of routes have 
no indication of date or first 
ascensionists. This is not a stop 
gap guide so this information 
seems doomed to fade into 
history. The nine routes in the 
addendum include such details 
with no apparent problems. 

The maps are helpful . The 
locating diagrams for the 
Polldubh crags are an 
improvement on the old guide. I 
like the page references beside 
each crag's name. It is just a pity 
that such organisation did not 
extend to providing an index. 
Even the graded list includes 
neither grades nor page numbers, 
nor even a mention of which crag 
to look up. However, I think it's 
good to see graded lists making 
an appearance again. As 
controversial as ever, they're a 
great source of interest and 
discussion . On this report, 
interesting facts, fictions and 
comments are few and far 
between. I couldn't decide if this 
was due to canny cost cutting 
habits being picked up by its 
English writer or merely efficient 
editing, but the result is a less 
interesting read . 

The photos are adequate. At 
least they give a realistic flavour 
of the harder climbing, but the 
four black and white shots should 
have been sharper. I doubt if the 
cloudy background of the Ben on 
the front cover was intentional 
either. I've seen much brighter 
photos of the same climb in 
sunshine. My only complaint 
about the back cover photo is that 
I took it but didn't receive the 
credit! 

Especially considering that the 
guide is pushing harder climbing 
in areas which will be unfamiliar 
to most rock gymnasts, some 
mention of accommodation and 
amenities would surely have been 
appropriate. Again, not a single 
mention is made of descents from 
crags - in some cases this would 
be helpful. 

The diagrams are good and 
clear and are much easier to use 
than the topological diagrams 
with "lollipop" trees found in the 
old guide. 

The grading seems very fair, 
though as usual most of the very 
hardest routes by Dave 
Cuthbertson have yet to be 
repeated . It's good to see Burma 
Road being upgraded to VS 4c -
its old grade produced many 
uncomfortable leaders and 
gripped soloists. The old aid 
route, Mechanics Institute, is now 

referred to as being " impossible " 
but at least its line is given to 
provide meat for modern jackals. 
One misprint calculated to arouse 
curiosity appears in the 
description of Wee One, E2 6a , on 
page 50. It reads "Climbing with 
great difficulty to a". Thankfully 
the diagram provides a 
reasonable solution . 

Despite a few niggles which 
should be corrected in ·a future 
edition, this is an attractive, 
apparently durable, fairly 
reasonably priced guide to a 
variety of climbing. It will save 
many otherwise wasted 
weekends due to bad weather 
high up. Don't visit the area 
without it. 
Ken Johnstone 

Dal Freeclimbing all'Avventura 
by Franco Perlotto 

Co/lana Exploits, dall'Oglio 
editore. 30,000 lire 

Franco Perlotto has probably 
appeared in more magazines than 
any other Italian climber in recent 
years - he's the bloke in the Think 
Pink "starburst" ad. 

The cover blurb promotes him 
as a leader in the shift in emphasis 
toward" Arrampicata Libera" that 
has transformed Italian climbing 
in the '80s, and the impressive tick 
list in the back of this volume 
would appear to support this. This 
ranges from numerous routes in 
the Dolomites, through the first 
solo ascents of both the Troll Wall 
and the North Ridge of the Central 
Tower of Paine, climbs in the 
States, Japan, and New Guinea; 
and in Venezuela, the first ascent 
of the left wall of the world's 
highest waterfall, Saito Angel, a 
route that would seem to rival 
Brown and Co.'s jaunt to Roraima 
for sheer repulsiveness. 
Unfortunately, its impact is 
lessened by a tendency to claim 
almost everything climbed 
outside Italy as a "Prima ltaliana"; 
and when this extends to Piggy 
Crack, New Mills, Bond Street, Fi 
Fi Fa Furn and other Peak District 
routes of earth-shattering 
significance, a sense of bathos 
begins to take over. 

Like most climbers I buy foreign 
language climbing books either 
for hard facts - guide books - or 
more rarely, purely for 
photographs, e.g. Opera 
Verticale; plus the Hard Rock type 
compilations that combine the 
two, providing both inspiration 
for future trips, and means of 
reliving past epics . Dal 
Freeclimbing all'Avventura falls 
into neither grouping. By today's 
standards the photographs are 
no more than adequate; of the 
climbing shots, several are of the 
"bums and harness" school, and 
others are badly composed or 
simply lack interest - an average 
set of holiday snaps. There is also 
a sequence of Perlotto 
supposedly soloing "a new route 
in Yorkshire " which looks 
remarkably like Stanage's 
Mantelpiece Buttress Direct. But 
turn to the pictures of the happy 
faces of New Guinea tribesmen 
proudly displaying their two foot 
genital appendages, and lament 
our loss of innocence! 

As regards information, there is 
little to interest the Britich climber 
- although the granite of Lofoten 
looks more than interesting. 

Al Churcher 
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LETTERS 

Stable Door? 
from Martin Berzins 

Dear Sir, 
The letter of Mr. Owain Jones in 

Mountain 105 is, alas, as flawed 
as the individuals and the ethics 
that it criticises. The central flaw 
in his letter is that there are routes 
on British rock which deserve 
bolts. This is nonsense. The Cad, 
Tequila Mockingbird, Seventh 
Grade and the routes on the North 
Wales coast could all have been 
left unclimbed. This is where the 
rot set in. The bolts that appeared 
on Yorkshire Limestone in 1984 
were an extension of this trend . 
Bolts were not only placed on the 
protection less Obsession but also 
on routes that did possess some 
natural protection, e.g. Seventh 
Toad. The climbers concerned 
were (and are) some ofthe best in 
the country. I not being in quite 
the same league and not 
possessing any ballet tights 
placed no bolts in 1984apartfrom 
replacing one on Dominatrix. Last 
winter it became clear that these 
new routes were accepted by 
nearly all of those climbing at that 
standard. The choice for 1985 ilvas 
clear- either play by the new rules 
or once you leave a line, someone 
else will supply the bolts and the 
first ascent. I for one don't 
particularly like those rules, but 
whining after someone else has 
bolted one of your lines is 
pointless. Cynical? Maybe - I have 
placed bolts, but sparingly, 
simply because there seemed to 
be no point in leaving routes for 
others to bolt. 

The bolts placed by me on 
Kilnsey are on routes which are 
still relatively serious and, 
hopefully, difficult to frig. The 
route singled out by Mr. Jones -
Jumping to Conclusions - has a 
bolt which is both sportingly and 
thoughtfully placed. The nuts 
seen by Jones were only 
adequate for cleaning . 

At Mal ham the route right of 
Caveat is on rock so friable as to 
reduce a boltless ascent to an 
easy but lethal lottery. This 
highlights another point. Much of 
British Limestone is not as solid 
as we would like. Even routes like 
Obsession have seen many falls 
because of perfectly solid looking 
holds suddenly snapping. Under 
these circumstances a bolt-free 
ascent would require not just 
ability, but rather more good luck 
than would be wise to expect. 
However, I do fail to see why the 
Malham Central Wall is special -
there are many other walls 
elsewhere which are just as blank, 
friable and bolted - e.g. Raven Tor, 
Mr. Jones criticises Duck Dive -
the 'good' nut on which has 
already deposited one 
unfortunate on the ground. 
Seventh Toad would be a better 
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candidate for a boltless ascent. 

Mr. Jones equates bolts with 
frigging - I fail to see why. There 
are no bolts In Strawberries or 
Dream Topping, both of which 
took several days to climb. People 
have been putting bolts rn some 
very d_ifficult climbs but please do 
not think that every route with a 
bolt in Yorkshire has been frigged . 

Finally I would_l1keto agree with 
Mr. Jones In saying that British 
climbing is undergoing a painful 
transition. The sport seems to be 
moving closer to a safer but more 
gymnastic pastime. Far too many 
climbers hold the view that 
climbing is all about desperate 
moves and not about taking 
calculated risks. Just to confuse 
matters further I will say that bolt 
protected routes can still have an 
element of boldness -witness Ste. 
Victoire and rather more of this 
year's routes on Yorkshire 
Limestone than Mr. Jones gives 
credit to . 

Martin Berzins 
Leeds 

Aid Grades - Unedited 
from Randy Leavitt 

Dear Mountain, 
I would like to respond to the 

concerns that Eric Collins 
expressed in his recent letter 
pertaining to the aid grades in 
Yosemite Valley and elsewhere. 
The first inconsistency that he 
noticed was when the fall 
potential and objective dangers 
were combined, the results were 
mixed and unclear. He also 
thought that a very awkward but 
technically easy pitch was an 
objective danger. If my final draft 
of the "Rationalisation of Big Aid 
Route Grades" (Mountain 100) 
went unedited, "objective 
dangers" would have read 
"negative externalities" . Further, 
the following sentence would 
have appeared - "The grading is a 
result of the fall potential or the 
negative externality, or both". I'm 
sorry those mistakes happened, 
but my article was edited before 
printing (probably due to space 
requirements). I imagine that 
other readers may have noticed 
these inconsistencies as well. 

Another point worth making is 
that unlike free routes, aid routes 
are everchanging. Recently while 
I was on El Cap for 1 O days, I saw 
6 ascents of Zodiac! A route like 
Tales of Power (5.12) will 
physically remain the same after 
1,000 ascents. On the other hand, 
Zodiac will not be the same after 
1,000 ascents because repeated 
pin placements will surely alter 
the route. Eric's prediction that 
Zodiac might eventually be A 1 is 
a possibility. That is exactly why 
there is a fixed ceiling on aid 

grades - the routes change after 
repeated ascents. A5 always has 
represented the hardest aid 
imaginable. If Zodiac was to 
remain graded A5 as it was when 
Charlie Porter did the first ascent 
some 10 years back, there would 
be no consistency to the system 
since A5 on Zodiac would now be 
five times easier than A5 on a 
route with only a few ascents. 
Likewise, Ron Kauk's Tales of 
Power was, is, and always will be 
5.12. A climber doing the 1000th 
ascent of Tales of Power can enjoy 
the same approximate physical 
difficulty as on the first or 50th 
ascent. This feature is not true 
with nailing routes. 

Yosemite climbers have always 
resisted grades above A5. Aid 
climbing isn't getting any harder, 
it is just getting more run-out. 

Sincerely, 
Randy Leavitt 
California 

King of Brazil 
from Andre /Iha 

Dear Sir, 
With further regard to events 
mentioned in my news report 
(ibid), concerning the activities of 
Yan nick Seigneur et al in Brazil, 
after the failure on Garrafao (later 
described by him as a 
"reconnaissance") and the 
"brilliant" Piranha and Comex 
climbs, Seigneur flew back home. 
Not content with his 
achievements at this side of the 
Atlantic however, he decided to 
try again the Garrafao climb and 
film it. In the subsequent search 
of a sponsorship for the event, 
much dust was raised. A Swiss 
paper, for example, after 
interviewing him, proclaimed 
Seigneur "King of Brazil" and 
"Conqueror of Garrafiio"; in the 
same opportunity, he informed 
the readers that his intended 
Garrafiio climb "will be very 
important for the development of 
the sport in a country where there 
aren't any true climbers at all up 
to this moment"! 

Of course he became quite 
angry with the Swiss (who, after 
all, left the line of his original 
attempt untouched), but decided 
to come back to Brazil anyways to 
do another major "premiere" and 
respective film elsewhere, as 
simply completing his previous 
route wasn't enough to satisfy his 
ego. 

In the meanwhile, Sergio 
Tartari and Alexandre Portela, not 
aware about the plans of His 
Majesty, did an actual 
reconnaissance on a respectable 
line on Pedra do Sino, highest 
peak in the Serra dos Orgaos 
National Park and next to 

Garrafao and, a few weeks later, 
set off to try it. They climbed on 
their chosen objectives for two 
days, reached a large ledge and 
then returned to their bivouac site 
at the foot of the wall for a nights' 
rest, leaving fixed ropes behind 
and ali the pitches dully cleaned. 
During the second day they heard 
the approach of a large party up 
the Soberbo River (Seigneur, 
Koeing and six more people), but 
didn't know by then for sure 
whom they really were. To their 
astonishment, however, after 
waking up for the next day's 
attempt they spotted Yan nick and 
Serge - who had woken up earlier 
- climbing on their route from the 
highest point they had reached 
the day before, and after having 
ascended by their fixed lines! 

After realising that they had just 
been scandalously pre-empted, 
Tartari and Portela climbed back 
to the ledge, and then a bizarre 
discussion ensued, with each side 
understanding nearly nothing of 
the other's arguments. But one 
point became quite clear to the 
Brazilians: Seigneur and Koeing, 
based upon their numeric 
superiority (4to1 ), wouldn't 
renounce to their prey! 
Unfortunately Tartari and Portela, 
in vacileant mood which was to 
be later regretted, agreed in 
abandoning their route and take 
another one to the rig ht, for what 
they have even received some 
gear from the French . After this 
absurd give-and-take they 
climbed two short pitches on it 
and came back to Rio, leaving 
some gear stocked at the base of 
the wall. 

But a week later, upon returning 
to Pedra do Sino, a bitter surprise 
awaited them: having climbed a 
little bit more up their line, the 
French decided to abandon it by a 
long rightward traverse to take 
the other one, the same they had 
just agreed that would be left to 
Alexandre and Sergio during their 
previous meeting! More: Yan nick 
and Serge were making use of 
some items of gear that the 
Brazilians had left in their cache 
for the next attempt! 

Absolutely shaken by these 
sights, the locals chose however 
the worst possible option to deal 
with the situation, i.e., to pay the 
French in their own coin: in a 
childish attitude of revenge they 
reached once more the same 
ledge, where Yannick had stocked 
gear, gathered enough to fill a 
pack and rushed down the face 
with it, cutting off a fixed rope on 
their passage. But, after getting 
back at their bivouac site, they 
were intercepted by members of 
the filming party, who forced 
them to return the gear and - as 
nothing had been left for them to 
do there- return to Rio. A few days 
later it was heard that the French 
had finished "their" route on 



Pedra do Sino - details still 
unknown - and the film of their 
double theft. 

This was so the final act of a 
disastrous play performed by the 
French party here, and which 
epilogue is more appropriate to 
other sorts of debates than to a 
climbing report. Anyhow it 
became quite clear that, in his 
blind quest for fame and glory, 
Yannick Seigneur has displayed 
the same lack of respect for local 
sentiments which led him to be 
banned from Nepal some years 
ago. With his loyal Koeing he 
showed also how 100,000francs
as told us by his local contact-can 
wipe out completely that sense of 
dignity, respect and even 
politeness to other climbers we 
believe should always be present 
and determine a climber's 
behaviour. 

Dozens of visits of foreign 
climbers - especially French and 
American - now occur each year 
in Brazil, and all have ended in a 
good and sincere friendship 
between them and the local 
climbers; but most people here 

feel that visits of people like the 
"King of Brazil" and his vassals 
are definitely unwanted. 

Andre llha 
Rio de Janeiro 

Unsubstantiated Insults 
from Bonny Masson 

Dear Bernard, 
I object to the way in which my 
new routes on Kilnsey were 
referred to in Martin Berzin's 
article (Mountain 105). He credits 
all men with their routes, however 
minor, but all my routes are 
lumped together under 
"Gomersall and Masson". 

I conceive of, clean and lead all 
my own routes. It is insulting of 
him to detract from this. I would 
have hoped that you, as editor, 
should ensure that such 
inconsiderate treatment is not 
condoned . Indeed, Martin's 
egomania is boring in the 
extreme, as are his slights to 
many other leading climbers. 

Surely Mountain should not 
become the platform for 
purveyors of unsubstantiated 
insults? 

Bonny Masson 
Haworth . 

Flawed 
from Steve Rathbun and David 
Schultz 

Dear Editor, 
Some assistance with your 

"Efforts to get things right" 
regarding John Long's epic tale 
"Flint Hard and Flawless" 
(Mountain 102). It is of extreme 
interest to note a minor detail 
omitted from Long's rewrite of 
Yosemite history. Lost Arrow 
Spire was freed in May 1984, by 
Dave Schultz. This was common 
knoweldge in the Valley months 
prior to the Long/Gaines ascent. 

To quote Mountain 103, "No 
matter how many apologies are 
published later, they can't make 

up for not having the credit then 
and there." Interesting words 
indeed. 

Sincerely, 
Steve R. Rathbun 
David M. Schultz 
Yosemite, Ca. 

Maltese Falcon 
from Roger Brookes 

Sir, 
I am currently in the process of 

compiling an 'Interim Guidebook 
to Maltese rock climbs' and would 
appreciate any information 
anyone has on climbs done since 
publication of the 1971 R.N.M.C. 
guide. 

Yours, 
Roger Brookes 
c/o Mountain Magazine 
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FREE-Just for asking! 
If you don't have a copy of 
our 1985 catalog-just 
ask. We'll send your FREE 
copy right away. This 
year's catalog combines 
the best climbing 
equipment and rescue 
equipment. Call us 
or mail the coupon 
today. 

1985 
Catalog 

1150 Speer Boulevard 
Denver, Colorado 80204 
(303) 433-3372 

DOUG GEETING AVIATION is now booking climbing 
parties for flights into the Mt. McKinley Park. Give Doug a call 

collect for information and reservat;ons. His speciality is 
Expedition Air transportation. Why not fly the best? 

Write to DOUG GEETING AVIATION, Box 42, 
Talkeetna Alaska 99676 
or call collect to (907) 733-2366 
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Please send me details of the Ultimate 
range, together with the location of your 
nearest stockist. 

Name .. .. ... ... ........... .... ... .. ..... .. ...... .. ...... .. .... . 

Address ...................................................... . 

····· ··· ··· ······· ····· ····· ····· ·· ············ ····· ········Mr11s 
To: Ultimate Equipment Ltd 
Walnut Street, Halifax, 
West Yorkshire, HX1 4DL. 



A good design will 
stand the test of titne. 
Chouinard Carabiners 1957-1985. 

Are you looking for .. . 
.. . The Latest Models .. . 

· in sacs .. boots .. clothing .. 
.. ice gear .. hardware? ... 

. . . See it first at 

215 Kensington High Street, London W8.Tel: Ol-9381911. 456-8 The Strand, London WC2. 
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SUPPLIERS 
OF MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT 

The shops marked (C) (M) (S) hire out Camping, Mountaineering 
and Ski-ing Equipment. 

AUSTRALIA 
A.C.T.: Canberra 
Paddy Pallin Pty. Ltd. , 
46 Northbourne Avenue, 
Civic. Tel. 47.8949 (C) (S) 

A.C.T.: Canberra 
Rick White's Mountain Designs 
Shop 6, Caga Centre 
38 Akuna Street 2601 
Tel. (062) 477153 (M) (S) 

N.S.W.: Hornsby 
Southern Cross M'ntaineering 
Equipment Pty. Ltd ., 
222 Pacific Highway, 2077 
Tel. 467.3242 (C) 

N.S.W.: Milsons Point 
Caving Equipment 
P.O. Box 230, 2061 
Tel. 02.929.0432 

N.S.W.: Sydney 
Paddy Pallin Pty. Ltd ., 
69 Liverpool Street, 2000. 
Tel. 26.2685 (C) (S) 

N.S.W.: Sydney 
Rick White's Mountain Designs, 
494 Kent Street, 
Tel. (02) 267 8238 

N.S.W.: Sydney 
Mountain Equipment Pty. Ltd., 
291 Sussex Street. 
Tel. 02.264.3146/02.267.3639 

Queensland: Brisbane 
Jim The Backpacker, 
Shop A21 , Queen's Arcade, 
77 Queen St., 4000 
Tel.(07)2296609 

Queensland: Brisbane 
Rick White's Mountain Designs, 
99 Mary Street, 
Brisbane 4000, 
Tel.(07)2216756 

Queensland: Brisbane 
Torre Mountaincraft, 
Shop 10/600 Sherwood Rd., 
Sherwood, 4075. 
Tel. 07 379 5549 

South Australia : Adelaide 
Thor Adventure Eqpt., Pty. Ltd., 
40 Waymouth Street, 5000. 
Tel. 08.212.7857 

Victoria: Camberwell Junction 
Eastern Mountain Centre, 
401 Riversdale Rd., 3123. 
Tel. (03) 82.7229 

Victoria: Heathmont 
Eastern Mountain Centre, 
115 Canterbury Rd., 3135. 
Tel. (03) 729.7844 

Victoria: Melbourne 
Bush & Mountain Sports Pty. 
Ltd., 
204 La Trobe Street, 3000. 
Tel. (03) 662.3349 
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Victoria: Melbourne 
Rick White's Mountain Designs, 
377 Little Bourke St., 3000. 
Tel. (03) 67.3354 (M) (S) 

(03) 67.7966 

Victoria: Melbourne 
Paddy Pall in Pty. Ltd., 
55 Hardware Street, 3000. 
Tel. 67.4845 

Western Australia: Fremantle 
Wild West Adventure Eqpt., 
33A Adelaide Street, 6160. 
Tel. 09.335 9299 

NEW ZEALAND 
Auckland 
Alp Sports Auckland Ltd ., 
D.F.C. House, 
Corner Queen & Rutland Sts. 
Tel. 09.394615 

Christchurch 
Alp Sports Ltd ., 
235 High Street. 
Tel. 67 .148 

Christchurch 
Oscar A. Coberger, 
15 Cranmer Square. 
Tel. 795 174 

Dunedin 
The Wilderness Shop, 
101 Stuart Street. 
Tel. 773.679 

Wellington 
Alp Sports Wellington Ltd., 
Public Trust Office, 
125 Lambton Quay. 
Tel. 04.720.673 

CANADA 
Alberta: Calgary 
The Hostel Shop, 
1414 Kensington Rd ., N.W. 
Tel. 403.283.8311 (C) (M) (S) 

Alberta: Calgary 
Mountain Eqpt. Co-op, 
112 11th Avenue. S.W. 
T2G 0X5 
Tel. 403.269.2420 

B.C.: Vancouver 
Mountain Eqpt. Co-op, 
428 West 8th Ave., 
V5Y 1N9 
Tel. 604.872.8247 

Ontario: Oakville 
Canadian Mountain Supplies 
109 Thomas St. 
Tel. 416.845.4900 

Ontario: Toronto 
Mountain Eqpt. Co-op, 
675 Yonge Street, 
M4Y 2BZ. 
Tel. 416.964.7909 

Ontario: Waterloo 
Adventure Guide, 
258 King St. N, 
N2J 2Y9 
Tel. 519.886.3121 

GERMANY 
Bochum 1 
Tourenzentrum Berghuser 
Alleestr. 89, 4630 
Tel. 0234.64729 (C) (M) (S) 

Munich 33 
Sport-Scheck, 
Sendlinger Str.85, 
P.O. Box 880 
Tel. (089) 21 66-1 
Telex. 524 742 spsch d 

Munich 33 
Sport Schuster 
Rosenstr. 3-6 
P.O. Box 848 
Tel.(089)237070 
Telex 522912 asm d 

HONG KONG 
Mountain Services International 

Ltd ., 
102, 1/F., 32-34 Morrison Hill Rd., 
Wan Chai . 
Tel. 5-733313 

INDIA 
Delhi 
MIS West Coast Mfrs. & Traders 

(Regd.), 
261 Okhla Industrial Estate, 
Phase 111, 
New Delhi 110020 
Cable 'Snowequip', 
Tel. 635498, 637421 
Retail Showroom -
92 - U.B. Jawahar Nagar, 
Delhi - 110007 
Tel. 223900 

ITALY 

Sondrio 
Fiorelli Sport, 
Val Masino, 
San Martino 23010 
Tel. 0342 640873 

UNITED KINGDOM 
Aberdeen 
Bill Marshall, 
250 George Street, (C) (M) (S) 
Tel. 0224.636952 

Altrincham 
Nick Estcourt Outdoor Sports 
53 Stamford New Road. 
Tel. 061 .928.6613 

Ambleside 
Frank Davies, Climbers Shop, 
Compston Corner. 
Tel. 09663.2297 

Aviemore 
Speyside Sports (S) 
Tel. Aviemore 629 

Belfast 
Jackson Sports, 
The Outdoor Centre, 
70 High Street. 
Tel. 0232.38572 

Belfast 
Surf Mountain 
12 Brunswick St. 
Tel. 0232.248877 

Birmingham 
Snow & Rock Sports, 
47 Stephenson Street. 
Tel. 021 643 6040 

Birmingham 
The Mountain Shop, 
18/19 Snowhill Queensway, 4. 
Tel. 021 .236.6816 (S) 

Birmingham 
Y.H.A. Shop 
92-98 Corporation Street, 4. 
Tel. 021.236.7799 

Blackburn 
A.B.C. Gear Ltd ., 
7 New Market Street, 
Tel. 0254.663235 

Blackpool 
The Alpine Centre, 
193 Church Street. 
Tel. 0253.24307 

Bolton 
Alpine Sports 
117 Bradshawgate (S) 
Tel. 0204-25087 

Bradford 
Allan Austin M'ntain Sports, 
4 Jacob Street, 
Manchester Rd ., 5. 
Tel. 0274.728674 

Brentwood Essex 
Field & Trek (Eq'ment) Ltd ., 
25 Kings Road . 
Tel. 0277.233122 - Mail Order 

0277.222230 - Shop 

Brighton 
Open Spaces 
18 Coombe Terrace 
Lewes Rd., BN2 4AD 
Tel. 0273 600897 

Bristol 
Ellis Brigham 
162 Whiteladies Road. 
Tel. 0272.741157 

Bristol 
Pindisports 
5 Welsh Back, 
BS14SP 
Tel. 0272.211577 

Burnley 
Sportak 
25 Hammerton Street. 
Tel. 0282.36816 

Buxton 
Jo Royle 
6 Market Place. (S) 
Tel. 0298.5824 

Cambridge 
Action sports 
Mitchams Corner 
34 Chesterton Rd. 
CB43AN 
Tel. 0223-356207 

Canterbury 
Field & Trek (Equipment) Ltd. , 
3 Palace Street. 
Tel. 0227.470023 

Capel Curig 
Joe Brown, 
The Climbing Shop, 
Tel. 06904.205 

Capel Curig 
Ellis Brigham, 
Mountain Centre (M) (S) 
Tel. 06904.232 

Cardiff 
Outdoor Action, 
12 Wyeverne Road , Cathays. 
Tel. 0222.28892 

Cardiff 
Up and Under Outdoor Gear, 
148 Ninian Park Road. 
Tel. 0222.390531 



Cardiff 
Y.H.A. Shop, 
131 Woodville Road. 
Tel. 0222.399178 

Carlisle 
Dennis English , 
141 Lowther Street. 
Tel . 0228.30239 

Chester 
Ellis Brigham, 
7 Northgate Street. 
Tel. 0244.318311 

Coventry 
Mountain Sports (Coventry) 
61 Empress Buildings, 
Binley Road. 
Tel. 0203.441241 

Croydon 
Pindisports 
Whitgift Centre, 
CRO 1U4. 
Tel. 01 688 2667 

Derby 
Derby Mountain Centre Ltd ., 
85 King Street. 
Tel. 0332.365650 

Derby 
Prestidge, 
350 Normanton Road (S) 
Tel. 0332.42245 

Dundee 
David Low Sports Co. Ltd., 
21 Commercial Street (M) (S) 
Tel. 0382.24501 /2 

Edinburgh 
Climb Ltd ., 
1AAlbyn Place, 
EH3. 
Tel. 031.225.8369 

Elgin 
Clive Rowland Outdoor Sports, 
61 High Street. 
Tel. 0343.49064 

Fort William 
Nevisport Ltd ., 
High Street, PH33 6EJ. 
Tel. 0397.4921 

Glasgow 
Greaves, 23b Gordon St. (S) 
Tel. 041.221.4531 /2 

Glasgow 
High range Sports, 
99 Great Western Road . 
Tel. 041.332.5533 

Glasgow 
Nevisport, 
261 Sauciehall Street (M) 
Tel. 041.332.4814 

Glossop 
Magic Mountain 
Howard Town Mill 
Victoria St. 
Tel. 045.74.4424 

Glossop 
Peak Gear O/D Sp., 
72 High St. West. 
Tel. 045.74.4766 

Grantown-on-Spey 
Speyside Sports, 
47 High Street (S) 
Tel. Grantown 246 

Halesowen, W. Midlands 
Casac Equipment, 
3 Hagley Road. 
Tel. 021 .550.9748 

Inverness 
Clive Rowland Outdoor Sports, 
13 Bridge Street. 
Tel. 0463.238746 

Keswick: Cumbria 
Mountain World, 
28 Lake Rd. Tel. 0596.73524 

Lancaster 
H. Robinson, 
Mountain Craft Shop (C) 
5 New Road . Tel. 0524.66610 

Leeds 
Centresport 
40 Woodhouse Lane. 
Tel. 0532.452917 

Leeds 
Wilderness Ways, 
17 Eastgate. 
Tel. 0532.444715 

Leeds/Bradford 
Guiseley Mountain Sports, 
Towngate, 
Guiseley LS20 9JA. 
Tel. 0943.75846 

Leicester 
Roger Turner, Mountain Sports, 
52A London Road (S) (C) 
Tel. 0533.551952 

Liverpool 
Ellis Brigham 
73 Bold Street, 1 (C) (M) (S) 
Tel. 051.709.6912 

Llanberis 
Joe Brown, 
Menai Hall, 
High Street. 
Tel. 0286.870.327 

London 
Alpine Sports, 
215 Kensington High Street, 
W86BD 
Tel. 01.938.1911 
Telex 8813136 

London 
Alpine Sports, 
456-8 The Strand 
WC2 

London 
Pindisports 
14-18 Holborn, 
EC1M 2LJ 
Tel. 01.242.3278 

London 
Snow & Rock Sports, 
188 Kensington High Street, 
W87RG 
Tel. 01.937.0872 (M) (S) 

London 
Y.H.A. Shop 
14 Southampton Street, 
WC2E 7HY. 
Tel. 01.836.8541 /7 

Manchester 
Ellis Brigham, 
6/14 Cathedral Street, 4. 
Tel. 061 .834.0161 (C) (M) (S) 

Manchester 
Y.H.A. Shop 
166 Deansgate, 3. (S) 
Tel. 061.834.7119 

Matlock Bath 
The Bivouac, 
56 North Parade. 
Tel. 0629.3750 

Middlesbrough: Cleveland 
Wilderness Ways, 
100 Newport Rd. 
Tel. 0642.248916 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
L.D. Mountain Centre, 
34 Dean Street. (C) (S) . 
Tel. 0632.323561 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Wilderness Ways, 
2 St. Nicholas Buildings, 
NE1 1 RF. 
Tel. 0632.24941 

Northampton 
White & Bishop Ltd., 
13-17 Bridge Street. 
Tel. 0604 35929 

Nottingham 
Roger Turner, 
Mountain Sports, 
120 Derby Road . (S) (C). 
Tel. 0602.417230 

Oldham 
Paul Braithwaite, 
Rhodes Bank, 
Oldham OL 1 1TA. 
Tel. 061 .620.3900 

Penzance 
Ellis Brigham, 
Market Jew Street. 
Tel. 0736.5828 

Preston 
Glacier Sport Ltd., 
40-41 Lune Street. 
Tel. 0772.21903 

Reading 
Carters Camping Centre, 
99 Caversham Road. 
Tel. 0734.55589 

Rochdale 
Paul Braithwaite Outdoor 

Sports, 
99 Yorkshire Street. 
Tel. 0706.525196 

Sheffield 
Bryan G. Stokes, 
9 Charles Street. 
Tel. 0742.27525 

Sheffield 
Don Morrison Ltd ., 
343 London Road. 
Tel. 0742.556018 

Sheffield 
Thomas & Taylor Ltd., 
24 Fitzwilliam Gate. (M) 
Tel. 0742.25631 

Shrewsbury 
Shrewsbury Mountain Centre, 
51-52 Wyle Cop. 
Tel. 0743.241649 

Skipton 
The Dales Outdoor Centre, 
Coach Street. 
Tel. 0756.4305 

Stockport 
Alpenstock, 
35 St. Petersgate. 
Tel. 061.480.3660 

Stoke-on-Trent 
Jo Royle, 
25 Brunswick St., Hanley (S) 
Tel. 0782.266137 

Tolworth, Surrey 
Alpine Sports, 
Tolworth Roundabout. 
Tel. 01 .330.6669 

Warrington 
Paul Braithwaite Outdoor 

Sports, 
114 Bridge Street. 
Tel. 0925 415668 

Wasdale Head 
The Barndoor Climbers Shop 
Tel. 09406.229 

Wolverhampton 
White Mountain 
22 Worcester Street. 
Tel. 0902 773395 (M) (S) 

York 
Wilderness Ways Ltd., 
9 Colliergate. 
Tel. 0904.39567 

NORWAY 
Hemsedal 
Scandinavian Mountaineering 

Equipment, 
N 3560 Hemsedal. 
Tel. 067.78177 

Oslo 
Sports Co. A/S 
Mountain and Ski Equipment, 
Roa Id Amundsens Gt. 6. 
Tel. (2) 110363.447381 

Tromso 
Tindloftet A/S 
Storgt. 58 
Tel. 083.85103 

DENMARK 
Aalborg 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop), 
Vesteraa 26, 9000. 
Tel. (08) 13.87.33. 

Arhus 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop), 
Aboulevarden 54-58, 8000 C. 
Tel. (06) 13.36.13 

Copenhagen 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop), 
Nr. Farmagsgade 39, 1364 K. 
Tel. (01) 12.55.22 

Lyngby 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop), 
Hovedgaden 57, 2800. 
Tel. (02) 87.04.67 

Odense 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop), 
Kongensgade 55,5000 C. 
Tel. (09) 11 .24.18 

UNITED STATES 
Alaska: Anchorage 
Alaska Mountaineering 

and Hiking, 
2633 Spenard Road, 99503. 
Tel. 907.272.1811 (C) (M) (S) 

Alaska: Juneau 
Foggy Mountain Shop 
171 Shattuck Way, 99801 
Tel. 907.586.6780 (M) (S) 

Arizona: Phoenix 
Holubar Mountaineering, 
3925 E. Indian School Rd., 
85018. 
Tel. 602.995.3391 

Arizona : Tempe 
Holubar Mountaineering, 
232 W. Southern Ave., 85282. 
Tel. 602.967.1669 

California: Alhambra 
Sports Hut Inc. 
2822 W. Valley Blvd., 91803. 
Tel. 213.289.3333 
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California: Berkeley California: Sonora 
Marmot Mountain Works, Sonora Mountaineering, 
3049 Adeline, 94703. 173 South Washington, 95370. 
Tel. 415.849.0735 Tel. 209.532.5621 (C) (S) 

California: Berkeley Colorado : Boulder 
The North Face, The Boulder Mountaineer, 
2804 Telegraph Ave., 94705. 1329 Broadway, 80302. 
Tel. 415.548.1371 Tel. 303.442.8355 (C) (M) (S) 

California: Campbell Colorado: Boulder 
The North Face, Holubar Mountaineering, 
349 E. Campbell Ave., 95008 629-K S. Broadway, 80303. 
Tel. 408.374.5205 (C) (M) (S) Tel. 303.499.1731 

California: La Canada Colorado: Colorado Springs Sport Chalet, Holubar Mountaineering, 951 Foothill Boulevard, 91011 
Tel. 213.790.2717 (C) (S) 1776 W. Uintah, 80904. 

Tel. 303.634.5279 

California: Palo Alto Colorado: Denver The North Face, Forrest Mountaineering Ltd. , 383 University Ave ., 94301 . 
Tel. 415.327.1563 (C) (M) (S) 1136 Speer Blvd., 8020 4. 

Tel. 303.433.3372 

California : Riverside Colorado: Denver Riverside Ski and Sport, Holubar Mountaineering, 6744, Brockton Ave., 92506. 
Tel. 714.784.0205 (C) (S) 2490 S. Colorado Blvd., 80222. 

Tel. 303.758.6366 

California: Riverside Colorado: Fort Collins Sports Country Ltd ., Holubar Mountaineering, 3659 Riverside Plaza, 95026. 
Tel. 714.825.2976 (C) (M) (S) 3500 S. College Ave., 80525. 

Tel. 303.226.3683 

California: San Bernardino Colorado: Fort Collins Sports Country Ltd ., The Mountain Shop, 222 North G Street, Suite B, 
92401. 126 W. Laurel, 80521 . 

Tel. 714.825.2973 (C) (M) (S) Tel. 303.493.5720 (M) 

California: San Diego Colorado: Lafayette 
Lowe Alpine Systems, Adventure 16 Inc., 802 South Public, 80026. 4620 Alvardo Canyon Road, Tel. 303.665.9220 (C) (M) (S) 92120. Tel. 714.283.2374. 

California : San Diego Colorado: Lakewood 

Pack Factory, Holubar Mountaineering, 
11355 West 6th Ave., 80215. 143 So. Cedros, 92075. Tel. 303.238.7511 Tel. 714.755.7662 

California: San Francisco Connecticut: West Hartford 
The North Face, Clapp and Treat, 
292 Winston Drive, 94132. 672 Farmington Ave., 06119. 
Tel. 415.665.6044 Tel. 203.236.0878 (C) (S) 

California: Santa Ana Massachusetts: Boston 
Holubar Mountaineering Eastern Mountain Sports, 
3650 S. Bristol St., 92704. 1041 Commonwealth Ave. 
Tel. 714.549.8541 Tel. 617.254.4250 (C) (M) (S) 

GORE-TEX 
FABRIC 

Cordura. polar I a bric . PU and neoprene nylon.Tent. breeches and sleeping 
bag fabrics . Hollofil . Thinsulate, down. Zips. fastex buckles. eyelets, poles . • 
velcro and more . Patterns for all outdoor clothing and equipment. Climbing 
gear. Discounts up to 15%. 

(5TYPESJ 
For prices/ samples, stamp please. 
Tor(MI. 3 Fryer St .. Runcorn, WA7 IND. En~fand. 

EVEREST CLIMBING PERMITS 
Available for Chinese routes 1987-1990. Also for all other open 
Chinese peaks. State mountain, route and season desired. 
Contact At.AC, PO Box 426, Concord, MA 01742, USA. 

PHOTOGRAPHS 
WIid country will give vou up to £200 of equipment for good quality photographs of Wild Country 
or Antarctica products In action. Tents. rucksacks. harnesses, hardware or clothing photographs 

are reQuired, in unusual or dramatic settings. Stunning action shots also wanted. 
contact: WIid country, Alma Road, Tideswell . Derbyshire. U.K. 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
We are a leading climbing, camping and skiing retailer in the 
Northwest and have vacancies for full-time staff at various 
levels. If you are knowledgeable, enthusiastic and prepared to 
work hard please write with C. V. and details of relevant 
experience to: 

Nick Estcourt Outdoor Sports 
53 Stamford New Road, Altrincham, Cheshire WA141DS 
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Massachusetts: Salem Washington: Seattle 
Life Sports Recreational Equipment Inc., 
East India Mall, 01970 1525 11th Avenue, 98122. 
Tel. 617.745.1135 (C) (M) (S) Tel. 206.323.8333 (C) (M) (S) 

Montana: Bozeman Washington: Seattle 
Northern Lights Trading Co., Swallow's Nest, 
1627 W. Main, 59715 3320 Meridian Ave., N., 98103. 
Tel. 406.586.2225 (C) (M) (S) Tel. 206.633.0408 (M) (S) 

N.H.: North Conway Washington: Seattle 
International Mountain North Face, 

Equipment, 4560 University Way N.E., 
Main Street, 03860 98105 
Tel. 603.356.5287 Tel. 206.633.4431 

New York: New Paltz Washington: Seattle 
Rock and Snow, The North Face, 
44 Main Street, 12561. 1023 1st Ave ., 98104. 
Tel. 914.255.1311 (S) Tel. 206.622.4111 

Washington: Tacoma 
New York: New York 
Camp and Trail Outfitters 

Base Camp Supply, 
3730 South Pine, 98409. 

21 Park Place, 10007. Tel. 206.472.4402 (C) (M) (S) 
Tel. 212.227.1760 (C) (M) 

Wisconsin: Kenosha 
Utah: Salt Lake City Life Sport, 
Holubar Mountaineering 4917 Seventh Ave., 53140 
3975 S. Wasatch Blvd., 84117. Tel. 414.654.3351 (C) (M) (S) 
Tel. 801.272.9403 (C) (S) (M) 

Wisconsin : Madison 
Utah: Salt Lake City Erewhon Mountain Supply, 
Timberline Sports Inc., State and Gorham, 53703. 
3155 So. Highland Drive, 84106 Tel. 608.251.9059 (C) (M) (S) 
Tel. 801.466.2101 (C) (M) (S) 

Wyoming: Cody 
Virginia: Bristol Sunlight Sports, 
Mountain Sports Ltd ., 1323 Sheridan Ave., 82414 
1010 Commonwealth Ave., Tel. 307.587.9517 (C) (M) (S) 
24201 
Tel. 703.466.8988 Wyoming: Jackson 

Teton Mountaineering, 

Washington: Bellevue Main Square, 

Marmot Mountain Works, (P.O. Box 1533), 83001. 

827 Bellevue Way N.E., 98004. Tel. 307.733.3595 (C) (M) (S) 

Tel. 206.453.1515 
Wyoming: Lander 

Washington: Everett Popoagie Alpine Haus, 

Swallows News, 220 Main Street, 82520. 

2011 Hewitt Ave., 98201. Tel. 307.332.7269 (C) (M) (S) 

Tel. 206.339.2417 
Wyoming: Laramie 

Washington: Leavenworth Rocky Mountaineering, 

Der Sportsman 211 Second Street, 82070 

837 Front St. Tel. 307.742.3191 (S) (C) 

Tel. 509.548.5623 .. 
Worldwide Mountaineering Literature For Sale Including Books, Magazines 
!Mountain, Mountaincraft C & R etc.), Journals, Guidebooks - over 600 items 
listed. P Hudson, 88 Ash Road, Leeds LS6 3HD, Yorks, England. BOOKS ETC ., 
ALSO WANTED. Let me know what you have to sell. Poems by GW Young 
wanted; fiction by Glynn Carr, E Coxhead, WE Bowman wanted and lots more!!! 

~ BECK All handmade. Unconditionally guaranteed. 
~ ·55 ca talog free tc forei gn; 

CRAMPON STRAPS U.S. & Canada . send 20¢ 

P.O. Box 2223, Santa Barbara, California 931 20, USA. 

Climbers "Chalk" Block. Pure Magnesium Carbonate. Send 
£7.90 for 8 x 2oz. Blocks to: I.W.F. Ltd, Dept. M. 78A Forsyth 
Road, Newcastle / Tyne NE2 3EU. Trade enquiries welcome. 

DOUG GEETING AVIATION would like to thank all of the people who 
have flown with me in the past. and especially to those climbers who 

supported my business this last year. It was successful because of your support. 

I am looking forward to another busy season in 86 and wish all of you 
a safe and adventurous Winter. Thanks again. 

Doug Geeting Aviation, Box 42. Talkeetna. Alaska , 99676 
(907) 733-2366 



LASER-TURNING ADJUSTABLE 
RUCSACTECHNOLOGY 

i NMOO 301Sdn 
Laser is NEW. And revolutionary. 

Probably the greatest ever step 
forward in rucsac technology. 

Designed by Berghaus to be efficient, 
simple and effective, Laser features back 
length adjustment, varying 
the hip harness position 
whilst the shoulder straps 

remain fixed. The hip 
belt system, 
which slides 
freely up and 
down the 
anatomically 
designed 
aluminium 
frame is, we 
believe, the 
most convenient 
and quickest 
system available, 

comfort, strength and air circulation. 
To further enhance the quality of the 
system, Laser is manufactured in 12oz 

Cordura and 8oz Ardura, two waterproof 
and extremely hard wearing fabrics, while 

durability and weather 
resistance is reinforced by 
double sewn and bound 

seams. 
All Berghaus rucsacs 

are made in Britain to the 
same high standards of 

quality and are covered 
by the new Berghaus 

Life Guarantee. 
The Laser range 
includes rucsacs 

with instant 
adjustability, on, or off, 
the back. ideal for BACKPACKING 
. The wearer can, and ALPINE use, with 
therefore, obtain a capacities from 55 
completely personal to 80 litres. They all 
fit, as well as varying represent excellent 
the load distribution value for money 
between the shoulder and include all the 
strap and hip belt. features that you expect 

The shape of the from a Berghaus quality 
back is maintained (or product. For further 
custom shaped) by two information please call 
parallel alloy bars, combined with into your local Berghaus 
a special padded back and ,,.••••• stockist or write to: Berghaus, 
co~ical shaped hip harness l■L ·fJZ 71 8 z UJ 34 Dean Street, Newcastle upon 
Which ensures total support, ---•-•-;...1111.111-•■ ••••• Tyne. NE11 PG. Tel: (0632) 323561 



Mountain Equi 
Leech Street, 
SK151SD. 
Telephone 061-338-8793. Moll1tain Equipment 
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